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PKKFACE.

ALL the district rovind a little house in the

country, to which I removed from London,

now getting on to twenty years ago, abounds with

cuckoos, as well as with nightingales. 1 was thus

led to pay more attention than I had before ilone to

both these birds and to two others, to which I do not

here at all refer. I have lain half-days in woods and

coppices to watch and observe as best 1 could the

ways of the cuckoos, and in doing this I could not

help seeing other things ; and sometimes I have been

so struck with what I have seen that I became very

anxious to know in how far other observers had

witnessed the same or similar occurrences.

This led me on and on, in a wide track of reading

and inquiry, till I founil myself launched on a piece

of big and rather difficult research about the various

different cuckoos in Europe and further afield, and

even about other parasitical birds. I was constantly

forced on attempts at comparative survey, and the

endeavour to ^rm sufficing theories, based on rational

explanations of habit, or, at all events, working hy-
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potheses. Some of the results of these endeavours

are presented in this vohmie, which, if it has no other

vaUie, may claim this : that it describes, as far as I

can. observations and encjuiries undertaken with a

desire for knowledi,'e only, and to satisfy myself, and

with no notion of writing; a book.

The (juestion may well be asked : why, then, do

you write a book ? My answer is that science is

surely aided by any demonstration of unity in type

or tendency where before only difl'erences and varieties

were observed and distinguished. Since, I believe,

against some great authorities, that our common

cuckoo (Ciuiilus ctiiionis) is far more intimately re-

lated to the two best-known American cuckoos and

to several others of India and elsewhere than has yet

been demonstrated, I cra\e for permission to put my

demonstration before those who may be presumed to

be interested in it, and to leave the matter with them.

I have scorned no pains to make it complete.

The reader will find as he proceeds that the single

species—our cuckoos—soon leads to questions of

larger interest — fjuestions, indeed, of the highest

scientific interest, in which not only lairds, but many

other species are more or less involved.

I have to thank Dr. Bowdler Sharpe and Mr.

Saunders at South Kensington for aid, and Mr. E.

Bidwell for much ready assistance ; Dr. Richard
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(iurnett, of tliu British Museum, and Mr. Waterhouse

and Mr. Trif,'},', of the Zoolo^'ical Society, for such

service as I can but feebly thank them for : by their

readiness to ot)liK'e, I was able to consult several

thinf,'s which i liad failed to find either at the Uritish

Museum or ai South Kensin<^'ton. 1 must record

also my j^ratittide to 1 >r. A. Kussel Wallace and

Canon Tristram lor answers to letters, and I must

not omit to add Professor II. (J. Forbes and my old

friend and correspondent, Mrs. bishop (Isabella L.

Bird) for friendly replies—both full and ready—about

cuckoos in the Far East, etc.

The work of Mr. John Craij; and Mr. j. Peat

Millar, of Beith, in securiuf; a series of photographs,

showing the young cuckoo in the most striking stages

of his work in turning out eggs and young birds,

could not but be most interesting to me as supplying

exactly what some sceptics, among them Dr. Charles

Creighton, in Vincintition aud yeinicr and elsewhere,

had repeatedly and triumphantly demanded. I have

in my hands copies of the whole series ; and I will

here give notes as sent to me in explanation of them

by Mr. Peat Millar:

No. I, shows attitude taken by the younn cuckoo when the

other young bird was put into the nest by Mr. Craig.

No. 2 was taken five seconds later, and shows the young bird

fairly on its back, and the cuckoo beginning to rise.
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No. 3, shows the young bird still on the cuckoo's back —the

cuckoo well up in the nest ; taken five or six seconds after No. 2.

No. 4, shows the cuckoo right at top of the nest—the other

young bird at first slipping off its back. You will in this one

notice that the cuckoo has its wings extended, to keep the bird

on its back from rolling back into the nest.

[Nos. 3 and 4 were reproduced in The Feathered World, and

are now, by the kind consent of all the parties concerned— Mrs.

Comyns-Lewer, Mr. Craig, and Mr. J. Peat-Millar—here printed

at p. 28.

1

No. 5, shows the young cuckoo settling down in the ne^f. after

having finished his murderous work.

[1 a-n sorry to say, adds Mr. Miller, that the young bird in

No 5 is rather indistinct, owing to the fact that, when it w^as

thrown out of the nest, it was out of the actual focus of the

lens.
]

No. 6, taken at a different lime, shows the young cuckoo with

the egg in the hollow of the back.

No. 7 is a snapshot of the cuckoo, after having reached the

age f)f ten or eleven days, living in perfect harmony with an-

otlier young bird, which Mr. Craig had put there with the view

of trying the experiment. They had apparently found the nest

too small for them, and they were lying snugly ensconced clo.se

together in the soft grass at the side of the nest. In that posi-

tion this photograph was taken.

[This goes further to prove that the young cuckoo, in about

eight or nine days, at furthest, loses completelv thi- impulse tf)

throw out what is beside it.]

i No. is given as the frontispiece to this volume, and No 7

at p 45, with many thanks to Mr. Craig and Mr. Peat-Millar,

for freely and cordially giving me permission to use them.j
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My book was finished and partly printed before

the news of this achievement reached me ;
but I

have made room for the leading facts which settle so

much that was in dispute before, and some passages

which might have disappeared or been remodelled

had J had these facts sooner before me, are so far

explained in the light of this statement.

These photographs—the whole series or any one

of them—may be procured from Mr. J.
Peat-Millar,

Braehead, Beith, Scotland, at a moderate price, and

doubtless there are many ornithologists and students

of natural history who would be glad to procure

them.

Since this book was printed, Mr. Dewar has fur-

nished us with another testimony to ejection of young

by the cuckoo-nestling :

" A friend tells me that he saw a young cuckoo,

after much exertion, turn out some young hedge-

sparrows. When he replaced one of the birds in the

nest, it was again ejected by the cuckoo." ==

1 have also heartily to thank Mr. J.
H. Gurney for

the use of two illustrations, and for other aid readily

given.

ALEXANDER H. JAPP.

Wild Lifn In Hampshire Highlimds, p. 88.
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PART I.

STRANGE POINTS IN LIFE HISTORY OF
CUCULUS CANOR US:

OUR COMMON CUCKOO.





OUR COMMON CUCKOO
AND OTHER CUCKOOS.

I.

^t A IJOL'T no bird, whi(

.jJkM-: -^^ <'i sense is well ki

icli in

known
and familiar, is there

more mystery than

a bout the Cuckoo.
Early poets, who were

impressed by two
things about it — its

arrival almost in the

fore-front of the j:,aeat

army of mij^aants in the

openinj,' of sprinf^, and

its peculiar call (heard

almost everywhere
while yet the bird is

comparatively seldom

seen)—have celebrated
it and idealized it. Wordsworth finely called it a
" wanderini,^ voice," and Michael ]Sruce, whose beauti-

ful poem, like a cuckoo's egg, was by Providence
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dropped into another bird's nest—that is, found a

father in the Rev. John Logan, who appropriated it,

but only in the end to lose by his mean action

—

named it " the messenger of spring." Had these

poets known what later observation has revealed

about the cuckoo and its ways, they might have been

less effusive, though, perhaps, they would have had

their answer in justification ready. They would have

said that they had to do with the impressions made
on an imaginative mind by the cuckoo's note, which

revelations of science, however adverse to the bird's

character in certain respects, coidd never modify as

regards the possibility of poetic impression. A later

poet, who, it is to be presumed, knew all about the

cuckoo, yet wrote thus :

—

The cuckoo from the wood I hear ;

He has no thcjught to fill my ear
;

And yet the sounds come sweet to me-

The note of bird in ecstasy.

Continuous, full, it floats and fills

The air with soft impassioned thrills.

And makes me think of days gone by,

When I had gracious company.

Goethe was much exercised by the knowledge of

the cuckoo's habits in certain respects. We find

Eckermann and him thus speaking as reported in the

*' Conversations "
:
—

" We know," said I, " that it does not brood itself,

but lays its egg in the nest of some other bird

We also know that these are all insect-eating birds ;

and must be so, because the cuckoo itself is an insect-

eating bird, and its young cannot be brought up by
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;i seed-eating bird. Hut how does the cuckoo find out

that these are all actually insect-eating birds ? For

all differ extremely from each other, both in form and

colour, and also in their song, and their call-note.

Further, how comes it that the cuckoo can trust its

egg and its tender young to nests which are so

different with respect to structure, dryness, and

moisture ? The nest of the wren is so dry and close,

that one would fancy the big young cuckoo would be

suffocated in it, yet it thrives there ; it thrives, too,

in the nest of the yellow wagtail, which builds upon

damp commons in a nest of rushes."

Eckermann was wrong about the cuckoo invariably

choosing the nests of insect-eating birds for its eggs

—

it sometimes has recourse to nests of seed-eaters ; but

the young cuckoos adapt themselves, and flourish just

as well.

But in truth, the very word " insect-eating," as

implying a hard and fast distinction from which there

is no variation worth noting, is egregiously mislead-

ing. Not a few birds whicli pass amongst the crowd

as seed-eaters, such, say, as the Greenfinch, notori-

ously, in the time of feeding the young, resort largely

to insects and caterpillars ; and I am even inclined to

think from facts which have come before me, and

which I ha\e myself obserxed, that all birds more or

less in the time of feeding the young will largely and

most astonishingly vary and extend the list of edibles.

Canaries, more especially at that time, will devour

plant-lice and sometimes even try ants-eggs, which I

would not have credited had I not seen it ; for, having

once had a nightingale and what is wrongly called a

" grass-finch," I first got proof of this by chance,

V_.^;
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owing wholly to the conditions in which 1 kept my
canaries and finches— free at certain times to fly

about the room, in one end of which I had my aviary.

This tendency of seed-eatinj,' birds to \ary from

seed-eatiiif,', more especially at the time of feeding;

young ones, would thus be all in favour of the young

cuckoos. If they rejected the seed diet, they would

come in for relief through the insects, for which the

foster parents would now be on the look-out ; and a

question may well here arise whether these facts may
not have had their own inthience in turning certain

seed-eaters more and more definitely into insect-eaters

during the period of feeding the young.

On the other hand, there are several birds, among

them the l:51ackcap and the Garden -warbler, which,

though set down in bird books as insect-eaters, are

largely seed and berry-eaters too, and there can be no

doubt that blackcaps often remain in this country all

the winter, managing to " make a do of it," as London

working women say, by aid of elderberries, mountain-

ash berries, and other berries.

The crossbills are put down in souv^ ornithological

handbooks as feeding entirely on fir seeds, but they

feed freely on aphides, small files, and minute beetles,

and this more especially at the period of rearing the

young. ''

Even linnets will turn insect-eaters at breeding

and other times. We read :

" In i8gi there was a plague of black diamond

moth caterpillars. Rooks, plovers, seagulls, starlings,

linnets, i^'reenfincJies, and yellowhammers all turned

to police duty and ate the grubs. Only the sparrows

* Zoologist, 1895, p. 228.
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Linnets eat Insects. 7

held aloof, and aiiionj,' returns from all counties, from

Dover to Aberdeen, only three spoke in praise of the

sparrow.

And this, thou^fh the Linnet by systt-niatir ornith-

olo},Msts is set down as the most persistent seed-eater

of all the finches. Mr. Howard Saunders says that

•' the Linnet's food consists of soft seeds, especially

those of an oily nature, such as the various species of

flax and hemp
; f,aains of charlock, knot-f,'rass, and

other weeds, are also largely consumed, while in

winter various kinds of berries and even oats are

devoured." Dr. liowdler Sharpe affirms that " the

Linnet is not known to feed its young on insects to

the same extent as most of the other linrhes." f

When bringing up the young, the linnet in some

cases, at all events, has recourse very largely to small

insects.

The self -same process is working itself out in

America as in Great JJritain. We might multiply

extracts here to prove it, but these will come with

more effect, falling in at their proper places. Here,

however, are the words of one of the most recent

authorities ;

" When we had forests and woodlands edged with

belts of shrubbery, swamps with masses of thickets,

when on the roadsides and along the fences trees

and bushes overgrown with vines and other climbing

plants grew in abundance, we had birds everywhere

and in plenty. They limited the increase of insects,

but now that the birds are gone, insects have no

enemies and can increase to unlimited numbers. All

• Spectator, May 13, 1899.

t Handbook, p. 45.
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small birds are insect-eaters, and at certain seasons

of the year they feed on nothing else."
'''

If it should be found that there is anything in the

suggestion above, it presents quite a new phase of

adaptation due to special circumstances.

Mr. W'estley T. Page, F.Z.S., whose experience is

very large, writes generally thus:—"Though wax-

bills and finches will do well for a long time on seed

alone, they are the better in condition, and more bril-

liant in plumage for the soft food and an occasional

insect." t

Waterton indeed seriously raises the question

whether severity of climate and the food question

have anything to do wi^^h migration, since he finds

that, like most of the migrants, the wren, the hedge-

sparrow and the robin are insectivorous birds, and yet

can manage not only to subsist through the English

winter but to increase their numbers.

Of all birds the stomach and digestive organs of the

cuckoo would seem to render it most unsuited for seed-

eating ; yet we are quite aware that White, of Sel-

borne, in his dissections, found among worms, flies

and caterpillars, many seeds in the stomach of the

cuckoo—seeds which, on our theory, would be taken

so far medicinally, perhaps, more than aught else, as

dogs and many carnivorous creatures eat grass, etc.,

with //;/.s- view. But the wonderful adaptations of

nature in providing exceptional cases to all rules is

what to us forms the special attraction of natural

history study and observation.

Let us end this section as we almost began it, by

* H. Nehrling, i, p. xxviii.

t The Feathered World, 14th July, 1899, p. 42.

\\
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quotinp^ from Goethe's " Conversations with Ecl'er-

mann," in continuation of what was said above :

"This is a mystery," returned Goethe. " But tell

me how the cuckoo places its eg<,f in the nest of the

wren with so small an opening."

" The cuckoo lays it upon a dry spot," returned I,

" and takes it to the nest in her beak. I believe, too,

that she does this with the wren's nest and with all

others. . . . Supposing that she lays hve eggs, and

that all these are properly hatched and brought up

by affectionate foster-parents, we must still wonder

that Nature caii resolve to sacrifice at least fifty of

the young of our best singing-birds for five young

cuckoos."

" In such things, as well as in others," returned

Goethe, " Nature does not appear to be very scrupu-

lous. She has a good fund of life to lavish, and she

does so now and then without much hesitation. But

how does it happen that so many young smging-birds

are lost for a siiigle young cuckoo ?
"

"The first brood," I replied, "is generally lost;

for even if it should happen that the eggs of the

singing-bird are hatched at the same time with that

of the cuckoo, which is very probable, the parents

are so much delighted with the larger bird that they

think of and feed that alone, whilst their own young

are neglected and vanish from the nest. It is a long

time before it attains its full size and plumage, and

even after it has flown it requires to be fed ; so that

the whole summer passes away and the foster-parents

do not think of a second brood."

" This is very convincing—very remarkable," said

Goethe.
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But even Eckermann did not know some of the

blackest facts about the cuckoo and its ways. Every

new fact discovered, indeed, seems only to make him

blacker. He not only drops his eggs in other birds'

nests, but his young are specially armed with powers

to throw out of the nest the true children of the birds

under whose protection they have been placed, so

that they may have no competitors in demanding food

from the foster-parents, who devote themselves in a

truly wonderful manner to feeding and nurturing these

intruders and aliens.

II.

Diri'icui-TiKS, however, begin at the very start in

th T study of this strange bird-monster—our common
cuckoo, scientifically, Ciiciiliis caiiorus. For a long

time it was thought that when it had fixed upon the

nest it meant to drop its egg in, it watched a favour-

able opportunity and sat upon the nest till it had

deposited its burden. But it has been found that the

cuckoo drops its eggs into nests so small and so

formed that it is impossible the bird could have sat

upon the nest. Its egg has even been found in domed

nests. It chooses various nests, from those of the

Meadow-pipit, Hedge-sparrow, and Wagtail, up to

those of the I'ed-backed Shrike, the Bunting, taking

no end of nests between, including those of the Reed-

wren, the Redstart, the Icterine Warbler, and some-

times even using those, though that must be excep-

tional, of the House-sparrow, Jay, Thrush, and Wood-

pigeon. Almost every bird whose nest is the least

suitable is victimised.

I
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Lord Lilford says :
" 1 once and only once met with

a cuckoo's egf^ in a spotted fly-catcher's nest." •

These facts have forced naturalists to conclude that

the cuckc o does not lay the ej^g in the nest at all, but

lays it on the ground and carries it in its beak, and so

deposits it in the nest chosen for it. This has now
been observed and verihed by so ma*"/ naturalists

that it cannot be doubted ; and this fact disposes of

the fine theory of some distinguished speculators that

the zygodactyle feet—that is, feet with two toes

behind and two toes in front, as in the case of parrot

and wood-pecker—^admirably enabled it to lift and

carry its eggs in its claws. The reason for the zygo-

dactyle feet must therefore be sought elsewhere.

Looking at Mrs. Blackburn's drawing, it has sug-

gested itself to me that here we may have a reason

for the zygodactyle feet. A bird with but one smaller

shorter toe behind clearly could scarcely so fix its feet

beneath as to retain position leaning against the side

of the nest with its posteriors : it would slip away.

But with the two hind toes with claws well fixed the

thing would I think be possible. In the case of the

wood-peckers, which for the same reason need to (w

themselves in trees, the two hind toes would do much
to keep the bird from slipping down through the front

toes giving way. There is ro such reason I have

ever heard of for such a forivation in the habit, of the

cuckoo ; and any hint to account for their presence

may be suggestive, and lead others to bring their

minds to bear upon it. Any way, I have as yet

heard of no other necessity in the life-economy of the

bird or adecjuate explanation of it ; and 1 shall be

* Birds of Northamptonshire, i, p. 79.
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glad to hear what other ornithologists, anatomists,

and biologists have to say on that particular point.

The zygodactyle feet are very fully developed even in

the egg.

I discount the idea of one writer in ornithology that

this form of foot is favourable for letting the cuckoo

stoop freely to the ground in certain positions to pick

insects oflf low-lying leaves ; because nature has

already advertised that another form of foot is at least

equally adapted to business of that kind, and with it

has supplied many birds which stoop low, and run,

hiding among grass and vegetation—notably, the

Corncrake and the Nij^htjar, which certainly does

stoop and run, and fly wondrou^.y fleet, as well as

others.

The writer of the article " Cuckoo " in the Encyclo-

puiUa Britanrticn, Professor Alfred Newton, to wit,

who is exceedingly cautious, and who wrote before

some of the most valuable and best authenticated

facts about the bird were published, is compelled to

accept this as proved, citing these two cases :- -

"The most satisfactory evidence on the point is that

of Herr Adolf Miiller, a forester of Gladenbach, in

Darmstadt, who says {Zovlotr. Gnrtcn, 1866, pp. 374-

375) that through a telescope he watched a cuckoo as

she laid her egg on a bank, and then conveyed the

egg in her bill to a wagtail's nest. Herr Braune, a

forester at Griez, in the Principality of Reuss, shot a

hen cuckoo as she was leaving the nest of an icterine

warl)ler. In the oviduct of this cuckoo he found an

egg coloured very like that of the warbler ; and on

looking into the nest he found there an exactly

similar egg, which there can be no reasonable doubt
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had just been laid there by the cuckoo. Moreover,

Herr Grunack {yournal fur Ont., 1873, p. 454) has

since found one of the most abnormally-coloured

specimens, quite unlike the ordinary egg of the cuckoo,

to contain an embryo so fully formed as to show the

characteristic zygodactylic feet of the bird, thus

proving unquestionably its parentage."

The faift that the young cuckoo mercilessly ejetfts

from the nest and makes an end of his foster-brothers

is now just as well established as that the parent

drops the eggs into other birds' nests. Soon after

being hatched, the young cuckoo exhibits great rest-

lessness, irritability, and energy. Whatever is in the

nest it endeavours to get under. It keeps on beating

its stumps of wings, and as it gets older will spar with

its wings and peck at the finger, if placed near it.

The other nestlings are usually disposed of by it

during the second or third day, and any eggs share

the same fate as the young birds. It will permit

nothing in the nest beside it—whatever is dropped in,

it will lift up and throw over the edge. Difficulties

have been raised about the possibility of the young

cuckoo throwing the other nestlings out of domed
nests ; but these are much reduced, if not met, by the

fact that in open nests, set in certain positions, the

area on the edge of the nests which the young cuckoo

could make available is but one-fifth of the whole

circumference, and that it has a special instinct for

working always toward the open portion ; besides all

which the birds in the domed nests it favours would

generally be very small birds. Later observations

prove that in addition to great strength of shoulder

and wing stump, the young cuckoo is aided by a
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curious depression in the back behind the shoulders,

which disappears as the bird grows older. Its back,

in fact, forms nothing short of a kind of shovel, with

which to lift handily whatever it succeeds in once

getting under. Mr. J. H. Gurney well points out

that its stumps of wings are like arms with ill-formed

hands, which they really are. All this has of late

years been repeatedly observed, and this not by

solitary observers, but by whole parties.

Mrs. Blackburn (the well - known bird observer

and artist) and her friends, had peculiarly favour-

able opportunities of observing the process by

which the young cuckoo threw the true birds

out of the nest. A cuckoo had intruded an egg

into the nest of a meadow-pipit which was at the

foot ot a low shrub on a gentle slope of turf.

The nest so rested on the turf amid shrubs that

only one side of the nest was really open for

anything to be ejected. Mrs. Blackburn's attention

was first called to the circumstance by seeing

young birds struggling on the sloping turf. Thinking

that they had been thrown out of the nest by some

accident, she went, took them up, and put them back

in tlie nest. I'hey were speedily thrown out again.

At last she contrived a means by which she could see

into the nest. The young cuckoo edged about in the

nest until he got his shoulder and wing under the

poor nestling, then edged up and up, standing upon

his sprawling long legs, his feet fixed in the sides of

the nest material until he was high enougli, then he

elevated the shoulder furthest from the edge of the

nest, making, with the most wondrous, unerring pre-

cision, always to the open side of the nest, and then
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with ;i hitch threw the poor thinf,' out. Further

observations made by this lady went anew to prove

that the fjrowth of the upper bone of the wing in the

young cuckoo is exceptionally quick, and that this

part is exceptionally strong— simply, as it would

seem, to arm it with full resource for this instinct of

deadly self-preservation which it possesses. Mr.
J.

E. Harting in Our Siniinier Migrnnts reproduced Mrs.

Blackburn's drawing of the young cuckoo throwing

out the pipits.

.-* j^

>. .O-^f-^ySif -^%.K •'".X^

Mrs. Blackburn adds that the young cuckoo was
" perfectly naked, without the vestige of a feather,

or e\en a hint of future feathers ; its eyes were not
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yet opened, and its neck seemed too weak to support

the weight of its head. . . . The most singular thing

of all was the direct purpose with which the blind

little monster made for the open side of the nest, the

only part where it could throw its burden down the

bank. 1 think all the spectators felt the sort of

horror and awe at the apparent inadequacy of the

creature's intelligence to its acts that one might have

felt at seeing a toothless hag raise a ghost by an in-

cantation. It was horribly uncanny and gruesome! "

Dr. Charles Creighton, in his Vncciuatioii and

jfenner and elsewhere, has dealt with statements

about the cuckoo's habits, and the peculiar points

of structure in the young cuckoo, in a spirit of

thorough scepticism to say the least. Here is one

passage

:

" The young cuckoo's back, it seems, is especially

designed for the lodgment and ejectment of eggs and

young birds, for, different from other newly-hatched

birds, its back from the scapula downwards is very

broad, with a considerable depression in the middle.

This depression seems formed by nature for the de-

sign of giving a more secure lodgment to the egg of

the hedge-sparrow or its young one when the young

cuckoo is employed in removing either of them from

the nest. When it is about twelve days old, this

cavity is quite filled up and then the back assumes

the shape of nesting birds in general. This unique

and marvellous structural change, it need hardly be

said, has no existence ; nor did Jenner seek to estab-

lish this assertion in the only way in which it could

be established, by a series of dissections. Moreover,

he liimself inadvertently supplies the key to the illu-
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sion and the fanciful anatomy by his remark on the

previous page of his wondrous tale of ejectment, that

the young cuckoo ' makes a lodgment for the burden

by elevating its elbows.' " '•

Now, did Dr. Charles Creighton himself make the

series of dissections here desiderated, and is he, on

the ground of that, ready to say that Montagu,

Yarrell and Bishop Stanley, Mrs. Blackburn and her

circle, Mr. John Hancock and his friends, and Mr.

R. Kearton, are not only unworthy of credence for

solemnly-given evidence, some of which will be im-

mediately presented, but that, in short, they are all

conscious and determined liars ? An answer will

oblige.

Other instances of wonderful structural adaptation

in young birds, certainly not more essential to their

preservation than is this in the young cuckoo, on the

theory of its often itself getting rid of the legitimate

birds, are to be found in many cases, and some of

them shall be cited at once.

The late Mr. John Hancock, a well-known North-

umbrian ornithologist, reported observations almost

entirely to the same effect as those of Mrs. Blackburn.

In this case the nest was that of an accentor or hedge-

sparrow.

He v/rote :
—" It is quite certain that the young are

ejected very soon after they are hatched ; of this I

have conclusive proof. On the 6th June, 1864, I

observed a nest of the Hedge-Accentor, which con-

* Mr. Howard Saunders says that this cavity on its back fills

up after the twelfth day. Manual of Birds, p. 278. Does Mr.

Saunders here speak from observation and experience and dis-

section, or does he merely repeat the dogma of Jenner ?
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tained five ej^^gs, four belonging to this bird and one

to the cuckoo. I visited the nest again on the 8th

June, and found three young hedge - accentors and

the cuckoo hatched, one of the hedge-accentor's eggs

having disappeared ; the three young hedge-accen-

tors lay on one side of the nest, the cuckoo on the

)ther by itself. On the morning of the following day

1 once more went to the nest ; the three accentors

were gone, and the cuckoo was the sole occupant.

One of the accentors lay dead on the ground below

the nest. On the loth June I saw the foster parents

feeding the cuckoo.

" When the egg of the cuckoo is not hatched, the

young of the foster birds are reared. In 1870, I met

with a case in point ; the nest contp'.ed two eggs of

the hedge-accentor and one of the cuckoo ; after a

day or two the accentors were hatched. I continued

to watch for several days, in the hope that the

cuckoo's egg would be hatched, but it proved to oe

addled. The parents fed their little brood with great

attention and neither they nor the young took any

notice of the unhatched egg, which lay sometimes

above, and sometimes below the nestlings. "••

Fourteen years later Mr. Hancock described obser-

vations corresponding exactly to those of Mrs.

Blackburn.

He tells that he had often tried to find opportunities

of observing this marvellous performance.

" I began in June, 1884, ^t Oatlands, Surrey," he

writes, " to search the grounds carefully for as many
nests as I could find that were likely to have cuckoos'

eggs in them, and was fortunate enough to discover

* Catalogue of the Birds of Northumberland, pp. 26, 27.

-4
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one in :i spot convenient for niakinj^ continued obser-

vations on the 17th of June. The cuckoo's ef^g was

ill the nest of a hedKe-accentor, containin^( four of

its own ej^'f^s, and built in a bramble-bush near the

bottom of the slopinj^ terrace at Oatlands. I tried

the cuckoo's e^^j; and one of the hed{^e-accentor's in

water to ascertain if they were fresh or setting. The
former floated, denoting that it was setting ; the latter

sinking to the botton was, of course, fresh.

" On the 25th of June I examined the nest. No
change had taken place. There were still the one

cuckoo's egg in the nest and the four accentors.

" On Friday, the 27th June, I looked at the nest at

three o'clock in the afternoon and the cuckoo's egg

was hatched and one of the accentors. At twenty-

five minutes to six o'clock I looked at the nest again,

and another accentor's egg was hatched.

" On Saturday morning, 28th June, I rose early

and went to the nest at twenty minutes to four

o'clock a.m. All was quiet and the old bird on the

nest. At two minutes past hve o'clock I saw into the

nest. There were just as before the young cuckoo,

the two young accentors, and the two eggs. A few

minutes after five o'clock the young cuckoo attempted

to put an egg out of the nest by getting it on its back

in the most clumsy manner, but it did not succeed in

getting the egg high enough to roll it over the edge

of the nest. Immediately after this proceeding the

old hedge-accentor came on to the edge of the nest

and stooped down with its head into the nest and

took some white matter into its mouth (I think ex-

crement from the young birds) and swallowed it.

[No doubt whatever it was this ; for my canaries and
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other caged birds made it a strict point of duty after

feedinfj the younf^ in the earlier staj^es to wait and

see if they needed to do such service as this, and a

wonderful accommodation to necessity it is.]

" The old bird went on to the nest and off af.N'iin four

or five times in about two hours. 1 left for breakfast

at eight o'clock, the old bird sitting on the nest.

Returned at half-past eight. The old bird was off the

nest, and the young and eggs as before lying (juiet at

the bottom of the nest. . . . (She was off for about

ten minutes now, and then again afterwards). When
off this last time an accentor's egg was put on to the

edge of the nest by the young cuckoo in my presence.

This was at half-past ten. The egg rested on the

edge of the nest for some time, and then it fell down
into the bush by the movements of the old bird on the

edge of the nest. The cuckoo then fell to the bottom

of the nest, apparently in a very agitated state and

overpowered or exhausted by the effort. The mother

then returned, . . . but remained a very short time

on the nest and seemed very uneasy, raising herself

and standing in the nest. The cuckoo seemed to be

increasing in bulk and was much agitated, lying at the

bottom of the nest. The two young accentors lay

motionless at the bottom of the nest, whilst the

cuckoo kept moving its wings like hands as if to

excite or stir its companions into action. In about

twenty minutes the cuckoo made two desperate

attempts to get one of the young accentors flung over

the edge of the nest, but failed, for when it got the

young one to the top it fell back again into the

bottom of the nest. Another unsuccessful stiuggle

took place when the mother was on the side of the
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nest. About eleven o'clock the first youn/,' accentor

was put over the edf^e of the nest exactly as illus-

trated by Mrs. Hlackburn. The mother was present,

but took no notice of the affair (^'oinj,' on, but looked

on calmly. The second ef^j; was pushed out at one

p.m., in the presence of myself. Miss .Xbbs, and my
sister, whom I had specially invited to come and see

the proceediuf^s of the young cuckoo. The last and

fourth of the lot we left in the hands of the destroyer.

It was sitting almost on the back of the cuckoo,

which had had one try to put it over the edge of the.

nest, but had failed. At half-past three when we

returned to examine the nest, the young cuckoo was

the sole occupant.

" The first baby accentor which had been thrown

on to the edge of the nest was still alive, so we put it

into a white-throat's nest, which had four young ones

about a day old, and from all appearances it will be

properly attended to by its foster-parents.

" The cuckoo's proceeding, as I saw it, is in my
opinion the most wonderful and unaccountable piece

of business that I ever witnessed in bird-life. . . .

" These observations, though they may seem to be

a repetition of the accounts given by Dr. Jenner,

Montagu, Mrs. Blackburn, and other accurate obser-

vers, are nevertheless necessary in thee-e days ; for, in

the minds of some ornithologists, it seems to be still

an undecided question — how the young cuckoo gets

the young of its foster-parents from the nest ! I

have before had an opportunity of ascertaining the

fact, and expressing my full belief in the accounts

given by Dr. jenner. Col. Montagu and others, as

stated in my catalogue, (p. 26), but till last summer I
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had not had a successful opportunity of watchin;^ t^3

whole process as carefully as I was able to do on

that occasion,

" Since these observations were made, my atten-

tion has been called to the following; quotation from

Mr. Henry Seebohm's History of British Birds, (vol.

ii, p. 383) :
—

' It has been said, on what appears to be

incontestable evidence, that the young cuckvoi^, scon

after it is hatched, ejects the young or eggs from the

nest by hoisting them on its back ; but one feels in-

clined to class these narrntives with the equally well

authenticated stories of <rhosts and other apparitions

which abound !
'

" The facts observed with much care and minutely

related in this note support the ' incontestable evi-

dence ' given by Dr. Jenner, Montagu, and Mrs.

Blackburn, so fully and conclusively, that I am at a

loss to understand how anyone who has not personally

investigated the matter thoroughly for himself could

allow himself to express so strong an opinion as Mr.

Seebohm has done in the italicised portion of the

above quotation." '

The Rev. Alfred C. Smith mentions in Zoolorrist

for 1873, (p. 3474), "that Mr. Briggs had himself

(though I had overlooked the circumstance) seen

with his own eyes the attempted expulsion of a

y )ung pipit from its nest by an infant cuckoo."

{ZooL, ss. 914.)

Mr. Oswin A. J. Lee, who has made very careful

observations on cuckoos and the behaviour of their

young, says

:

* Transactions of the Northumberland and Durham Natural

History Society, vol. viii, pp. 21c, 217. 1886.
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"in only one case have I heard of a younf; cuckoo

failing to destroy the whole brood. This was a

young robin which took up its position among tlie

ivy rootlets beside the nest, from which the cuckoo

could not eject it. Both birds eventually flew."

Mr. Kearton has the remark :
" The young cuckoo

turns out all the other members of the nest in which

it is hatched, an operation to which I was witness on

one occasion." •

In 1837 J. Gould wrote thus in the Birds of

Europe :

" Shortly after the young cuckoo is excluded from

the shell, it attains so much strength as to be able to

eject the true young from the nest, itself remaining

the sole occupant ; and, in fact, from its large size

and ravenous appetite it is as much as these substi-

tuted parents can do co supply it with food." That

is good ; but in his Birds of Britain (1873) he gives

a beautiful drawing of the young birds thrown out by

a young cuckoo, yet writes thus :
" May we not more

readily believe that the young have been thrown out

by the foster-parents, who, having bestowed all their

attention on the parasite, thus cause the death of

their own yoang, which are then cleared out of the

nest in the same way as broken eggshells, faeces, and

other extraneous matters are. ... I do not believe

that on the third day the young cuckoo has the power

to throw out all the occupants of the nest." Mr.

Gould's volte fact. {". funny ; he harks back on an old

idea at the very time when ;he actual process of

turning out had been observed and recorded.

This pious wish or hope expressed above for the

* British Birds' Nests, p. 42.
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cuckoo, is, however, completely dissipated by well

verified facts and observations, some of which we
shall, in a moment, present ; young birds found lyin ^

—having been turned out of the nests either by the

young cuckoo or some other bird—are in most cases

perfectly well nourished and with their crops full, as

we ourselves have more than once found them.

—hedge-sparrows, mear' w-pipits, and wagtails, etc.

An observed fact v, sr ; -^ A facts on our own part

which also meets the proposition that the true yoimg

are first starved, and then over-laid by thp quick-

growing yourg cuckoo, as Pennant fancied.

This matter just shows how little reliance is to be

placed upon so-called experts often, very often, when
they go beyond their proper office of observing, and

faithfully recording their observations. John Gould

was, like many others, a splendid practical field

ornithologist, or classifier, but he was no thinker, and

was mostly either very weak or very far wrong when
he attempted anything outside Ins proper province.

I question whether a pair of sr la)' i i is would be able

to turn out a young bird in th^ < •
'i - supposes—at

all events, in some circumsl vi - ai; ' from some
nests—in fact, the power of the y^. 'V ;j; cuckoo to do

so is in itscii more likely by far from lis quick growth

than the other.

We are told by a more .ecent writer that Mr.

Gould remained sceptical about the young cuckoos

ejecting the true young from the nest, avA was con-

verted by the evidence of Mrs. Blackburn and Mr.

Hancock; and in the introc'; tion to his first work
published afterwards he fir .k;^ admitted it, though

Mr. J. E. Harting could not n. > .he chance in Our
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Stunmer Mif^rauts, of reminding him that the same

observations had already been recorded by Jenner,

MontagU; Blackwall, Durham Weir, and Adolf

Mi'iller. But Mr. Gould's, from the extracts above,

was a re-conversion. In 1S37, he, like yet bigger

men, implicitly followed Jenner ; in 1873 alongside a

drawing of the young cuckoo in the act of ejecting the

true young, he actually set down a caveat against

this charge and explained the facts differently, and

then, later, was reconverted to his opinion of 1837.

His case here was an exact illustration of Tennyson's

words :

—

" It is not true that second thoughts are best.

But first aud third, which are a riper first."

Tho necessity f^r complete success in extermina-

tion of foster-birds' progeny on the cuckoo's plan

may be found in this that when any of the true young

are left, the proper instinct of the foster-parents will

more or less assert itself. This has confirmation in

the following anecdote from Dr. A. E. Brehm, told

through the Ivev. A. C. Smith :

" In June, 181 2, says ray father, a wren's nest

was found on the manor of Prohlichen-wiederkunft,

which cOiitained two young wrens and a cuckoo

—

qi'.ite an exceptional case ; the dome of the nest had

preserved the young wrens from being ejected by the

cuckoo. A friend of mine took the cuckoo when it

was almost ready to Hy and, as is often done by bird

fanciers, placed it in a cage, intending to bring it to

me as soon as it was fledged. The foster-parents in

this case, however, abandoned the foundling, and in

two days it was found starved to death ; the wrens,
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having taken up their abode elsewhere with their own
nesthngs, had not been able to feed both their own
young and the cuckoo." '

I am perfeiftly familiar with the paragraph on the

Cuckoo, which Mr. Waterton threw, rather inconsis-

tently, into his essay on the Jay {Natural History

Essays, ist series), and in which he ridiculed the idea

of the young cuckoo having any such power. His

remarks about the old bird always remaining on the

nest during the whole of the day on which the chick is

excluded from the shell, in order to protect it, wants

qualification ; there are, as we shall specially see,

reasons why she must sometimes leave the nest on

that day, and even when cleaning and drying the

young bird she must be on the edge of the nest, not

sitting on it strictly. But even though we admitted

that Mr. Waterton was correct here as regards

normal cases, it certainly is not true when a young

cuckoo has been hatched ; for somehow or other he

has the pov\er not to let her do so, as comes out well

in Mr. J. Hancock's observations, and is amply con-

firmed by my own ; and this, on the very first day to

a certain degree, and yet more on the second or third

day: when generally he wishes to begin more definite

operations. I am quite familiar, too, with the bit in

the essay on " the Wren, the Hedgesparrow, and the

Robin " (second series), which is nothing more nor

less than a rough condensed repetition of what he had

said as above.

Mr. Waterton was so good an observer and so true

a lover of the birds that I should indeed be sorry were

I forced to expose some of his errors and shortcomings

• Zoologist, May, 1873.
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about birds and other creatures, which usually arose

from his accepting some preconceived idea, and trying

to make all facts bend to it ; and one of these is a

certain dogmatic statement in one place about the

cayman.

And Waterton, too, was very fond of a practical

joke, as his "manlike monster" clearly proves, still

misleading good men and true.

Mr. Waterton's deliverance, cited by Dr. Charles

Creighton, as authoritative and final, vv-as made to

bear far more weight than it was in any way entitled

to. Dr. Creighton, in a burst of triumphant scepti-

cism, in effect, cries out : "If this takes place why
are we not presented with photographs of it ?—thit is

the one way to convince us. As for artists like Mrs.

IJlackburn, they can draw what they please—all out

of their own brains : we can't trust them, or such as

them." Well, just as this book was being put into

type, comes the Feathered World, of 14th July, 1899,

with two photos of young cuckoos throwing out ^•oung

birds, due to the patience, care and well-directed

enthusiasm of Mr. John Craig—whom all the world

will thank for so far decisively setting this matter at

rest. It is not so easy to do a thing of this sort

—

a nest must be chosen, carefully watched, and the

psychologic moment seized without any faltering

—

everything ready and nothing wanting. Mr. J. P.

Miller's photographs are decisive enough for the most

sceptical, and anew demonstrate that to carry a preju-

dice against vaccination and its founder to the point

of rejecting reasonable evidence on a question of

Natural History is at all events not a very scientific

or philosophical procedure.
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" We proceeded to the nest," says Mr. Craij,',

" and placed the young yellow-hammer I had found

and taken with me in it, beside the young cuckoo.

After a few minutes delay, the cuckoo hoisted the

yellow-hammer on its back and climbed up the side

of the nest backwards and shot the bird over the nest.

We put the bird into the nest again when the cuckoo

repeated the operation. Six snapshots were taken
"

(two of which, by the great kindness of Mrs. Comyns-
Lewer, and Mr. Craig and Mr.

J.
Peat Millar we are

enabled to give) " with the young cuckoo on the top of

the nest ejecting a yellow-hammer from a meadow-
pipit's nest, one of them was taken with the yellow-

hammer lying atside the nest, the other three were

taken in diftert .'i stages in the nest. So far as I am
aware, these are the first snap-shots that have been

taken of a young cuckoo ejecting a young bird from

the nest. The cuckoo was about (we days old, and

the yellow-hammer about three or four at the time

that the snap-shots were taken.

" On June 15, 1899, I saw another pipit's nest, con-

taining a cuckoo's egg and four pipits' eggs. I broke

one of the latter's eggs, but the egg had only been sat

upon a day or two. I again visited the nest on June

14th, but none of the eggs were hatched. I again

visited the nest the following day, when the cuckoo

had hatched, and one of the nest-owner's eggs was

lying outside the nest. I put the egg back into the

nest again. The cuckoo was not twenty-four hours

old. I again visited the nest on the following day

along with Mr. J. Peat Millar, when we found tne

cuckoo the sole occupant, and the three pipits' eggs

lying outside the nest. We placed one of the eggs in
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the nest, when the cuckoo immediately commenced to

hoist the egg on its back and began to climb, and

when near the top of the nest a snap-shot was taken,

but, owing to a small tin having slipped, Mr. Millar

had to expose the plate, which was spoiled in trying

to take another snapshot. The bird then became

extremely restless, and though somewhfa exhausted,

it made several attempts to reach the top of the nest

with its burden, but failed.

" 1 again visited the nest on the following day, and

put an egg into it, but the bird was not inclined to

begin operations. I dropped another egg into the

nest, when it immediately began to hoist one of them

on its back, and carried it to the edge of tne nest and

threw it out. But there was no snap-shot taken as

Mr. Millar had to attend to his business at home,

Saturday being a busy day with him. We again

visited the nest on June 19th, but the bird would on

no account commence operations, though we put four

eggs into the nest, showing nothing of the restless-

ness that it had done three days before.

" I have spared no e(fort to prove my case and

make a clean sweep of my opponents."

Mr. Craig's observation of the nest with two young

cuckoos in it is in i'avour of the stronger young

cuckoo throwing the weaker one out. *' It was

about four miles from where I reside, and the

other one about *.hree miles ; so that every time I

visited the nest of the former I had to walk eight

miles ; and of the latter about six miles, which

amounted to more than one hundred miles, which was

no child s play on these warm summer evenings in

June.'"
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Mr. Craig's observations go to support the idea that

the cuckoo will not begin operations after five days

old. Mr. Craig tested this in various ways, putting

different young birds into the cuckoo's nest before the

cuckoo's fifth day, and these were invariably thrown

out; but, after the fifth day, the cuckoo loses the desire

to operate on what is put l>eside it, as was proved by

the fact that a cuckoo of about ten days allowed a

hedgespar'ow of about eight days to lie quietly

beside it.

The editress of the Feathered World makes his

note on Mr. Craig's article and snapshots :

" When the outline of the young cuckoo in the two

pictures is once grasped one can see how well suited

for its fell purpose is the position it takes up. Head
well down, legs wide apart gripping either side of the

nest, wings outstretched to prevent any slipping back

sideways, the unfortunate victim well poised on its

broad back, the curious depression in which serves to

steady it—the attitude is perfect for accomplishing

the final act in the curious tragedy of nature by which

a cuckoo is reared at the expense of the family of its

foster-parents. My only regret is that want of time

did not admit of my suggesting to Messrs. Craig and

Millar an enlargement of these sharp little negatives,

v/hich, when seen under a magnifying glass, reveal to

an even greater extent the murderous method of the

nestling cuckoo, so well described by Mr. Craig in his

interesting article."

There are various and conflicting theories about

the cuckoo's power in adapting its eggs to the nests

in which it drops them and also regarding the process

followed, but it is undoubted that cuckoos' eggs vary

m
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throuf,'h a wider ran^'e of colour than those of ai.y

other bird.

As to size, the ef,'gs are on an average only one-

fourth of that expected from the size of the bird,

though in weight, as the careful tests of Mr. Hidwell

as well as my own undoubtedly show, the eggs are

much heavier than any eggs of the same size. Dr.

Ray, too, dwells on the weight of shell of egg of

Cnctilns cniionis.

This fact would be remarkable enough even did it

not bear on remarkable facts beyond it. The habits

of the foster-birds as to nests vary so vastly that it is

hardly credible the young of one species could thrive

in all—in open nests, in domed nests, nests hung over

water or moist places as with the Reed-wren and

Sed.i^^e-warbler, nests high in trees, nests low in shrubs

or even on the ground like those of the nightingales

and larks.

A list of 120 species in which cuckoos' eggs have

been found is published by Mr. P>idwell in the Bulletin

of the British Oniithologists' Club for March, 1896.

But adaptation and resource are everywhere con-

spicuous. The cuckoo, when he cannot find his

favourite nests, makes others, and apparently un-

promising ones, suit him equally well."

* The most notable in regard >.., numbers of eggs from nests

of each species, in his collection of over 900, being:— i, Hedge-

sparrow, 74 ; 2, Redbreasts, 65 ; 3. Reed-warblers, 62
; 4, Mea-

dow-pipits, 49 ; 5, Garden-warblers, 47 ; C>, Sedge-warblers, 41 ;

7, White-Throat, 38 ; 8, Pied Wagtail, 34 ; 9, Blackcap, a ; 10,

Tree-pipit, 33 ; 11, White Wagtail, 32 ; 12, Red-backed Shrike,

25 ; 13, Yellow Hunting, 23. N.B.- Mr. Bidwell tells me that

among the 74 from Accentors' nests was a blue egg, taken by

Mr. Robert H. Read, a well-known and reliable ornithologist.
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Mr. Cecil Smith writes about Guernsey: "Tree

and meadow - pipits, skylarks and stonechats, from

their numbers and the numbers of their nests, must

be the foster-parents most usually selected in the

Vale of Guernsey ; other favourites, such as wag-

tails, hedge - sparrows, and robins, being compara-

tively scarce in that part of the island. •

The Vale of Guernsey is singular in its lack of

trees—it is devoted to gardening and culture of the

vine ;— flat and over considerable spaces gorse-clad,

it was at one time unde*" water.

As one other indi' a of the wide range and

adaptability of the c . we may note that Mr.

Robert Collett in his Bin! Life in Anfic Norway
puts Cnculns canorns among the breeding species of

Arctic Norway.

Mr. I'cpham found Ciiciilits cmionts on the Yenisei.

It arrived on May 22 and soon became common ; and

there its cry is " Hoo, hoo," a sound which Seebohm

attributed to the Himalayan Cuckoo. " The forest

round Yeniseisk is full of cuckoos, but we soon left

them behind us." i

I
••if

..'A-

III.

The rule laid down for birds generally with regard

to helplessness after hatching is not without very

marked exceptions, even in cases where the young are

not, as in the case of partridges, water-hens, coots,

etc., able to move legs and run freely, and have

what is strictly no period of helplessness proper after

* Birds of (jueriisfv, p. <j8.

ilbis. October, i8y8.
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emerging from the egg. The Httle Grebe or dab-

chick is a most peculiar instance. It can when only

a few hours old, with the help of the parent, dive and

float and swim a little, but it cannot walk—-cannot

indeed in the least walk for some seven days ; yet it

can move about pretty actively by help of legs and

wings, which, by-the-by, is itself a wonderful adapta-

tion by modification in view of remarkable exposure

to enemies.

Professor Alfred Newton in Zoologist, iSSg (p. 577),

told this abou a newly-hatched little Grebe [Podi-

cif^es Jiiivintilis), that is, dabchick, not more than

twelve hours old, which had been brought to him,

that " when laid on a table covered with a cloth, it

not only crawled about it, but crossed it completely

from side to side without indeed actually sustaining

its weight by its wings, but dragging itself forward

by their means quite as much as it impelled itself by

its legs. The reseiublance of its actions to those of

a slowly-moving reptile was very remarkable."

Here, too, we find the young ones from the very

nest armed with special powers for their protection in

wholly special ways, the wings of the adult dabchick

being so formed that the young must he able to cling

to them so, in fact have some special means of so

holding on in running, diving, and swimming that

they are without risk of falling off, since there is no

record I can find of their having been dropped when
in the course of being so carried ; and this would be

incomprehensible unless, as in one or two other cases,

some express provision had been made in view of the

necessity. Indeed, when you think of it in a creature

no more than a few hours old, it is almost as wonder-
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ful as the powers of the young cuckoo in turning

eggG and foster-brothers out of the nest when a few

days old. And this is all the more extraordinary in

that a very careful observer has told us that in swim-

ming " old and young dabchicks use their legs like a

frog, horizontally, striking both at once, and bringing

their feet together at the end of the stroke. I have

seen the old ones diving " [and swimming ?] " in

clear water some distance, but they did not ULie their

wings." ••

This is the more curious and suggestive, surely,

that Professor A. Newton, as quoted above, is clear

that on a Hat surface the wings are at least as much
called on in locomotion as the legs are, if indeed they

are not more efficient than the legs i ! aiding the

young dabchick here. But in these matters, where

observation of the creature in wild nature can be but

in '.lurried broken glimpses, much must always be

doubtful. The point here is that since the wings are

not used in swimming but the feet, the feet and legs

should not have been more developed and the wings

less developed at this stage in view of what, accord-

ing to all the reasoning we can base on observed

facts, it would earliest want to use both on land

and in the water for its protection and escape from

enemies.

Then there is that truly unique bird—the Hoatzin

—a native of South America and the West Indies,

\''hich is endowed with a peculiar power of moving

about almost from the first. A curved or hooked nail

is developed even in the egg on the finger points of

*Mr. Bryan Hook in Seebohm's British Birds, quoted by Dr.

Bowdler Sharpe in Handbook (Allen's), vol. iv, p. 210.

i

i
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legs

the wings, and by aid of this, it can move about from

branch to branch on the trees, thus protecting itself

from many dangers. Mr.
J.

B. Quelch, curator of

the I^ritish Guiana Museum, gave a very full and in-

teresting account of this strange bird in the Ibis for

i8go, (pp. 327-334), and Mr. Beddard had already

dealt with its anatomical structure in the same maga-

zine for i88g, (pp 283-289.)

Mr. Beddard elsewhere says, " There is a curious

bird found in British Guiana, which is known as the

hoatzin. In the very young nestlings of the hoatzin

the claws of the fingers are so conspicuous that they

are actually used by the callow chick to climb with,

before the feathers of the wings are grown sufficiently

to enable them to use their wings in the proper way
in which a bird should." '

Mr. Lucas' study of the v/ing of the young hoatzin

in the Smithsonian report 1893, i^ ^ most able and

interesting document. He writes :

" The wing is hooked on the points or thumbs,

and bv these soon after it is i.atclied, it can hold on

to twigs, etc. Not the least ot the many interesting

features of the hoatzin is the rapid change which

takes place in the fore limb during the growth of the

bird, by wliich the hand of the nestling, with its well-

developed, w '1 clawed fingers becomes the clawless

wing of the old bird with its abortive outer finger."

(Jther cases might be cited further to show that, in

exceptional instances very young birds are gifted with

extraordinary powers to enable them to fulfil certain

* N'.r. Beddard .;ho\vs both the wing of young Hoatzin (Opistho-

coDiiis) and achdt wing with claws aborted in Mr. Hudson's

British Birds, pp. 15 and 17.
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demands in view of self preservation and the continu-

ance of the race, and that modifications of structure

in the quite young bird prepared for even in the egg

itself, are co-ordinated with other powers to enable it

to effect quite special and wholly exceptional and

almost incredible results. The curved or hooked

fingers of the hoatzin are clearly co-ordinated with

other powers that do not have, because they do not

demand, such special and observable anatomical modi-

fications ; and in the cuckoo I myself believe that the

zygodactyle feet, the temporary depression in the

back, which remains only for eight or ten days, are

co-ordinated with other powers in wings, legs, etc.,

to enable it to do what it does when only a few days

old to turn out of the nest the eggs and young ones

of the foster parents and so secure their whole atten-

tion and feeding.

The writer of a very able and interesting article on

the cuckoo, under the title of " A Wonder of the

Bird World," in the Saturdny Review, for March 4,

1899, said :

" A friend of the writer saw the thing " i^the turning

out of the nest of eggs and young] " done last season

in the case of a young cuckoo, in a sedgewarbler's

nest and then, not by any means, for the lirst lime in

his life. The legs of the cuckoo, in its blind and

naked infancy, may not be able to support without

props the weight of the body, but by combined move-

ments of legs, wings and body the bird does hoist up

and eject from the nest of wagtail, hedgesparrow,

and pipit " land of pied flycatcher, redstart and

many others], " both young birds and eggs ; how it

can get then? out of the deeper nest of the reedwarbler

one can scarcely imagine."
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The power of the young cuckoo to eject the eggs

and true birds from the nest, we say again, is really

not more wonderful than the power of the newly

hatched dahchick for diving, swimming, etc., though

the results of the efforts are so very different, or of

the newly-hatched hoatzin to travel considerable

distances by aid of its hooked thumbs chiefly.

Mr. Darwin was of this opinion, and these cases of

ou .' above only support and give force to his, if,

'nav.-"'.!, they are not more apt as dealing with birds

:

" The first step towards the acquisition of the

proper instinct might have been mere unintentional

restlessness on the part of the young bird, when

somewhat advanced in age and strength ; the habit

having been afterwards improved and transmitted to

an earlier age. 1 can see no more difficulty in this

than in •' • uniiatched young of other birds acquiring

the ins to break through their own shells ; or

than in yui ,' ^nakf^s .icfiuiring in tlv^ir upper jaws,

as Owen h;,s remarked, a transitory sharj) tooth for

cutting through the tou ;h eggshel' " (Ori<(in, p. 214.)

Caimock iJrand {Loinrniaii's, Jum-, iS(;i,) tries hard

to explain the preponderance of cuck^ m des by the

fact of the males of all birds being most restless in the

nest. Hut this for reasons wi are prepared to give is

certainly not exliaustive and final, if, indeed, it has

any ground; and when he says t!i t it seems "still

probable that the cuckoo soni' ' s lays in the nest,"

we need only point to the faci that the shorter time

spent near the victimised nest is of the very essence

of success—the more, if besides depositing the egg,

there is an effort made generally to e.\trude one of the

true eggs from it.
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IV.

Various theories have been advanced to account

for these extraordinary powers, habits, and instincts

in the cuckoo. vSome have held that the individual

birds must have powers to modify the colouring of

the eggs to suit the nest into which they mean to

deposit theirs. The writer of the article in the Ency-

clopicditx Dritannica rejects with scorn the idea that

individual cuckoos have the power to vary their eggs

in the least degree, not to speak of through such a

range, and he suggests the theory that, by heredity,

different sets of cuckoos come to lay always the same

coloured eggs and to place them unerringly in the

nests for which they are adapted, the eggs laid by the

same individual bird being, he holds, always the

same.

He goes on to argue that were it not so, much of

the ingenuity shown by the cuckoo would be wasted,

as some birds are so much more easily imposed on in

this respect than others that it would in certain cases be

needless labour :
" We know that certain birds resent

interference with their nests muL.i less than others,

and among them it may be asserted that the hedge-

sparrow will patiently submit to various experiments.

vShe will brood with complacency the egg of a red-

breast {Erithacus rubeculn), so unlike her own, and

for aught we know to the contrary, may be colour-

blind. In the case of such a species there would be

no need of anything more to secure success

But with other species it may be, nay, doubtless is,

different."

So here we really have what was a complete sliding
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scale—from birds that eject the cuckoo's egf^ and

either turn it out " or build it over," or desert the

nest, down to those who seem colour-blind and un-

suspicious, with all possible degrees of suspicion or

innocence between.

Observation shows that eggs of the cuckoo de-

posited in nests of the red-backed shrike (Laiiius

colliirio), of the bunting (Eniberiza miliaria), and of

the icterine warbler approximate in their colouring

to eggs of these species—species in whose nests the

Cuckoo rarely, in comparison with others, deposits

The facts according to the Encyclopicdia Britaiiiiica

writer, up to a certain point at all events, square with

this theory. The birds in whose nests, in his view,

the cuckoo most commonly deposits eggs are of the

"colour-blind" variety, and more indifferent to tam-

perings with the nest than are the red-backed shrike,

the bunting, and icterine warblers, where the cuckoo's

eggs approximate in their colouring to the eggs of

these species— species in whose nests the cuckoo more

rarely deposits eggs.

Dr. Key is here so far at one with Dr. Alfred

Newton, he says :
" Each female lays only one egg in

one nest. If more than one be found they invariably

belong to different females."

Most cuckoos, he holds again, " are in the habit of

placing their eggs in the nests of one species of bird,

and take to other nests only if they cannot find their

habitual nests."

Mr. E. Hartert, at Mr. Bidwell's exhibition of

cuckoos' eggs, summarised as follows on this point

from Dr. Key :
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" Tlie eggs laid in the nests of Rnticilla pha-nicnrus

(redstart) and Frint^illn iitoiiti/i-iiii^nlln (brainbling) are

nearly always like those of the nest-owners in colour

and markings (57 out of 67 in those of the former, and

all in those of the latter). Imitations are also common
in nests of Sylvia ciiierea (whitethroat),S)7i'/(i Iiortensis

(garden-warbler), Acroccphalus stnpenis (reed warb-

ler), and A. pJira<rmitis (sedgewarbler), while they are

rare in others, and never yet found in nests of Troi^lo-

dytcs parviilus (conmion wren), Accentor inoduUiris

(hedge sparrow), and the different Pliylloscopi (warb-

lers). In most countries, it may be said that there

are many more cuckoos' eggs which do not imitate

those of other birds tiian there are successful imita-

tions."
'

But all this, acute as it looks, removes the difficulty

only a step or two further back, [f the thing has

become a fixed habit or instinct by heredity, then at

some point the birds reachea a decision on the subject

as to which birds could be imposed upon more easily

than others ; and one fatal disadvantage pursues this

theory that the earlier birds were the uiost discerning.

• Mr. E. Hartert wrote to meetinj,' of the British Ornitholo-

gists' Club, 2ist February, 1894, ^o this effect :
" The statements

of Dr. Key, in his Altes iiiid Neucs aiis den Hauslnilte des Kuc-

kticks, are based upon an immense mass of material probably

greater than has ever been examined by a single naturalist, and

his results are founded upon a long experience. I myself can

add no comment." But it needs to be emphatically remarked

here that the unlike eggs are so very much more easily noticed

than the matched ones, and that several, and not a few, blue

eggs have now been found in nests with the blue ones of the

accentor, and that matched eggs have been found in the nests of

wrens. {See Zoologist, 1895, p. 228).
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and, like the Cambridge carrier's horse, able to draw

an inference.

Besides, one awkward fact recently observed by

more than one person is that cuckoos have nested, or,

at all events, have been seen sitting on eggs ; from

which it is legitimately inferred that in days remote

and more faxourable to the bird they did themselves

brood, and that in the cases of nesting observed we
have a reversion to true and original habit. The
supposition that the cuckoo, having laid an egg on

the ground, takes a good view of its colour, and then

looks round for a nest with eggs somewhat like it, is,

to our mind, so clumsy that it will not bear looking,

at. Nor can we accept tlie theory that a species

should have come systematically to vary so much in

a fixed and uniform way through a range of indi-

viduals and their descendants.

We are inclined to believe that there was more

power of mysterious adaptation than many would be

willing to credit.

Dr. Erasmus Darwin expressed his belief, based on

observation, that the cuckoo sometimes hatches its

own young ; and Dr. Darwin gives an extract from a

letter of the Rev. Mr. W'ilmot, of Morley, near

Derby, describing an instance brought to Mr.

Wilmot's notice in July, 1792, by one of his labourers

and afterwards watched by Mr. W'ilmot himself, and

seen by many other witnesses, among them a Mr.

and Mrs. Holioake. Mr. Hlaokwall, indeed, dealt

critically with this case in the Zoological Journal for

1829 ; and urged that the witnesses one and all made

a mistake in thinking the bird a cuckoo, and that it

was a nightjar ; but this error was hardly possible to
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persons accustomed to see the birds, for a nij^htjar

brooding looks very different indeed from a cuckoo

—

in fact, it looks notoriously like a sturnp left there.

Besides, there have been in a few cases, cuckoos

lately observed sitting,' on a^^s with no nest but

merely a depression in earth, after the manner of the

nightjar.

Dr. Charles Creighton writes on this point :

" Previous to 1771, or before Jenner, aged twenty-

one, came to board with him. Hunter was known to

have dissected hen-cuckoos, and had satisfied himself

that there was nothing in the anatomical disposition

of the viscera, as some before him had alleged, to

prevent the bird from sitting on eggs like any other

bird."'

In a London newspaper of September 3, i8gS, we
are told that in a London garden three young cuckoos

might be seen fed by a pair of hedge-sparrows.

If this is correct, and, unfortunately I have not had

a chance of verifying it, it would go some way in the

direction of proving that the young cuckoos do not

exercise towards each other the same efforts at turning

out of the nest as they do towards the young and eggs

of the foster-parents. And truly this would indicate

wonderful instinct or reasoning
; .

transferring the

whole process from a merely blind mechanical per-

formance to one that bordered on discrimination,

foresight, and method. This in a young, blind, and

as yet unfeathered nestling clearly discerning between

the young of its own kind and those of the foster

parents is, beyond expression, wonderful ; and may

* Jenner and Vaccination, p. 9. Creighton quotes Daines Bar-

ringt .1, (Phil. Trans., vol. 62, 1771), for the first statement.
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throw some Hfjht of exphination on the conduct of the

great spotted cuckoos of Spain, which we shall by-and-

by tell by quotation from Lord Lilford, often lay their

ef,'j,'s, numberinfr from three to eight, in the nests of

the pies.

E. T. Gunn, in Zoolo<^ht, 1S65 (p. 9628), tells of a

case of two young cuckoos in one nest which lived till

they were a considerable size, when one of them died.

Mr. J. H. Gurney thus closes a most interesting

short paper in the Zoologist, for December, 1897:
" We have had two nests this year with two

cuckoos in each, one belonging to a pied wagtail, and

the other to a spotted flycatcher ; but from what I

can learn one cuckoo only was reared in each nest."

" I think," says Mr. Norgate, " we should more

often find two or more cuckoos' eggs in one nest, but

that I fancy the second and succeeding cuckoo would

be likely to take out the biggest egg {i.e., the previous

cuckoo's), rather than a smaller egg of foster-parent.

. . . I have found cuckoo's eggs uninjured outside the

nest, and on other occasions the foster-parents' out-

side the nest sometimes uninjured. 1 have more than

once found the cuckoo's egg uninjured in a nest with

the foster-parent's eggs all broken, but in such cases

usually found very many feathers of foster-parent and

sometimes the dead foster-parent outside the nest :

one often sees a scuffle between cuckoos and small

birds."

Mr. J. H. Gurney writes:

*' Two young cuckoos in one nest is a thing very

rarely witnessed, and it has only happened in this

county (Norfolk) about three times : on Mousehold

Heath (as noted above), at Cringleford, and at Bracon-
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ash. On one of these occasions I was toUl they both

lived till they were a considerable size, and then one

died, instead of being ejected by the other young

cuckoo as might have been anticipated. The two on

Mousehold were in a titlark's nest, and what added

very much to the discovery was the circumstance of

an addled cuckoo's egg with the young cuckoos.

There must, therefore, if there was no mistake about

it, have been three cuckoo's eggs at one time in the

nest, a portentous prospect indeed for the poor lark !

"

On the other hand, we have the following para-

graph :

Thk Tahi-ks Turnkd.

An Epsom contributor to Nature Notes writes,

September, 1898 :
—" I believe that when a cuckoo

deposits her eggs in another bird's nest, the intruder,

as soon as it is big enough, ousts the rightful nest-

lings. But early in June an instance to the contrary

occurred in my garden. I was sitting under a tree,

on the trunk of which I knew there was a sparrow's

nest and young birds, as I had watched the old birds

going to and fro. There was a sudden clamour and

disturbance, and a young cuckoo was jerked out of the

nest, and fell, with rather a heavy thud, close to my
feet. There had been violent measures before the

expulsion, for there was blood upon its beak, and

after a few gasps—showing its bright orange mouth

and throat— it died in my hand. The nest was too

high—it was eight or ten feet from the ground— for

me to look into it, but it would be interesting to have

known how many sparrow beaks it took to serve tha

ejectment."
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Or whether another cuckoo chanced to be in that

nest—a tiling which, if ascertained, would have been

important.

Mr. Howard Saunders positively asserts that the

same female sometimes deposits two and even three

eggs in one nest ; and that where there are two

cuckoos in the same nest the struggle for existence is

sometimes severe. ••'

Jenner's report is absolutely in fa\ our of the theory

that the young cuckoos act towards each other pre-

cisely as they cU; towards the true occupants of the

nest. I do not, however, implicitly pin niy faith to

Jenner, and wish—devoutly wish— for well verified

observations of otiiers on this point to enable me and

others (inally to accept or to reject what is implied in

the following passage :

" Two cuckoos and one hedge-sparrow were hatched

in the same nest ; one hedge-sparrow's egg remained

unhatched. In a few hcnirs a contest between the

cuckoos for the possession of the nest, which con-

tinued undetermined till the afternoon of the fcjilowing

day, when one of them, which was somewhat superior

in size, turned out the other, together with the young

hedge sparrow and the unhatched egg. The combat-

ants," he says, " alternately appeared to have the ad-

vantage, as each carried the other several times nearlx

to the top of the nest, and again sank down depressed

with the weight of its burden ; till, at length, after

various efforts, the strongest prevailed, and was after-

wards brought up by the hedge-sparrow."

In the case of the two young cuckoos in a meacUnv-

pipit's nest, observed by Mr. John Craig, he thought

* Miiniml of Birds, p. J78.
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that the e^gs had been " deposited by two different

birds, as they were different in colour, si-e and shape,

but I do not mean," h:j goes on, " that the same

cuckoo would not lay eggs quite as different in colour,

size and shape. One or more of the nest owner's

eggs must have been removed by one of the cuckoos,

as she is in the habit of doing so, by swallowing; them,

wJieit a full clutch is laid before she deposits J.er own,

and I have never seen a meadow-pipit's r.est with

fewer than four eggs to the clutch." .... These

two birds had a tremendous tussle, though, says Mr.

Crc'.ig, " they were not two days old and blind."

He goes on to write :

" We again visited the nest on June gth to take a

snapshot, when we found only one of the cuckoos in

the nest and the other one outside. Having a young

pipit with us we put it in the nest. The young

cuckoo hoisted it again and again on its back, but the

pipit always got jannned near the top of the nesi.

We then put in the other cuckoo, when a desperate

struggle commenced. Sometimes the birds put their

bill or head against the opposite side of the nest for

more pressure \vl ..n commencing to climb. Several

times the top bird tumbled over the head of the other,

like a rider falling ever the head of a horse. After a

short respite the bir "is became extremely restless, and

'.igain commenced the struggle. Two snapshots were

then taken, but they were useless."

" I again visited the nest with Mr. Barron, June

loth, when we found only one of the cuckoos in the

nest, and the other one outside ; but the ph Uographer

failed to put in an appearance, having got otherwise

engaged. We then put the other cuckoo into the nest

B
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again, when the one that was in possession began to

hoist it once more on its back, and chnibed up the

side of the nest backwards, and threw it out of the

nest, which it had httle difficulty in doing, as the bird

was so weak from want of food. We then put the

weak bird into the nest again to give ic a chance to

recover, and took the other one away with us for

about an hour. We then put it into the nest again,

when the weak bird made several attempts to ejeci its

companion, but it was too feeble. It then acted on

the defensive, by lying in a canted position by keeping

the side that was next its opponent downwards, with

one of its legs stretched out , and its claws against the

opposite side of the nest. We then bolstered up the

nest to give the weak bird a chance to recover. On
the following day I again visited the nest, but the

weak bird had disappeared altogether. The parent

birds paid no attention whatever to the young cuckoo

when outside the nest, even although sitting at the

side of it."

These facts, from a very reliable field-ornithologist,

taken in connection with others we have given,

suggested the questif)n :

Is it possible that instinct as to birds from the same

mother cuckoo in one nest indicates the cases in which

two cuckoos in one nest lie apparently quite amicably

together, while those from different hens bear them-

selves toward each other precisely as they do to the

legitimate birds of the nest ?— try to turn each other

out and fight till the strongest prevails ? Mr. Craig

believed that in above case tlic L<^'gs xi'erc from different

hens.

We cannot, at all events, see anything whatever in
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such procedure likely to be advantajijeous to the

species !

The evidence is, however, by no means satisfactory

or conclusive that, when two cuckoos' eggs are

dropped into one nest the two cuckoos invariably try

to turn each other out—the strongest finally prevail-

ing. We have just cited two cases where this was

not the fact, and others might have been added.

Yet, Mr. Romanes, with the unfortunate tendency

to generalise from too narrow a basis of particulars,

writes thus :

" Among birds we find mistaken instinct exhibited

by the cuckoo when it lays two eggs in the same nest,

with the inevitable result that one of the young birds

will afterwards eject the other." ^

And in not a few of the cases it is plain that there

was no mistaken instinct at all in the sense Mr.

Romanes means, because in not a few nests it would

be simply impossible to see the former deposited

cuckoo's egg : unless Mr. Romanes indeed supposed

that these second eggs are invariably deposited by

the same bird that laid the first egg—a thing about

which we are still in the greatest uncertainty, and

certainty regarding which would clear up a lot of

other things for us. Meantime Mr, Romanes's words

above are only like too liiany of his—a doubtful point

assumed as certain and absolutely settled, and then

a bold, big argument, dogmatically raised upon it !

In cases where cuckoos' eggs have been deposited

in blackbirds' or pigeons' nests there would be a more

equally matched contest between the young ones of

the different parents from their size ; but in some

* Koir.aiies's Meiit. Evaltitiou, p. 168.
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cases, both of blackbirds and pigeonc, it has been found

tliat the e^^s of the blackbird or pigeon had been

punctured or cracked by mandibles to prevent hatch-

ing, that so the you.ig cuckoo might not run the risk

of such an ecjual contest. This shows still furthei'

forecast and ingenuity on the part of the parent

cuckoos, if we are right in inferring, as we are surely

forced to do, that the parent cuckoos were here the

malefactors; and also may be taken to pro.e that the

cuckoos in certain ways do in so far look after the

welfare and safety of their progeny. Darwin tells us

that the Molothrns hounriensis (American cowbird)

has the most extraordinary habit of pecking holes in

the eggs, whether of their own species or of their

foster-parents, which they find in the appropriated

nests, and to this we shall refer again with evidence

from first-hand reporters.

V.

A \VKrn;R on " liritish Birds: tiieir Nests and Eggs,"

in the Cornhill Ma<^aziuc, says :

—

" It was once thought that tlie cuckoo paired, but

it is now known that the species is poiy/^amous. ' The
number of hens that constitute a harem is not known,

but from the number of bachelor birds the males

must greatly predominate over the females. The
egg of the cuckoo has been found in the nests of sixty

different species, several of which are exceedingly

* Origin of Spiius, ji. .;i5, 6th edition.

' Not polyj^amous, surelv, but polyanilrous, and instead of

harem, with a number of hens, the (juestion must be how many
cocks attend one hen ?
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small, and moreover domed. Among the sixty nests

patronised were the unlikely ones of the butcher-bird,

jay, and magpie—all either bird or egg destroyers.

This may seem to reflect on the cuckoo's stupidity
;

and the bird certainly exhibits deplorable ignorance

of the fitness of things when it deposits its egg in

the nest of the diminutive goldcrest, or the cumber-

some one of the cushat. A goldcrest might con-

veniently be stowed away in the gape of a young

cuckoo without the latter detecting that the morsel

was nmch more than a normal supply. The nests in

which the eggs of cuckoos are most frequently found

are those of the meadow-pipit, hedge-sparrow, and

reed-warbler. Now the eggs of these birds vary to

a very considerable degree ; and the question arises

whether the cuckoo has the power of assimilating the

colour of its egg to those among which it is to be

deposited. Certain eminent continental ornitholo-

gists claim that this is so, but the facts observed in

England hardly bear out the conclusion. 15rown

eggs have been found among the blue ones of the

the hedge-sparrow, redstart, wheatear ; among the

green and grey ones of other birds ; and the purely

white ones of the wood-pigeon and turtle-dove. The

cuckoo's ei;;g is brouni, and it must be admitted that

the great majority of the nests which it patronises

contain eggs more or less nearly resembling its own.

There is a general family likeness about those laid by

the bird, not only in the same clutch, but from year

to year. Admitting that che eggs of the dckoo, as

a species, vary more than those of other bills, it is

yet probable that the same female invariai y . ^s

' Exactly doul)le sixty Mr. Hidwell gives.
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eggs of one colour. This can only be surmised by

analogy, though the one fact bearing on the question

is where two cuckoo's eggs were found in the same

nest [and; which differed greatly. More might have

been learnt from the incident, had it been known for

certain whether the eggs were laid by the same or

different birds. There is a general tendency in the

habits of animals to become hereditary, and it seems

not unreasonable to suppose that a cuckoo which has

once laid its egg in the nest of any particular species

should continue to do so, and that the young cuckoo

should also continue the practice in after years."

Mr. Seebohm's reproductions of cuckoo's eggs,

however, show that this writer was in the greatest

possible error in declarmg the cuckoo's eggs to be in-

variably brown, which suggests the idea that, while

right on some points, he wrote from imperfect know-

ledge in others, and was not himself a close observer.

Mr. liidwell's list gives 120 species in the nests of

which the cuckoo drops its eggs, and in the Zoologist

for 18(83 ^^^ writes that " five eggs are said to be laid

in the season by the cuckoo at intervals of seven or

eight days ;

" but this is surely an exaggeration. It

is probable, howe\er, that the cuckoo has more power

than other birds in retaining perfect eggs in the ovary

-a point supported by a fact thus given by Mr,
J.

11. (iurney :

' Our .Norwich bird-stuiTers have on two or three

occasions taken perfect eggs out of cuckoos, which

indicates some latent power of retaining them in the

ovarium—a power long ago suspected by Montagu."

Mr. I^omanes, in his Aniiiial Intelligence, writes in

a note at the end of his chapter on " Bird Intelli-

gence :

"
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" Since goin<^ to press, I have seen, through the

kindness of Mr. Seehohni, some specimens of cuckoo's

eggs coloured in imitation of those belonging to the

birds in the nests of which they are laid. There can

be no question about the imitation."

Dr. Baldamus, in Nauiiiaiiiiin, vol. for 1863-4, (P*

414), gives sixteen coloured drawings of eggs of com-

mon cuckoo—all very different indeed, from the blue

of the redstart and hedge-sparrow and pied tly-catcher

to the brown-blotched eggs of larks and pipits.

The late-lamented Mr. Henry Seebohm, on the

whole a careful observer, despite Professor Newton's

depreciation, as well as an exquisite writer, in his

plates of birds' eggs, appended to his History of

British Birds, gives fifteen cuckoo's eggs which vary

through a wide range, one or other of which might

fairly simulate the eggs of the hedge-sparrows, red-

starts, pipits, fly-catchers, warblers, little buntings,

wagtails, tits, and some of the finches, wrens, and

blackcaps. One of these has undoubtedly a blue tint

which would make it admirably adapted to impose

even upon the redstart, or the pied fly-catcher, or the

accentor

—

pace Mr. Luke Ellis, who in the Echo

some years ago, ridiculed the idea tiiat a cuckoo

could lay a blue egg. l>ut Mr. Seebohm was of

another mind. He wrote :

"A cuckoo which lays blue eggs always lays blue

eggs, and its descendants will continue to lay blue

eggs ; it was probably hatched in a nest containing

blue eggs, and will, to the best of its ability, intrust

the care of its eggs to foster-parents of the same
species as those which tended it in its infancy. . . .

It is very seldom that the cuckoo's egg is found witli-
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out small round dark markinj^s, like fly spots. ... I

have taken a younj^ cuckoo out of a blue egg on

which they were so pale as almost to escape notice.'"'

Mr. Dresser gives the following very interesting

passage from Mr, Seebohm's notes on Mr. Pralle's

collection at Hildesheini

:

" In this collection are twelve blue cuckoo's eggs,

some uniforin, unspotted, whereas others ha\e faint

spots, like liy spots, here and there. The first of

these was in a nest of Sa.vicold sttipaziiid, and is blue,

with a few Hy spots; No. 2 ditto; Nos. 3 and 4 are

unspotted blue, and are each with Hve eggs of Phyl-

loscopns sibilntrix ; No. 5 is with three eggs of

Ritticilln plicenicunts, and No. 7 with three eggs of

the same species, this latter egg being blue, with a

few faint fly spots; Nos. 8, y, 10, 11, 12 are all blue,

witli traces of spots, and are all with four or six eggs

of Riiticillii phu'iiiciirus except the last which was

found with only one egg of that species." t

Mr.
J. II. Gurney, in his admirable paper in the

Norfolk and Suffolk Satiii-al History Society Journal,

well says :

" (Jur cuckoo lays blue eggs oftener than is thought,

and Coccystcs jacobinus, a cuckc o inhabiting Africa

and India, always lays them : to say blue cuckoo's

eggs have never been met with in England is quite

incorrect. ... In one nest we learn the blue egg

was a very little larger than a hedge-sparrow's, but it

produced a cuckoo, wliicli only shores how easily they

may be passed over." [Italics are mine.j

In the second volume of Dr. Bowdler Sharpe's

f

* P J«4. \ol. i-

t Binh 0/ Europe, lui loc.
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Handbook of British Birds, we find him following

Mr. Seebohin in the idea that the cuckoo which

lays blue egf^s had itself come from a blue ef,'g, and

always lays blue egfjs, and so with the other coloured

ej,'g-layinj:f cuckoos. Hut this seems to carry the

great difficulty only one short step further back.

How did the cuckoos get differentiated into different

coloured egg -layers ? It could not have been before

the habit had been formed of putting the eggs into

other birds' nests. If the cuckoos, then, became at one

step definitely classed as blue egg-layers, fly-spotted

blue egg -layers, light -brown blotched egg -layers,

or dark -brown blotched, or lark -like egg -layers,

and so on, is that not even as much a mystery as

though \\e were to allow some individual variation in

the coloration of eggs ? Let anybody look at the

fifteen different eggs of the cuckoo carefully engraved

and coloured in the supplement of Seebohm's British

Birds, or at the sixteen coloured specimens from Dr.

August Baldamus in Nnunuviuia, and he will admit

that something wholly unexampled and exceptional

must apply to a class of birds producing such varied

eggs. The problems connected with the cuckoo are

not yet by any means settled ; so there is an interest-

ing field of observation and incjuiry still left open for

any ambitious young naturalist.

Among the blue eggs of Mr. Fralle's collection,

Mr. Seebohm speaks of blue eggs uniform, unspotted,

and of others with spots,—faint spots, like fly-spots.

Now, what I wish to ask on this head is, are the uni-

form blue eggs confined to one bird or definite family

of birds, and each of the variously fly-spotted eggs to

another bird or class of birds. By this process we
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should have another lot of different ej^gs, say, six to

add to our differentiated cuckoos, and, following the

same reasoning applied to all slight differences, we
should have at least another half-dozen, thus bringing

the number of known different egg-laying cuckoos up

to at least nearly thirty. It would be a benefit if the

supporters of the theory of different cuckoos for each

diflerent egg would tell us at what point of difference

you have assurance of the fixed and definite ma-

ternity, so to speak. Some such rule of principle is

much needed. Do the various ily-spots and different

distnl)ution of fly-spots (for in some cases they are

freely and almost equally scattered at one end, and in

others drawn into a sort of faint ring between the end

of the egg and the part where it begins to contract),

each trace themselves to definite cuckoos ; or at what

point does the process end ? We know perfectly

well that when closely looked at there is no case in

which any birds' eggs are exactly alike, and that

sometimes the eggs of one clutch—more especially of

certain birds—will so markedly differ from each other

as to spots and arrangement of spots as to look rather

a motley group ; and if in the case of the cuckoo no

variety is to be allowed to the female here, we want

to have some clear rule about it. We know nothing

definite about what determines these differences, but

our point here is, that if you go the whole hog, as

you ought to do, about your different egg-laying

cuckoos, you foist on the individual layers a uni-

formity such as is found in no other bird—a thing

adding another mystery to the mysteries about the

cuckoo and its eggs.

In case of any dispute, here are Dr. Bowdler

Sharpe's own words :
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" It is supposed that the coldutation of tlie cuckoo's

ef(g is an Iwin/iturv faculty, ami that each female

cuckoo lays a particular type of cjf^. This is in all

probability the case, and cuckoos which lay blue ef^^^^s

come of a stock which has been hatched from blue

eggs, and will contiime to lay them and licpos'tt tlieiii

in the nest of soine blm'-e<^!(l(t\'iii!^ species."
'

Set this against the following: "In none of the

hedge-sparrows' nests, for instance, ha\e we a blue

cuc'oo'segg." Another authority puts it that canorus
" will by preference lay in the nest of the species

which brought her up." The great comparative

number of l)lue cuckoos" eggs laid in the nests of

birds with brown-blotched and even lark-like eggs,

and, more still, eggs like those of the nightingale,

suffices to prove that there must be so very many ex-

ceptions to the rule laid down in the words italicised

above that it is completely invalidated, and so far as

that point is concerned cannot be said to give force

to the reason for the production of blue eggs in certain

families of the cuckoo. It is a very good theoretic

reason to justify, as it were, a hard and fast theory of

radical differentiation of cuckoos into blue egg-laying

and other egg-laying families ; but facts are against it

clearly enough ; seeing that in so many instances the

blue eggs are not laid in the nest of some blue egg-

laying species—and thence a mere waste of more

specialised colouration—since, surely, it woukl have

been a gain to have better matched the eggs, were it

only that bird-nesters and even ornithologists might

have been more completely and longer deceived

;

though it is difficult to see how if, in limes past, blue

* Allen's Handbook, ii, p. 28
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e^f^s of the cuckoo were as liberally laid ainoiif^

clutches of a wholly diCferent colour, as they are now,

Enf,'Iish ornitholofi^ists could have gone on from the

days of Jenner down to those of Set^hohni and IClwes

—about a whole century—and denied that any cuckoo

whatever laid blue ef,'f,'s. It is almost incomprcjhen-

sible that such a ccmdition of thinjis could have (fone

on -unless indeed the facts were different in the past

from what they are now and have been for several

recent years, when one of the nio&t extraordinary

thinL(s has been the ai)pearance of cuckoos' blue e}^f,'s

not with blue ej^i^^s, but with e^^f^'s of all other and con-

trasted colours, e\eii in the nest of the ni^htinj^ale.

If this had been so invariably for ni),di a hundred

years, what utterly blind bogf,ders luiLjlish ornitholo-

gists must indeed have been !

I'\irther still, Mr. Howard Saunders says (right in

teeth of Dr. Howdler Sharpe's deliverance above) that

eggs of a pale blue have been founil, though not

iiiriiri<ihly locntitl . in iicsts of the liC(i<re-sparro-iC and

redstart.

If you go strictly for a blue-egg-laying cuckoo as

having come from the nest of a blue-egg-laying bird,

always laying its eggs in a nest where blue eggs are,

how do you account for the very, very large number
in proportion of blue eggs laid beside other coloured

eggs, making in many cases very motley groups ?

And if, like the hedge-sparrow, there are whole species

that are easily taken in, and will bear any amount of

interference with their nests—birds which are every-

where numerous—^why should the cuckoo need to

* MiiniKtl, p. 278. Mr. Saunders writes in new edition of

iSy7-8, " though these have not invariably been located."
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have recourse to such as demand exact niatchiiif,^ of

ef,'{fs as Professor Newton above has told us ? In

every case of that kind the cuckoo takes on itself

a lot of trouble for nothinf;. And, besides, what do

you make of the bird out of a blue ef,'f,' that was laid

in a brown blotched ef,'f,'-layinf4 birds' nest—would it,

when its turn came, choose a blue-layin^f bird s nest

to drop its ii^'^a in, or would it choose the same kind

of nest as that it came out ot ?

Dr. Bowdler Sharpe has yet this problem to solve

and this (juestion to answer. Thus the two state-

ments of tendency expressed in the one case, as con-

tinuing' to deposit the blue c^^s (a la Dr. Bowdler

Sharpe, Seebohm, and Professor Newton) "in the

nest of some blue-ef^<(-layin;^ species," and in the

other, as " by preference laying,' in the nest of the

species which brou^^ht her up," are almost through

the whole range exclusive of each other, simply be-

cause such a larf^^e number of blue eggs are laid,

not in blue-egg nests, but in others, 'i'he two ten-

dencies cannot be brought into harmony in view of

facts.

Mven so late as 1873, as the much cuckoo-laden

volume of the Zooloiiist for that year bears witness.

Professor Alfred Newton was \ery sceptical about

blue cuckoo's eggs, openly expressing doubts as to

the correctness of Dr. Baldamus's report in that par-

ticular, and so positive was he that the Rev. Alfred

C. Smith, after citing from a letter to the Field, Mar.

15th, 1873, where the Professor declared, that so far

as he was aware, " no one has ever found in the nest of

a hedge-sparrow a cuckoo's egg which is similar to

that of the hedge-sparrow," simply went on to print
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the fnllowirif^' letter from a friend—a f,'entleman whom
he could absolutely trust :

Dear Sir,

1 have found the cuckoo's ckk several times in the hed^e-

sparrows nest, and once two e^Rs, imt varying from each other

both in colour and size. Having a doubt whether both belouned

to one cuckoo, or even one (jf them to a cuckoo at all, it beinji,

if almost, as intense a blue as the hedKC-sparrow's, but very

little lar<,'er (the other bein^,' much lij^hter in colour and freckled

at its larger end), I determined to watch the nest, which con-

tained four hedf^e-sparrow's eKt,'s besides the cuckoo's two e^Rs

above mentioned. Of the hecl;,'esparrow's e^k's, one was some-

how lost ; the rest were all hatched, but one of the young cuckoos

died after two or three days' existence (I believe from being

too freely handled and exposed) ; the other managed, in about a

week's time, to get rid of its companions, and when fledged was

himself made a prisoner, lived some months in a cage, and then

moped and died I have also found the cuckoos egg in the

wagtail's nest (though how it got there I could never tell), in the

yellow-hammer's and chaftinch's nests, and I have known it

found in the thrush's nest, and in all of these I have been re-

markably struck with the similarity of colour with the eggs of

the diflerent birds in whose nests they were ; indeed f(jr several

years 1 had the egg from the thrush's nest, which could scarcely

be recognised from the egg of the thrush in size, colour, or in

markings. I will add only one other fact : that I have found ;i

cuckoo's egg in a hedge-sparrow's nest two years in the same

hedge, which induces me to think it probable that both eggs

may have belonged to the same bird As the facts above stated

are strictly within my own knowledge, you may make what use

of them you please.

J. E Brine.

Abbey House, Shaftesbury.

And about the same time, Mr. Henry Hadlield,

\'entnor, Isle of Wij^ht, in Zonlof^n.st, June, 1873, in

replying to some of Professor Newton's statements
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about hereditary intUience on cuckoo's eggs, said :

—

" I do not see why the pres -nied habit should be

more likely to be hereditary in the cuckoo than in

any other species. Mr. Newton, it is true cites an

instance or two of there having been a family likeness

found between the eggs laid by the same bird, so that

they could be readily distinguished from others ; but

these rare—not to sr.y accidental—varieties in the col-

ouring of eggs ma' arise from different causes—for

instance, the age of the bird or defective organization.

The eggs of many birds r.re found to vary more or

less in colour, — the egg"^ of the common house-

sparrow, for mstance, —tliough I know of no regular

or permanent varieties in the species."

And, let Professor Newton now reconcile it how

he may, we are fully assured that, in this last sen-

tence, Mr. Hadtield, from his point of view, is right.

VI.

Thi: peculiar formation in the cuckoo which is said

to prevent incubation is shared in greater or lesser

degree with other birds which do incubate. This

malformation results from the stomach lying beneath

the sternum ; but the nightjar is so formed, and yet

it broods its own young ; and more recent investi-

gators show that at least one other brooding bird has

the same form : while the two common North Ameri-

can cuckoos ha\e the same form, and yet brood .sonic

of their eggs and young ones. The cause of the

habit must therefore be sought in other sources.

Herissant attributetl the non - brooding of the
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cuckoo to the position of the </\/./A\rd ; which is placed

further back on the al)domen, and is less protected by

the stermrn than in other birds. But all these points

are efficiently met by the results of the dissections of

Hunter, already referred to at p. 42.

With regard to the theory that the same female in-

variably lays egjj;s of one colour, the observations of

Herr Adolf Miiller, communicated to W'estermann's

Moiiiitslic/te, raised difiiculties.

On tlie i6th of May, icScSS, Herr Adolf Miiller was

crossing a wood, when a cuckocj started from ahwost

under his feet. He examineil the ground carefully,

and discovered beneath a tussock of grass, in a little

hollow, three eggs. The first was light yellow with

brown spots, the second orange with greenish

lines, the third, smaller than tlie others, was of a

greenish grey with minute red spots and blotches of

reddish brown. Herr Miiller, with true German pa-

tience, came every day, and, by the aid of an opera

glass, observed, without disturbing h-jr, the habits of

the extraordinary bird, which chance h;id revealed to

him. She proceedeti to sit with irreproachable regu-

larity. In ten days a young one was hatched. The
mother abandoned the two sterile eggs and devoted

herself to the little cuckoo, whom she sheltered under

lur wings in the keen morning air, and supplied with

( aterpillars from a neighbouring oak copse. In three

weeks it could rly ; whereas under the care of foster

parents young cuckoos do not master that accom-

plishment until after the lapse of six or seven weeks.

Herr .'\.dolf Midler draws from these observations

the following results: Ibis i88y, p. 210.

I. That the cuckoo, in exceptional ci'cmnstances,
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incubates and hatches one or more of its own ejjfgs,

which, in these cases it apparently lays toj^^ether in a

safe place on the j,aouncl, without preparing; any nest.

2. That the e^^gs of the same cuckoo may be very

different in colour and markings. If this be so, the

purely theoretical idea held in certain quarters, that

each hen cuckoo lays eggs of the same colour and

markings, and of "one beautiful type," which are

destined to be laid in the nests of one particular

species of small bird, and are rarely the same colour

as those of <:he foster-mother, and thai .^l.e only lays

them in the nest of this species, falls to the ground.

1 am perfectly aware that certain ornithologists

and ornithological societies were well inclined to dis-

credit M tiller and to reject his report ; but, taking his

observations in connection with those of Dr. Erasmus

Darwin and Mr. Wilmot, and, mc-e recently, obser-

vations as reported, 1 think, in the Field of a case on

Wimbledon Common and some observations of my
own, I am not so certain that there may not be some-

thing in Herr Miiller's report. Certain of the ornitho-

logists who rejected Miiller were the very i. en who
liad obstinately insisted for years and years that

cuckoos never laid blue eggs ; and some of them, to

save their amour propre, would fain deny them still.

There is also the case of Herr Kiessel and three

other eye-witnesses who reported that in the end of

May, I.S6S, a cuckoo reared her young in a wood near

St. Johann. Kiessel observed the bird regularly and

saw that both the eggs were hatched and the little

birds reared with tenderness and care, and the wiiole

story was told and verified in the German Garten-

laube.
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Since then there have now and a^^.iil been notes

made by (jbservers to the same elTect. An Essex

iiaturahst, with whom I am actjuainted, declares an

experience of the same kind. It is evident that the

cuckoo at one time—though a remote time—nested

and brooded its own e<,'f,'s and younf,', and there is

surely no impossibility in reversions to orij^dnal habit

in rare circumstances here as is found to be the case

in many other instances.

If it is arf^ued that other birrls' ej^^gs vary to a

much j,;reater extent than is believed by any but

systematic ornithologists, it is enough to say that this

is beside the mark, because, so far as we know, there

is no object in this \ariation : it is matter of accident

or change of physical condition ; but it is wholly

different with the cuckoo, because in its case there is

an object—an object of the most definite kind. Its

success must depend either on the stupidity of certain

birds, or on its own cleverness and power of imita-

tion, so far as certai^^ other birds are concerned ; and,

since it can never know beforehand exactly what may
be recjuired of it—as witness the case of the reed-

warbler which buried two cuckoo's eggs because it

could not turn them out (and to this we shall refer

again)—the ^-ery existence of the race depends on

deception or studied colouration of eggs up to a

certain point, so far as certain birds' nests are used

by it.

Jf there were no difference in the powers of liirds in

discriminating and rejecting, the problem to 01 '
. nnd

would be much simplified frcin the point of view of

Professor A. Newton, but he, alas ! is very clear on

the difference, and indeed makes all he can of it.
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Nil.

In the cases at tlie South Kensin^'ton Museum de-

voted to birds' e.^j^'s and nests, we find in those set

apart for the chitches anion*,' which the cuckoo's v^u,^

were found, one case in which the bhie e<;^'s of the

Accentor iiiodiilaris (hedj^e-sparrow) were exactly imi-

tated as to tint, though the cuckoo's egg was a good

deal larger than the sparrow's ; in three other cases

brown spotted eggs lay beside the sparrow's pale-blue

ones ; and another blue egg beside blue eggs of the red-

start, only larger ; while, with regard to reed-warb-

lers, yellow wagtails, \vh te wagtails, acjuatic warblers,

garden warblers, pied \<\.gtails, the eggs had a {general

likeness, but were larger, and some of them some

shades darker. In a few cases—that of the meadow-

[)ipit especially, m which the cuckoo very frequently

imposes— the tggs were markedly lighter— much
lighter and larger. The cuckoo's egg was nuich

darker than those of the yellow-hammer beside it, and

the intruded egg was very unlike those of the willow-

warbler — much lar<fer and darker, ' Dr. Bowdler

* Nor can there he, on my part, any ermr of mem(ir\ or lapse

here; for a writer very exact and reliable in Chainbi rs'<i

yoiiriiiil f<ir \nj;u:;t, iS'iQ (since this book was writteni, in an

article on " Cuckoo Mimicry, " has this para^^rajih

" The hed^'e-sparrow the most frequent foster-parent of the

cnckoo—laws a tiinpioise blue e^'g, v.'hilst the or(linar\ colour of

the cuckoo's egi; is a tliiU speckled-brown, verv like that of a sky

lark. In the Natural History Museum collection there are six

clutches of egRS of the hed.ue-sparrow, each containing a cuckoo's

egg The localities from which the\- come are : (t) llrighton, (2)

Hayward's Heath, (j) South West Lancashire, (4) North West

Cheshire, (5) and (6) Hampshire. In the case of No i (lirighton)
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Sharpe assured me, however, that they had in reserve

many bhie ef,'gs of the cuckoo; wliich just leads to

the ouestion, in what proportion of cases the brown-

spotted eggs are intruded into the hedge-sparrow's

nests, as in the three cases noted al)Ove.

Here arises a (HfficuUy about the theory of the

cuckoo always laying eggs the same colour. For,

if the blue-laying cuckoos know the hedge-sparrcnv's

nest, and use it, these facts would indicate failure on

the part of the cuckoos who lay brown-blotched eggs,

and place them too in the nests of accentors, or lay

blue or bluish eggs in the nests of birds which have

brown, or brown spotted, or blotched eggs. I myself,

in Essex, last year (iSyS) found two blue cuckoo's

the nii'koo's ff^f^ is the cuiintir-p.ii I of tlic hcdi^c-spiirruiv in texture

iind eolour, thoiiKh almost twict' as larj^e a wonderful instance

of mimicry In all the other cases (N'os. 2—6), the cuckoo esH

is the ordinary dull s|ieclvled-bto\vii—a striking contrast. In

the case of two other species the pied fly-catcher (Silesia), and

the redstart (Vaalkerstaad), both of which lay blue eggs -the

cuckoo imitates their colour, but the egg is much larger ....
In the followin.g instances the imitative colouring is \erv perfect

:

Lesser whitcthroat, mottled greenish-grey (Halle, Saxon}-)
;

Orphean warbler, white pale greenish-blue, spotted (Malaga)
;

garden warbler, buff-speckled (Brandenburg) ; blue-headed

\ellow wagtail, grev speckled ( I'rankfort-on-Oder) : barred

warbler, pale mottled green (Alsace)
;
meadow pippit, reddish

brown (North West Cheshire) . white wagtail, grey ,pcckli:d

((lerniany)
; linnet, white greenish spots (Cerinauyi In the

case of the red-backed shrike or butcher-bird (Marne), tin' resem-

iil.ince Ijelwcen the two eggs in size and colouring -cream body

colour with -edd'sh clmid ;it the upper end- is s'. rem.irkable

that cuie mignt be pardoned for iniai;ining that tlicre had been

some mistake." And vet in s]iite of tlu^ words iti thise\tr<ict, put

in italics b\- me, I)r Howdler Sharpe unaccountabl\ says there

is no record of a blue < nckud's egg in a hedge-sparrow's nest !
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egf,^s in hedge-sparrow's nests, and also two brown

blotched cuckoo's egf4;s in hedfi^e-sparrow's nests. I

do wisii observers would make careful note of this,

that some idea of the proportion obtainin<j in these

matters might be reached, and further inferences as

to the cuckoo's power and knowledge carefully drawn

from the facts observed.

In the collection of clutches of eggs in the British

Museum, are cuckoo's eggs showing the exact colour

and markings of the eggs of the birds victimised :

" pied wagtails, yellow wagtails, blue-headed wagtails,

meadow-pipits, tree-pipits, skylarks, chaffinches, reed-

warblers, and sedge-warblers, orphean-warblers, etc."

So says Dr. Bowdler Sharpe, in effect, and he thus

further notices curious points :

" The small size of the egg laid by the cuckoo, con-

sidering the bulk of the bird, is another peculiar

feature in its economy. Great diversity of colour,

also is one of its characteristics, and considering the

various types of eggs laid by the cuckoo, it is not

wonderful that the theory exists that the bird places

its eggs in the nest of a species, the eggs of which

most resemble its own in colour. That there is great

truth in this theory I hrmly believn, iitherwiiin, il

would be difiicult to account for the fact that blue

cuckoos eggs should be placed in the ntst of a reil

start, which likewise lays blue eggs. In tin; Hiilisii

Museum are such ciuUlius of o(J[HH, and also blue eggs

placed in the nest of a pied lly-catcher, tht; eggs of

which are also blue. The fact of the cuckoo produc-

ing a blue egg was for some tim»- doubted in England,

though well known in Germany ; but the (]ue>^f" on

was set at rest by two English ornithologists, Mr.
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Henry Seehohiii and Mr. H. J. Elwes, who were col-

lectin^f tOf,'ether in MoUand, and wlio received a nest

of redstart's ej^'gs, one of which, larger than the rest,

was said to be that of a cuckoo. The eggs proved to

be hard set with well formed young inside. 'J'hey

were alike blue in colour, but in trying to blow the

larger egg, the foot of the little bird, a zygodactyle

foot, protruded from the whole, and effectually proved

that the tiny occupant was a veritable cuckoo."'''

And Dr. Bowdler Sharpe tells of the experience of

his friend, Mr. C. i->ygra\e Wharton, who discovered

a nest of the sedge warbler, with cuckoo's eggs in it,

only distinguished from the true eggs by being larger ;

and some days afterwards he found an egg precisely

this same sedge-warbler type in the nest of a reed-

bunting, whose eggs are very different. This seemed

to show that the egg laid by the cuckoo was like that

of the sedge-warbler, and that on the first occasion

the cuckoo had found the matching nest ready to

hand, but, in the case of the second egg, no sedge

warbler in the neighbourhood had been found with a

nest ready, and so the cuckoo .vas forced to put it

into the nest of the reed-bunting.

J>ut, unfortunately, as we think. Dr. Bowdler

Sharpe does not press forward certain facts that would

have still further strengthened his position here. On
another page we find him saying :

"In none of the hedge-sparrows' nests have we a

lilue cuckoo's egg, and it is curious to find an egg like

that of a skylark or a tree-pipit deposited in the nest

* " The .dygodactyle foot," as said already, simply means that

the bird has two toes to the front and two to the back a point

in which but a limited group of birds any way resemble 't.
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of a warbler or chiff-chaff— the e^fi^s of it are so

differently coloured that the sombre cuckoo's e^^'^ lies

in stril<inf,f contrast."

Hut, as 1 said already, in the Ihitish Museum, one

of the clutches has most distinctly a l)lue cuckoo's

ej^fj; beside the accentor's ef,'f;s, that of tlu; cuckoo

beinj; only noticeably larger ; and in another clutch

there a blue cuckoo's egg lies beside the live blue

eggs of the redstart, here, too, only a little larger than

them, but in tint exactly matched. It is clear that

the intention of a blue egg is to be laid with blue

eggs ; and if we could l)ut definitely get at the causes

of the cuckoo's power so to place it, we should be

some steps nearer to a true imderstanding of this bird.

Many instances we have now of blue cuckoos' eggs

in nests of hedge-sparrow. Professor Newton writes:

" One was recorded in Zooloij;ist, 1S73 (p. 3526), on

Mr. lirine's authority, and a few others have since

been recorded." I We have heard of several ([uite

recently and ourselves found two in North - iiast

Essex the season before last and one last year so

alike in tint that only a slight excess in size betrayed

them: and there is Mr. Read's specimen exhibited in

Mr. ]->idueirs exhibit-on.

* Hardhook, ii, p. 28.

i Dictionary of Birds, i, p t2i "Now, this is not correct : Mr.

Hrine, as we have seen, declared the finding of such scverdl

times, and in the specific case referred to there were tivo cuckoos'

t'iTgs one as dark bhie as the hed^;e-sparrow's, the other h;,'hter.

If Mr. Brine was to be believed about one, he should ha\e been

believed about the rest, or else very distinct reasons given why
he was believed about the one and not about the others Dis-

crimination is good ; but picking and choosing with birds art;

s(jnietimes not so good.j
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Mr. liidwcU has found tho e<;},' of the cuckoo in the

nest of the reed-warbler twenty-two or twenty-three

feet from the f^round, and I ha\e found it at even a

greater height in that of the jay and wood-pif^eon.

Nor is this. accorcHn^^ to Mr. IMdwell- view, any

accidental or occasional case, since he holds that

cuckoos which lay i'\i,\^v m nests hi<,'h in trees come

of a class which always do so—a point in which I for

one am inclined to aj^aee with him. These nests are

so remoxed from the examination of the i/rdinary boy

bird nester that lie is little likely to examine carefully

or exhausti\ely all such nests in a j,nven area. In

this fact alone we have a suj,'<,^estion of a much wider

deposition of cuckoos' ef^j^s than is usually conceived

—and this the more especially—and it needs to be

emphasized here if, as Mr. l^)idwell holds, those cuc-

koos wliich deposit their e^'gs in such lofty nests will

always choose such nests if they are to be found

within their beat.

In the Zoolon'ist for 18M3 (pp. 372-3), Mr. l>idwell

contributed a very interestinf,^ note, tellini; how, in a

certain small area near his house at Richmond, he

had found, in different nests of the reed-warbler, four

cuckoo's ef^'f^s so alike in their markiu'^s that no

ornitholo,t,'ist could doubt they were laid by the same
bird: and lie drew certain inferences from his facts :

(ij that the cuikoo does not always turn out one of

the \ictim's ('|,'^,^s for her ej^;,^ ; (2) that a cuckoo will

always use, if she can find it, the same class of nest

to lay her ef.Tj^ in : ami (3) that the cuckoo does not

wander far if she can Unci littin.i,^ nests to put her

egj^s in ; and (4) that cuckoos that lay in high nests

will always jnefer high nests, ;is in this case each
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nest that had a cuckoo's e<^^ in it " was hifjh and had

to be climbed for ;
" and (5) that the number of

cuckoo's eii^s laid in a season is five. Mr. liidwell

is very careful and e.\act usuallj', but here there arc

a great number of mere assumptions : (i) the cuckoos'

eggs laid in low nests would be more exposed to many
enemies— bird-nesting boys and collectors, not to

speak of vermin ; (2) he admits the possibility of

other grounds that he could examine being used by

the assumed identical cuckoo, and thus he has simply

to suppose certain things ; and (3) after all, the iden-

tification of the one cuckoo is mere inference from

egg-markings and is an assumption —^ no more. I

should like to know if Mr. Hidwell purs'ied these

same investigations on that area, as I do not find any

record of them in the Zoologist for i(S84 ; and if he

did, then, unfortunately, 1 have missed his report of

it, and would be glad to know his later specific results

in this little area ; but, so far as this writing of his

goes, I do not regard either his assumed facts or his

inferences as so entirely convincing as he seems to

think them.

VIII.

Various theories have been advanced to account for

the origin of these habits in the cuckoo. It is a very

voracious feeder, and the food which it favours, hairy

caterpillars—more especially those of the tiger-moth

(Arctia eojd )> commonly known as the "woolly bear,"

—has become so scarce very often, through woods

cut down and other changes, argue one set of natu-

ralists, that it would not be able to satisfy itself and
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to provide for a brood also. The young of the ruckoo

are so voracious that it has been observed to be hard

work for a pair of foster-birds to satisfy the ravenous

maw of one. Indeed it has been set down as an

established fart that the youu}^ cuckoos stru^f<,de to

eject eacli other from the nest if put tofjether, and the

stronjfer survives, but this is not yet suffuicntly or

tinally jiroved. 'I'houj;!! there has been much exa^;-

f^eration about time between layinj^'s, the cuckoo, as

we have decidedly seen, does not deposit her ef^j^s

(luite so rapidly as some other birds. Whether this

slower deposition of ej^^f^'s has been encouraj^ed by

later habits, or was orij^nnal to the bird, may well be

an open (piestion ; but in the former case you would

have a very marked departure from general habit ; in

the latter you have the survi\al of a species in lace of

such drawbacks in its own habits and tendencies as

is at least exceptional almost beyond belief.

The whole (juestion of the migration of the young

cuckoos later than the parents is one which also in-

volves something like mystery. Had they from

hatching lived along with their true parents, there

vvoukl not have been so much to wonder at in their

following them ; but having been so far reared apart,

and having so far lived apart, their migration forms,

perhaps, one of the strongest illustrations of the

power of inherited instinct that we have.

Inherited instinct ! Yes: if it were not that there

is so much to suggest that the cuckoos were originally

quite like other birds in all the points in which they

now so much differ from them. In truth, nothing is

more misleading than this word instinct.

Unlike most other birds, the female cuckoos are, as
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already said, in a great minority compared with the

males ; so that in a sense there is hardly true ^latin<,^

T>is is another fact of the most sin<^ular character

;

because, on one side, it suj^fjests that some explana-

tion of the parasitic tendency in cuckoos may he

found in the comparatively low development of the

parts subservient to generation, the small eggs of some,

and a consequent weakening of the parental impulses ;

though this may be so far met by the fact that the

males clearly suffer in this respect more than the

females, and by this other and further fact, that some

of the parasitic cuckoos, the species of Coccystes

amongst them, stiii lay normally sized eggs.

We found the following description of the conduct

of the female cuckoo towards the males in one of the

best authorities :

" It not infrequently occurs that three or four males

are in full chase of a female, who entices them on,

and grants her favours to one after the other as they

approach her ; after which each male will return to

his own district. It appears also that not only does

the male return year after year to the same locality,

but the female—though she wanders about in search

of various lovers when pairing—seems to affect a

particular district, where she deposits her eggs in the

most suitable nests she can find."
'''

Pnit, if certain of the males thus return to their

own districts, it is out of the question that they can

attend on and aid the hen in the guarding of the nest

from the foster-parents when she is intruding her egg

and doing whatever is needful to secure its accept-

ance.

Dresser's Birds, ad he.
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Hekk a very peculiar point arises regarding the

migration of the young cuckoos from this country.

Mr. Muirhead, in his Birds of Berwickshire, a truly

good and beautiful book, says

:

" It is not likely t!iat the young instinctively know
the route to be taken on migration, any more than a

young, untrained homing pigeon knows the direction

in which to Hy to reach its cote, when it is conveyed
a long distance away from its native haunt." '

And yet, in face of this, we know that the elder

cuckoos quit this country in large numbers in the

end of July, and certainly go in the earlier part of

August, consistently with the old rhyme

:

" July, lie may fly :

August, go lie must."

Mr. Aluirhead himself, at another place, says that

young cuckoos are common in Scotland till the end
of August, and some have in different seasons been

found there in the beginning of September. They
certainly migrated, but the question is, if Mr. Muir-

head is right, how ?—if they had no intuitive notion

of the route—how ? The old ones had all long gone,

and, if no intuitive notion of route—once again

—

how ?

The following paragraph appeared in the Daily

Chronicle, of Sep. 6th, 1898 :

" The Cuckoo in September.—The Rev. Selwyn
C. Freer, High Ercall Vicarage, Wellington, Salop,

writes, under date Sept. i :
—'It may interest some

of your readers to know that a cuckoo was seen by

* i. p- 326.
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myself to-day quite distinctly twice ; the second time

at a distance of not more than twenty yards. It

must be rare that this early migrant is seen at so late

a date in the year.'
"

It raised so many questions and suggested so many
problems that I am thankful I was led to write to

Mr. Freer asking about it. In answer Mr. Freer was

so good as to write to me as follows

:

High Ercall Vicarage,

Wellington,

Salop.

September 8, i8g8.

My dear Sir,

I was pleased to hear from you. I have long been familiar

with your most interesting^ work on " German Life and Litera-

ture," and have read some of your contributions to the Spectator.

I have talked with an old forester to-day a man of about the

average intelligence, whose statements were (juite decided, and

1 think may be relied on for their limited range. He said the

cuckoo arrives here on April i6, generally, April 14 or 18 occa-

sionally, sometimes a little later than April i8, if there v., a cold

stormy spring.

He said he had cirtninly never seen the old bird as late as

September i. That on two or three occasions he had seen the

young cuckoo in October. Once, many years ago, when

working in a distant part of this parish, he had seen a young

cuckoo constantly which remained till "nigh upo' Christmas"

He said that it was the opinion of some men about here that

the young birds did not leave at all, but he added that he had

also heard some men " argy " that in the spring they " turned

into throstles
!

"

Apart from this latter contribution to knowledge, may not

there be something in the statement that the young cuckoo

occasionally fails to migrate from this country ?

May not the occasional very early appearance of the cuckoo

(my brother saw one this year in Somerset in February) be
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accounted for, not by an unusually early arrival, but by the fact

that the supposed early visitor was a young bird who failed to

migrate at all in the previous autumn, and who survived a mild
winter in a sheltered neighbourhood ?

If this were so, it would seem to indicate a failure in instinct,

or an incipient variety in instinct, no '-jstined to establish itself

under existing conditions, which would not be out of harmony
with the apparently somewhat unstable, or at least variable,

nature of the instinct of the cuckoo tribe.

I will try to find out anything more I can about the cuckoos
here, where they are exceptionally numerous, so far as my
observation goes.

If you can tell me of any point on which information would be
desired, I will try to investigate it.

With sincere desire to be of any service that lies in my power.

I remain.

Yours faithfully,

S. C. Freer.

I'.S.—May I add that if you are ever in Salop it would be a
great pleasure to me if you could find your way to Eiall. I

have nothing indeed in the ornithological line, but have some
good American fossils, and a considerable collection of American
Indian antiquities, embracing amongst them some rare stone

implements, and other ethnological iota.

Mr. Freer's suggestion that some of the young
cuckoos may wholly fail to migrate, is well worth
consideration, and has led me to put tog^sther possi-

bilities—in fact, to frame a kind of theory on the

matter. We know that, though the cuckoo prefers

for its eggs the nestr of insectivorous birds, it never-

theless does occasionally—nay more frequently than
is believed, drop its eggs into nests of seed or fruit-

eating birds ; and that with their feeding the young
cuckoos flourish equally well as with the strict insect

diet—another remarkable fact. This would do some-
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thing towards forininj:! a taste for seed or fn it or

berries, and in sheltered, protected corners, it is quite

possible that a very late young cuckoo, or a cuckoo

which had but imperfectly moulted the wing feathers

might pull through, following in the footsteps of our

own feathered residents.

In this, inde'^d, it would be but following closely

the example of the meadow-pipit and some other

birds it favours for foster parents, which, with nice

adaptability, have recourse to seeds, berries and fruits

in winter.

Even in the case of the accentor you have a bird

whose staple in sununer and autumn is insects, but in

winter and spring it adopts an almost entirely seed or

berry diet.

The observation of out-of-door people, like Mr.

Freer's forester, of young cuckoos " nigh upo' Christ-

mas " would be thus explained, and made, in fact,

consistent with a general principle, viz., that cuckoos

reared in nests of seed and berry eating birds, or,

indeed, of insect eaters, that become seed eaters in

winter might, more especially if imperfectly winged,

without any very rude shock to a former experience

in food, maintain themselves through the winter in

mild situations and in mild seasons. Of course, this

could not be the case with those bred of purely insecti-

vorous birds—the whole of the available life in that

line having been shut up. We read in the Echo of

October 20, having missed the correspondence on

which it is based, the following :

" Can the cuckoo be heard in October, as someone

at Bodington, in Dorsetshire, has recently claimed to

have heard it ? A correspondent suggests that the
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bird was a sparrow-hawk, a species that is sometimes

mistaken for the cuckoo."'

]^ut in tlie case of a bird where the migratory in-

stinct is so strong, and in any case where this instinct

failed to act, some reason must be found in the ex-

ceptional physical condition of the bird which led it

to brave the rigours of winter here instead of to

attempt migration—some defect of wing feathers or

power of flight. The food element is in all such

(piestions a most important one.

This would account for what we are constantly

hearing of the cries of cuckoos at dates so early that

no ornithologist can believe that cuckoos had then

returned from migration. Other cases there are an-

alogous and at present wholly unexplained. There

is, for example, that of the corncrake, or landrail,

where, considering the defect of wing-strength, the

persistent migration is wonderful, and the instinct to

it is as powerful in view of its drawbacks as in any

bird
;
yet in many districts landrails remain and skulk

about here through the winter, and of this we know a

case the year before last in Essex.
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PART II.

FURTHER STRANGE TRAITS AND SOME
DEFINITE RESULTS.
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X.

Dr. Howdi.ijr Sharpk tells a story which illustrates

well one use of the imitative element in the cuckoo.
The male bird is striped and barred in the breast and
is in head and expression very hawk-like—an aspect
he can emphasize by mode of flif,'ht, etc.

On one occasion a friend of his was desirous to

observe a whincliat which was busy in the process of
laying its eggs. The friend sat down in a protected
corner and ren- lined perfectly still and quiet, and
what was his surprise very soon to see a female
cuckoo come near and hide herself in the long grass.
Then, in a very little time, the male cuckoo came and
Hew round and round, putting on his most hawk-liKe
expression

; the whinchats were frightened and flew
off, the male cuckoo after them. This furnished a
line opportunity for the female cuckoo to deposit her
egg in the nest of the whinchats which ere long re-

turned, of course, to do the needful, foolish little

simpletons, for the egg of the would-be hawk. Here
is a case, said Dr. Bowdler Sharpe, where the resem-
blance of the male cuckoo to the hawk was clearly of
use to it.

But more may be suggested by this than Dr.
Howdler Sharpe intends or foresaw. All this was
scarcely needed, surely, to allow the hen-cuckoo to
drop into the nest an egg with her bill—the work of a
moment. But perhaps she had more to do. Mr. E.
Blyth believed that the caiiorns, when she deposited
her egg, did either destroy or turn out some of tht
legitimate eggs of the nest, and he goes on to say :

" From many experiments which I have tried, 1

I
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ha\e found that, {^eiK^'^ally, in each case when a

stranj^'e e<fi^ is put into a nest before tlie owner of it

had l)ef,'un to lay, that nest is deserted—if it l)e placed

alonf,' with the owner's e^j,'s, it is very commonly

ejected, but if substituted for the latter, then the

duped bird will lay other e{,'f,'s to it and sit on all."

I am inclined to think thc'^ is much more in this

su^';;estion than h.is yet been realised. And my idea

is, in so far, not theoretic, but practical : I have twice

seen hen cuckoos Hyinn,' away with shells or pieces of

shells from nests—one that of a pied waf,'tail, and the

other that of a robin redbreast, in ea' h of which,

certainly, there was found, on looking,', a cuckoo's

cpf},'. The bird had broken an ef,'f,' in the nest, sucked

out the contents, and was carrying away the shell

—

just as a bird would do in the ordinary course after

hatching, and as I have seen them do hundreds of

times. My idea is that from observing this arose the

idea that the cuckoos were egg-suckers, which, 1

believe, .hey are—but only now-a-days under the

necessity of effecting the abstraction of an egg from

the nest to make a place for their own egg, and so

more perfectly dupe the victim. It is known now
that the cock cuckoo habitually assumes his most

hawk-like form, as Dr. Bowdler Sharpe by one case

has illustrated, to drive away all birds from about the

selected nest ; this would be the more necessary if

more were needed than merely to drop an egg in from

the bill—the work only of an instant.

We have confirmatory evidence on this from a

good authority

:

" Some observers state that the hen cuckoo always

* Asiatic Soc. Jrl., 1842, p. 4.
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destroys one or more ej^'j^s of the foster-parent ; but

this seems only occasionally to he the case, and

more frecjuently when her e{,'g is placed in an open

nest. . . . It has also, with justice, hecii accused of

(levouriu;^ c^^s, for my friend, Mr. Sachsc, hns .<.'

one do so. Even after her Cf^^j^'^ has been deposited, she

has been known to revisit the nest and destroy or thr-<ici

out <,i,'•^^'; or yoHUi; birds, never, however, her own." ^•

With regard to contests of the cuckoos with vic-

timized i ( s, Mr. \i. Swinhoe, in his Ornitholo<r\' of

Hon-rkoni^, Macao, and Canton, thus describes one:

"One I was watching (Cuculns orientalis) flew ofT

to another large tree, in which there was a magnal's

nest, and close to the nest a brown bird, much like

himself in form. The brown bird turned out to be

the female, and set up a chattering noise or. the

arrival of her mate. She, very probably, had dropped,

or had come to drop, an egg into the nest, for the

magnal iGracupia niirriccUis) soon returned to the

tree, and, seeing strangers so near his abode, charged

them : the magnal, however, was defeated and driven

off, and the cuckoos remained victorious." t

Mr. Swinhoe does not tell any more, which is un-

fortunate. Had he watched further, he might so far

have decided the point whether with this species

there was an attempt to destroy and take a magnal's

egg from the nest.

Mr.
J. H. Gurney quotes Mr. Norgate to this eflfect

:

" June 4th, 1885. At about 3 p.m., my housemaid
told me she had just put her head out of the window
and saw a large slate-coloured bird, with a long tail,

* Dresser, v, ad loc.

t P 4^'-
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flying from a pied wagtail's nest, two or three feet

below her face, on a pear tree on the wall, and that

the bird had what looked like an egg in its bill, and

two small brown birds were flying at it. Her atten-

tion was first called to it by hearing a great noise and

fluttering. I at once chmbed to the wagtail's nest

and found one fresh cuckoo's egg and one wagtail's.

I am quite certain that cuckoos usually abstract one

or two (perhaps rarely more) of the foster-parents'

eggs in exchange for their own."

A few years ago Colonel Butler found a green-

finch's nest in his garden in the north of Suffolk, with

one egg in it, which he marked with a pencil. A day

or two afterwards the nest contained a cuckoos egg,

and the marked greenfinch's egg was picked up on a

path a considerable distance from the nest ; almost

certainly dropped there by the cuckoo.

Mr. J. H. Gurney also gives evidence sufficient to

prove that sometimes, at least, the old birds do remove

the true nestlings from the nest. This may be in

certain cases where the young cuckoo for various

reasons may have been unable to throw them out.

The late J. J. Briggs mentioned a circumstance

which would indirectly tend to establish this, if we
admit that, when the adult cuckoo throws the true

nestlings out of the nest, it would also naturally, at

the same time, try to guard its young from enemies.

The circumstance was this. When passing a cer-

tain point he saw a cuckoo strike down at his dog,

and try to dodge or entice it away from a certain

place. He found a young cuckoo was close by there

in the nest of a hedge-sparrow. Dr.
J. B. Gray tells

us that he had seen a cuckoo, day after day, visiting
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the spot where its offspring was being reared. Mr.

Gurney also gives several cases where the eggs or

young birds of the foster-parents were ejected from

the nest on the very day on which the cuckoo was

hatched, and therefore not able to have done the

deed. He also cites the authority of a gardener, who,

hidden in a pig sty, saw the old cuckoos carry off three

young ones from a hedge-sparrow's nest. All this

goes to show that, in favourable cases, the old cuckoos

do the work themselves, thus assuring better feeding

for their your-ij ones from the very start. But this

could not be invariably the case, simply because of

the position of certain nests into which the cuckoo's

eggs have been dropped, but from which it was im-

possible that the cuckoo could have entered far enough

to extract even an egg for the one deposited, not to

speak of abstracting young, without tearing and

destroying the entrance of the nest ; and this especi-

ally applies to the domed nests of wrens, and to some

other nests.

Professor Newton quotes Rowley, (Ibis 1865, p.

286) to the effect that traces of violence and of a

scuffle between the intruder and the owner of the

nest at the time of introducing the egg often
^
pear,

whence we are led to suppose that the cuckow, or-

dinarily, when inserting her egg, excites the fury

(already stimulated by her hawk-like appearance) of

the ov;ners of the nest, by turning out one or more of

the eggs that may be already laid therein, and thus

induces the dupe to brood all the more readily and

more strongly what is left to her.- Mr. Rowley

dwells merely on turning out the eggs: if so, we

* Dictionary of Birds, i, p. 121.
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believe that that is aUernative to sucking them and

taking out the shells.

[Professor Newton uniformly spells the word

cuckow—we follow in extracts from his writings,
j

We do wish Professor Newton had in Encyclopcedia

Brittanica given a few references to such works, for

example, as Mr. Blyth's " Monograph on the Cuckoo,"

in the Asiatic Society yownal, to Mr. Jerdon's section

on Cuckoos in his Birds of India, and to such things

as Caytain Shelley's work on the Cuculidae.

Mr. Eii.erson tells of several reliable fishermen in

the Norfolk Broads, who affirmed to him solemnly

that they had caught Mr. Cuckoo sucking duck's eggs,

mavis's eggs, thrushes' eggs and even reed-bunting's

eggs ; and Mr. Emerson adds that, in cuckoo's crops

he has found a yellowish substance that he can not

but regard as egg, and adds, " I believe cuckoos do

suck eggs as do most predatory birds." '•

On another page, Mr. Emerson says, " though 1

never caught him in the act, I have found eggs

sucked that were whole before the cuckoo hopped

about them.f .... The marshmen say they often

hear the cuckoo talking to the titlarks and sedge-

warblers, the birds answering them, and then, they

say, they are on the look-out to suck their eggs and

lay their own in the nest."

Mr.
J.

H. Gurney cites the evidence of Mr. H. L.

Wilson who, in the spring of 1880, at Powick, near

Worcester, took the remains of eggs out of a cuckoo's

crop, judged to be robins' and hedge-sparrows'.

Mr. Wilson wrote in the Field, January 28, 1882 :

* Birds of the Norfolk Broiiiilaiid, p. 162.

t Birds of the Norfolk .Broadland, p. 1G3.
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" On skinning it (the cuckoo) I found its crop was

full of a mash of eggshells, I carefully examined this

mash and succeeded in separating the broken shells

(held together partly by the inside skin) of at leasi

seven eggs, two of which were robins, and the rest

either hedge sparrows' or thrushes', or some bluish

eggs."

And Mr. Gurney avows himself a believer in occa-

sional egg-eating cuckoos.

The great spotted cuckoos also eat eggs, as shells

have over ard over again been found in their stomach.'''

Thus we reach some definite results. The cuckoo

destroys some of the eggs of the birds in whose nests it

places its own—sometimes it sucks them in the nest,

and carries out the shell in its iieak : sometimes it

eats part of the shell and carries out the rest ; some-

times it eats the egg absolutely, shell and all.

Another point : It would perhaps be rather strange

to the foster-birds if the young cuckoo had anything

like his true cuckoo feathers at first, which would be

something very different in aspect from that of their

own true progeny. But the young cuckoo does not

get his true feathers till before migration ; and so

long as he remains in the foster-parents' nest or under

their protection, his feathers are dull and dark, almost

black—another very peculiar point about the bird.

And these distinguishing marks in plumage main-

tain themselves, though not to the same extent, en-

tirely through the first season. Lord Lilford wrote :

" The difference of plumage between adults and

birds of the year is so singular and noticeable that

more than one writer on ornithology has treated of

• Ibis, 1862, p. J5.S.
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the latter as a distinct species ; for this reason, and

because the adult has been more frequently fifjured

than the young bird, I have given the prominent

place on the plate to a bird of the year. The young

of the cuckoo differs much in plumage from the old

bird, being dove-brown, barred with reddish brown."

Here is the report of another observer :

" During the pairing time, the cuckoo acts in a

very headstrong, jealous, and wild manner. He gets

into a dreadful rage when another of the same species

dares to invade his territory. And yet he is a Simple

Simon all the while. He will come blindly to the call

of the sportsman, who understands how to imitate his

note. Sitting on a branch, with raised tail and ruffled

head-feathers, he cries ' cuckoo ' as if in defiance to

all the world—of birds, at any rate.

" While flying he will often glide slowly in front of

his mate and tell his passion with a low ' crawawa,'

to which the latter answers, ' kwikurkurk,' etc., with

great rapidity, a cry savouring more of laughter, or a

chuckle, than a favourable response to his affectionate

invitation. When both are at the height of their

courtship, the one cries ' cuckookook cuckookook,'

while the other laughs and chuckles. After the

breeding season is over, both sexes are silent. It is

possible that in many cases the cuckoo is content

with one mate ; yet, the males being in excess, this

is hardly possible either ; and that each male should

in turn court all the females alike, which might in

certain cases justify this unbounded jealousy."

The call of the cuckoo, it may be added, is a true

song, that is, a music made for the mate, and the

changes it undergoes in the season are only further
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proof of this. As to jealousy of the male, that is

vixplained by later observation already referred to

that hens are in the minority, and the rule must be

not polygamy, but polyandry.

The Rev. Charles Alfred Smith, in the Zooloi^ist

for April, 1873, threw great doubt on the point

whether the young cuckbo does invariably throw the

birds of the foster-parents out of th'! nest, and he

also raised questions on other points. As he wrote

from personal observation in every case, his remarks

may claim regard. Though he did not dispute the

facts of the young of the foster-parents being thrown

out of the nest, he endeavoured to cast the blame for

this on the elder cuckoos, and quoted foreign obser-

vers, •^hough it needs always to be remembered that

foreign families of cuckoos may, in quite different

circumstances, act quite differently from what ours

do, as indeed the American cuckoos are, in several

points, very different. In confirmation of his own
views, he cited the experience of Dr. Dybowski, given

in the Jouninl fiir Oniitlioloijfie, to the following

effect

:

'•With the theory that the newly-hatched cuckoo

turns the young of its foster-mother, either mechan-
-"i|y or involuntarily, out of the nest, I cannot

declare myself to coincide, since I have facts to pro-

duce which tend to quite different conclusions. For

we found in an uninhabited valley near the river

Alengui, in Dauria, a nest oi Anthiis ricnrdi. It was

inserted in a depression at the foot of a rather large

heap of earth, whose surface up above projected over

the nest on all sides to a considerable extent. In this

nest there was only a young, still quite unfledged
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cuckoo, and not more than from two or three days

could have elapsed since it had crept forth froin the

the egg.

*' Not far from the nest two young pipits were lying,

which were certainly still alive, though extremely

feeble ; and, a little further off, a similar young bird,

already dead. As we took the little birds in our

hands, it was apparent that their crops were full, and

their stomachs also well filled. Nevertheless, the

poor things were so exceedingly cold that they gave

hardly any distinguishable signs of life.

" Now the question arises, what could be the reason

of this (at all events, to say the least of it,) invol-

untary abiding of the above-named young birds out-

side their nest ? The young cuckoo certainly could

not have caused it, as he was still much too young

for such a task ; the young pipits themselves could

not have got out of the nest, because it lay much too

deep down for them to have done so. There remains

only the theory that tlie parents (either those of tiie

pipits, or tliose of the cuckoo) must have done the

deed. Of the pipits, there can surely be no question ;

indeed, in my opinion, in the case before us, one can

lay the blame solely and entirely on the cuckoo, and,

indeed, on the female bird.

" Again : not far from Darasun, where several

cuckoos had been killed a short time before, we
found, in the month of June, in a nest with a young

cuckoo, a young pipit, nearly full grown. The young

cuckoo could not yet leave the nest, nor did he even

know how to make his escape out of it, to get away

from us ; so he sat still in his place, and hissed at us
;

whilst the young pipit could already run, and was
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just preparing to slip out of the nest away from us.

In this case it must be assumed that there was none

near at the proper time who could cast out the younf:^

pipit.

" Again : in one and the same nest we tound two

cuckoo's eggs, the colouring of which entirely dif-

fered, the one from the other.

" Again : in a nest of Phyllopneiiste fiiscata we

found a cuckoo's egg, green-speckled black, like that

of Uragiis sibiricHS, which (as is well known) will

not receive the egg of the cuckoo, but will rather

destroy the nest, and remove its materials ; but near

the aforesaid nest lay the eggs of the Phyllopiieuste,

of a pure white colour.

" Again : we often found damaged nests, some

even torn asunder ; the eggs of which were not eaten,

for they for the most part lay around, at a little

distance from the nests, broken.

" The above facts, as well as many other cases,

cause us to express the following opinions upon the

cuckoo :

" (a). The female cuckoo ..'eposits her eggs in the

nests of other birds ; she does not cast out the eggs

of those birds intentionally, and // this should some-

times happen it ought to be considered as done by acci-

dent. [This is a big assumption, and must be felt to

be so, when we have in view what has been said on

the subject of substitution of eggs.l

" {b). Every female cuckoo has her own district,

and certain chosen nests, in which to lay her eggs.

If she sees that another female cuckoo comes near

this district, then she pursues it, and drives it away :

but if the other female cuckoo is able to slip into
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such a district witiiout being seen, then it may well

come to pass that two cuckoo's eggs may be laid in

one and the same nest.

" (t). With the spoiling of the nests and the scat-

tering of the eggs we must not charge the female, but

in every case the male cuckoos, which probably adopt

these means to force their mates to a prolongation of

the pairing time. (Verlangerung der Paarungszeit.)

" {(}). After hatching, the female cuckoo turns the

young of her nurse out of the nest, in order to secure

a more certain existence for her own offspring."

It should be noted that at this time the reports of

observations of Mrs. Blackburn and Mr. Hancock
were not yet published, or, at all events, well known

;

and, it should be emphatically repeated, that cuckoos

in rUfferent climates and latitudes may and do act

qu'fe differently ; though with these commentaries,

Mr. C, Smith's carefully observed facts and his infer-

ences, as well as the facts cited from Dr. Dybowski,

may well be modified and fall into range exactly.

A writer in Science Gossip a short tim^ ago raised

an important question in the following passage :

" I was one evening, about seven o'clock (it was

almost midsummer) searching for the nest of a grass-

hopper warbler, whose note I had heard in a certain

field on several successive evenings. While thus en-

gaged, I saw a cuckoo, followed by a grey wagtail,

flying over a neighbouring wood. After a few

minutes the wagtail returned, and I went in that

direction, but failed to find her nest. On the follow-

ing evening I was again engaged seeking the grass-

hopper warbler's nest, and I again saw the cuckoo

pursued by the wagtail.
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«* Once more I sought for tlie wagtail's nest, and

again failed. I would fain ascertain for a fact whether

or not the custom of the cuckoo is to visit its eggs and

young periodically, and if so, how often.

" I knew that it was said the physical conformation

of the cuckoo incapacitates it from the work of incuba-

tion, and that, consequently, its maternal instinct

teaches it to deposit its eggs to be hatched in the nest

of other birds. According to my idea, it would seem

a painful blot on the cuckoo if it did not feel anxious

for the welfare of its young, and manifest its watchful-

ness and care by frequent visits. I would much

rather believe that the cuckoo pays daily visits to its

eggs and young ; and when they are all fledged,

gathers them, though reared in different homes, into

one family, and then takes them, under its fostering

care, to distant lands."

This we know well now the cuckoo does not do.

When this observer wrote it was not so well estab-

lished as it is now that the parent cuckoos migrate

weeks before the young birds—mainly, no doubt,

because of facts connected with moulting.

We have seen that Mr. J. E. Gray is firm in his

conviction, based on observations of his own, that the

cuckoo does not uniformly desert her offspring, but on

the contrary, continues in the precincts where the

eggs are deposited, and, in all probability, takes the

young under her protection when they are sufficiently

Hedged to leave the nest. If, howev< > , the cuckoo

lays four or five eggs, or even more, this would be

difficult—far n)ore difficult than with some of the

foreign varieties, which lay the whole lot in one nest.

From the evidence of close observers and expert
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ornithologists like Mr. Hancock and Mr. R. P. Murper,

there is some ground for thinking that the young

cuckoos when they take the wing are sometimes fed

by the old ones. Whether each young one is recog-

nised by its own true parents, or whether the atten-

tion is merely one of kind to kind is a cjuestion on

which at present no decisive judgment can be given,

as there is really no data to justify such a decision one

way or another.

A very keen discussion on the habits of the cuckoo

took place in the Zooloi^ist for 1873, in the course of

which Mr. G. 13. Corbin wrote :

" As a lover and student of the feathered tribes, I

may be allowed to offer my small item of experience

with regard to the above question. The two nests in

which I have most frequently found a cuckoo's egg

are the hedge-sparrow and meadow-pipit, more com-

monly the latter. I have at different times taken

scores of nests of the red-backed shrike, but on no

occasion have I found a cuckoo's egg in them ; neither

have I ever seen a cuckoo's ep^'^ bearing the least

approach to the blue of the eggs of the hedge-sparrow

and redstart.

" Some two or three seasons ago I noticed that

whenever I passed along a particular hedge-bank in

the meadows, a cuckoo was always to be seen some-

where in its vicinity, so I concluded that an egg had

been deposited not far off. I searched the herbage

very closely, and at last found what had been so

attractive to this summer-loving bird, viz., a nest of

the blackheaded-bunting, containing a cuckoo's egg

and five of the rightful owner's. Four of the bunting's

eggs were of the usual colour and markings, but the
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other was white, with a sinj^'le small dark spot upon

it. As they lay in the nest, I thougiit they were

rather a motley group. On another occasion I found

a meadow-pipit's nest, containing six of its own eggs

and one of the cuckoo. My limited experience would

point to the fact that cuckoo's eggs are less variable

than many other species as to colour and marking,

iiitfcss iiuh'ed tJicir colour is so variable (hat tliev are

often coii/ouucled 'a'itli the species anio)i^st which thev

are laid,- for, as a birds'-nesting schoolboy, I was
often surprised at the abundance of the cuckoos com-

pared with the number of their eggs found in a

season ; and provided each female lays more than one

egg, which, I believe, is the case, the proportion

seems still greater, as the birds always appeared to

be ten to one against the eggs. Probably an unskilful

way of finding the egg is the chief cause of such

apparent disparity, but I have noticed that the parent

cuckoo generally loiters about the spot where her egg

is deposited, unless she has a circuit—spots in which

she visits at intervals—and thus becomes a kind of

overseer of her scattered brood. 1 never found more
than one cuckoo's egg in the same nest, nor is it often

that nests containing a cuckoo's egg are placed very

near to each other.

" Why do we often see small birds mobbing a

cuckoo? Is it love or fear that prompts the per-

formance, as these smaller birds in like manner tease

rooks and hawks ? That the cuckoo introduces her

* A thing rendered probable by Mr. Corbin's never having

met with a bhie cuckoo's egg. It does, indeed, require a quick

eye to detect it among those of the hedge-sparrow, as, not

seldom, they differ only a little in size.
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egff into the nest with her bill is, I think, unciues-

tionahle, as the pipit's nest before adverted to was in

such a situation, under a hirf^e tuft of heather, that

no cuckoo could possibly have laid in it, and I found

the nest by the mere chance of seeing the pipit come
out, after nearly treading upon it."

I have given these records mainly because the

writers in certain respects proceed without prepos-

session, and may intUience later writers, and when

thus regarded their observations are the more valu-

able when we adjust and set them in line.

It is proved by my own experience, as well as that

of several others, that two cuckoos' eggs are some-

times to be found in one nest : sometimes more nearly

like each other, sometimes very different. Mere, on

this point, is the experience of a correspondent of

The Field, under date June, 1894 :

" Two cuckoos' efr<rs in one nest.—-WhWe strolling

over Ashtead Common, in Surrey, Saturday, I noticed

a hedge-sparrow dart hurriedly out of a gorse bush a

few feet away, and on looking into the bush I found

her nest, which contained three of her own eggs, and

two of those of the cuckoo. I believe it a rare oc-

currence to find two eggs of this bird in the same

nest. The eggs were totally unlike each other ; one

being much larger and of a lighter colour, while

both were slightly set. This locality seems to be a

favourite resort of this bird, for on the same after-

noon I heard at least a dozen different cuckoos calling

from various directions at <he same time.— \V. K.

I'OHK."

And to this the Editor of The Field himself gave

the following note :
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• ' In the chapter on the cuckoo in Our Summer

Miirmnh, it is remarked (p. 230) that two cuckoos'

e^rps of a different colour have been found in the

same nest. If both were hiid by one bird, then we

have proof that the same cuckoo does not always lay

eggs of the same colour ; if laid by different birds,

then the cuckoo is not so impressionable as has been

supposed. The full bearing of these remarks will be

better understood by referring to the c'ontext, which

is too long to be here quoted."
'

' Field. June 2, 1894.

li
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" Inconveniently Long." lOI

XI.

I

Mr. Darwin found the cuckoo one of the most diffi-

cult creatures he had to tackle—to explain and to

reconcile the phenomena it presents with his theories

of evolution and natural selection. In fact, the great

master there just wrote a little nonsense, and, though

" a little nonsense now and then is relished by

the wisest men,"

we could not relish it from Darwin, who had as little

of fun about him as he had, as he hiinself confessed,

of poetry. He wrote, in the remarkable 8th chapter

of the Origin of Species, 6th edition, as follows :

*' It is now commonly admitted that the more im-

mediate cause of the cuckoo's instinct is that she lays

her eggs, not daily, but at intervals of two or three

days, so that if she were to make her own nest, and

sit upon her own eggs, those first laid would have to

be left for some time unincubated, or there would be

eggs (Uid yoHitg birds of different ages in the same nest.

If this were the case, the process of laying and hatch-

ing might be inconveniently long, more especially as

she has to migrate at a very early period, and the first

hatched young would probably have to be fed by the

male alone." (Italics in the two places are mine.)

In answer to this proposition it has been very well

written :

" Might it not just as reasonably be said that the

parasitic mstinct is the more immediate and final

cause of her laying her eggs at long intervals ?
"

And Mr. Darwin thus proceeds :

I
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" Let us suppose that vhe ancient progenitor of our

European cuckoo had the habits of the American

cuckoo, and that she occasionally laid an egg in

another bird's nest. If the ok' bird profited by this

occasional habit through bein^ enabled to migrate

earlier or through any other cause ; or if the young
were made more vigorous by advantage taken of the

mistaken instinct of another species than when reared

by their own mother, encumbered, as she could hardly

fail to be, by having eggs and young of different ages

at the same time, then the old birds or the fostered

young would gain an advantage. And analogy would

lead us to beHeve that the young thus reared would

be apt to follow, by inheritance, the occasional and

aberrant habit of their mother, and in tiieir turn

would be apt to lay their eggs in other birds" nests,

and thus be more successful in rearing their young.

By a continued process of this nature, I believe that

the strange instinct of our cuckoo has been gener-

ated." (pp. 212-213.)

By the way, so many " may be's " and " would be

apts " do not seem to us quite so scientific as might

be. Again specially note the words I have put in

italics.

Mistaken instinct ! How can an instinct, in the

sense here too obviously meant, be mistaken ? It is,

in view of its own intention, unerring, a fact which

Dr. A. Russel Wallace has duly recognised, and has

to fall back on failure of reasoning power. Either

this or the word " instinct " has really no proper

meaning. To nurse and feed an intruded alien to

the detriment of the creature's own young is surely

against instinct, and is to be accounted for by some-
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thing else. But " mistaken instinct " is a contradic-

tion in terms under any true definition of instinct

that we can think of. Mistaken here only means lack

of instinct and failure of reason which is not able to

make up for its absence. Yet we have cases of Birds,

as, for example, the reed-warbler we have told of,

that twice, not being able to turn out the intruded

eggs, built them over and removed them from the in-

fluence of the heat of its own body necessary to hatch

them. Here, surely, instinct and reason worked to-

gether to one end : not so in the cases Mr. Darwin

includes under " mistaken instinct."

To Von Hartmann's definition of instinct, that it

is action taken in pursuance of an end, but without

conscious perception of what the " end is," Mr.

Romanes supplies the rider, that it is the uniformity

of instinctive action as performed by different indi-

viduals of Hie same species. As in all such cases of

definition, you iind assumptions contradicted by what

are meant to be (jualifying clauses. Thus, even Von

Hartmann's " action taken in pursuance of an end " is

reason which he thus maladroitly (lualifies by " with-

out conscious perception of what the end is." But how
can an end be pusued without more or less conscious

seeing what it is ? And Mr. Romanes then comes in

with a rider, in regard to which we would ask, is the

tendency of the members of the cuckoo tribe to in-

cubate an instinct, or is it not ? And in that case,

what is it, seeing that his " uniformity" of instinctive

action, as performed by different individuals of the

same species,, will not here hold ? And all this points

to a more general question still. How are these

gentlemen to define strictly and consistently these
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" occasional habits," out of which Mr. Darwin—to

us rather illogically, and surely inadvertently—says

that instincts are developed with co-operation—be it

noted—of lime and chance. Are these " occasional

habits " instincts, or what are they ? If they are got

purely out of occasional habits ; then certainly your

effect is greater than your cause, and so far outside it.

And at what point, pray, does the " occasional habit
"

become an instinct ?

XII.

There is no such absolute uniformity in the case of

other birds, as against the cuckoo, in hatching eggs

simultaneously, as Mr. Darwin founds on here. In-

deed, there is no such thing as absolutely simul-

taneous hatching of eggs. It would be very trying

and troublesome to the feniale bird, if it were so : for

she has a duty to the shell—to clear it away ; and a

duty to the young bird—to dry and clean it. And,

transparently, it would be disadvantageous, if, while

she dried and cleaned one—three, four, five, six, or

even seven others were lying wet and cold, waiting

her attentions. I say then, firstly, and from observa-

tions alike of tame birds—canaries, linnets, and others

bred by me—and of wild birds, that, to a greater or

lesser degree, birds of different ages are invariably in

the same nest, and the first hatched young are in the

multitude of cases fed by the male alone, or by the

female receiving the food from the male and really

giving it to the young without leaving the nest

—

the wonderful accommodation of the digestive organs

during incubation enabling her to do this for long,
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long periods without more than rising from the

nest, to stand on the edge of it. Wiiy, in my
own case I have had birds that slipped till the

second and even, once, till the third day between

the eggs in laying, and the youngest of the brood

was nigh three days younger than the next to it,

and seven days younger than the eldest of the

brood. And in this lies, indeed, a great aid to

the parent birds in the feeding—most anxious time

when the young birds scarce can fly steady and

yet will leave the nest — in that when the first

fledged birds will go out, the younger one or two

will still lie contentedly in the nest, dividing the

attention needed and lessening the care and labour.

But for this arrangement very few birds could survive.

1 have over and over again seen two and even three

eggs almost or partially covered by the birds only a

day or two from the eggs—the warmth of their little

bodies no doubt assisting the female greatly in hatch-

ing them. Every sitting bird, as the eggs are

hatched, brings out in her bill, as with a kind of

triumph, the pieces of the egg-shell, which most care-

fully she carries to some distance (cunning thing
!)

before she drops them, as, if she merely threw them

out of the nest, they might to some enemies mark
clearly her nesting place. My birds uniformly carried

the pieces of the shell to the farthest corners of the

room and there, after a moment or two, dropped

them—never near the cages in which the nests were

—and this in the cases of canaries and other birds.

It would not do for all the eggs to hatch absolutely at

once were it for nothing more than this (to some,

perhaps, apparently rather unimportant reason),
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which, however, it is not. It would take the female

too long from the nest at once to carry out ten or a

dozen pieces of egf^-shell. Some birds come much

nearer to simultaneous hatching than others ; but,

simultaneous hatching in the absolute sense is not

existent.

Why, Mr. James S. Gould, in My Canary Book,

following Buffon and Hechstein, writes :

" All you need to do is, when the nest is finished,

to open the side door of the nest-box quietly, and

ascertain when the first egg is laid. Do not touch it

on any account. Never use ivory e^irs, one by one,

to replace the eggs until they are all laid. Let

Nature alone. The biids ought not to be all hatched

at one time."

And Buffon long ago gave the reason :
" The plan

of removing the eggs so as to have them all hatched

at once is unnatural and bad because it causes the

mother a greater loss of heat, and burdens her at

once with five or six little ones, which coming together

disturb rather than please her ; whilst in seeing them

hatched successively one after the other her pleasure

is increased and her strength and courage better

supported."

And this, even in cases where the male assists the

female in brooding. Again, in a large number of

cases, it is very well known how strict the cock is in

hunting the hen back to the nest, and this more

especially after the first of the eggs have been

hatched, as though the very sight of the breathing

living things added greatly to his jealousy of the nest

and watchful care of it.

As regards intervals between layings, several of
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the owls lay their eggs at intervals quite as long as

the cuckoo, or even longer than the cuckoo, according

to Darwin, and the owlets first hatched help to hatch

the other eggs. This indeed is done, as just said, in

all cases of birds more or less. Further, the cuckoo s

stay in this country is no briefer than that of some

of the swallows or the exquisite little garden-warbler,

yet the swallows and the garden-warbler contrive

easily to bring off a brood and sometimes even two

broods. Thus (and there are yet other arguments

which would take us into too technical matters) Mr.

Darwin's explanations are not well based, in some

points seem even ignorant, and in certain respects

explain nothing but his own limitedness and utter

lack of power to grasp the difficulties that he per-

ceives and wrongly fancies that he at least partially

meets and explains away. The difficulties remain

after all his efforts have been made.

Further, we may make bold to ask, what is so very

out of the way in expecting this of the cuckoo, when

the blackcap, which comes later than the cuckoo, and

has a nest to build and courting besides to do, in

which he is indeed a proficient, has eggs in the earlier

half of May? Dr. ]:}owdler Sharpe says that he has

found hard-set eggs of the blackcap as early as the

1 2th of May." '

Even the night-jar, with but two eggs, does not /or

this reason hatch them both absolutely at once. We
have found the little young one for all the world like

a tuft of fur torn from a rabbit's breast, and left

almost imperceptibly wavering there in a slight gust

of wind beside the other e^g ; and this is true also

* Allen's Handbook of Birds, ad loc.
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of the American species as told us by Nuttall and

Burroughs, and by Thoreau, whose wonderfuHy-

f^raphic description may here be given :

" There was one egg still, and by the side of it a

little pinch of down fluttered out and was not ob-

served at first. More than a foot down the hill had

rolled half the shell it had come out of."

Where, I would ask, was the other half ? Thoreau's

eye would not have missed it had it been there. May
be the mciher had just then gone off with it thirty or

forty vurds at least and had not got back for the

second half when Thoreau came along too near. The
inside of the egg, you see, was not protectively

coloured like the outside, and would have told her

secret too clearly. That mother night-jar or night-

hawk would not forget that—believe me !

" There was no callowness as in the young of most

birds," Thoreau goes on. " It seemed a singular

place for a young bird to begin its life, this little

pinch of down, and lie still on the exact spot where

the egg lay—a flat, exposed shelf on the side of a

bare hill, with nothing but the whole heavens, the

broad universe above it, to brood it when its mother

was away."

But she was not far away, nor would be away for

long. The second half of the egg shell would go

after the next short sitting on the egg to keep it

warm.
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XIll.

Darwin himself well points out that " it is sur-

prising,' instinct should lead small nesting,' birds to

remove their broken e{ff,'s— (it should surely have

been ej^'g shells)—and the early mutinfjs ; whereas

with partrid{,'es, the younj^ of which immediately

follow their parents, the broken eggs—(it should

surely have been egg shells), are left round the nest."

More often they are left in it, or a portion of them.

The protection of the partridge, which nests on

the ground, or very close to it, lies in the power
of her brood to run, if disturbed, even on being"

hatched ; the partridge at once leading the young

ones to protective holes, and under cover of hedge

bottoms, etc., so that the removal of broken egg

shells is not pa'-ticularly necessary, considering other

protective points ; but it is of importance—of the

utmost importance—to nestlings which are unfledged

and cannot move from the nest for many days : and

I think it one of the most extraordinary things that

Mr. Darwin never seems to have in the least con-

nected this remarkable fact with the necessity, in the

small birds, of non-simultaneity of hatching.''^

Major Bendire has this passage in one of his able

articles :
" It is said" (()ri<riii of Species, chap, viii),

" that the American cuckoo lays ai long intervals,

and has eggs and young at the same tniie in its nest,

a circumstance manifestly disadvantageous. Of the

CoccyzHs melaiiocoryphiis, I can say that it never

begins to incubate till the full complement of eggs

* Romanes' Mental Evolution, appendix, p. 379.
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are laid ; that its younj,' are hatched simultaneously.

J)Ut if it is rif^ht to trace the orij^'in of the luuopean

cuckoo's instinct in the nestinj^ habits of the American

coccy/us, it mif,'ht be attributed, not to the aberrant

habit of perhaps a sinj^le species, but to another more

disadvantaf^eous habit common to the entire j^enus

—

their habit of buildinf^ exceedingly frail platform

nests, from which the eg},'s and younf,' very frequently

fall."

Major l^endire's remark about simultaniety of young

hatched—if we admit the correctness of his observa-

tion—is not conclusive against our position, nor does

it really touch it. What we hold is, that absolute

simultaneity does not exist in any strict sense ; that

in any case there is only the more or less close ap-

proach to it. Eggs vary in size, in thickness of shell,

etc., just as much as to provide the margin we claim.

Besides, Major Bendire here founds, not on one of

the more common species, but on one which he does

not even treat of—at all events, under this name— in

his Smithsonian volume, where he distinctly says of

the yellow-billed cuckoo, that as to incubation there

is no absolute rule. Sometimes it does not begin till

laying is done, and in other cases incubation is begun

when the first egg is laid. I But the Major's argu-

ment against Darwin is conclusive.

Further still, with regard to intervals between the

laying of eggs, there is in no species whatever the

uniformity which Mr. Darwin seems to found on here.

Sudden frost and cold will completely stop egg laying.

Once in the case of starlings, which I could observe

* SmithsoH Report, 1893, p. 610.

t P- 23.
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from a dormer attic window, four days, owinj^ to cold

and frost passed l)etween the third and the fourth ;

and Mr. Robert Read, a most reliable authority,

assures us that he once found a blackbini's nest at

lUackheath, very early in the spring', in wliich the

bird had laid a single egg. A spell of frost and snow

supervened, and no more eggs were deposited for a

fortnight, when mild weather once more set in and

two more eggs were laid precisely similar to the first

and evidently by the same bird. There are certain

general rules about this point connected with species

of birds, but the exceptions are the most interesting

in all cases to observe and study ; leading to the idea

of resource, adaptation and contrivances manifold,

;.o that there is in no case the absolutely assured

uniformity Mr. Darwin assumes. All this Mr. Darwin

would on his principle here, in ornithology, wipe out

—a strange thing for him to do : for here, in this very

bird, we have, perhaps, the most remarkable hints of

his own favourite evolution and natural selection

!

Truly the race is not always to the swift, nor the

battle to the strong, nor even the power in the case of

great observers to see the point. This much in our

own faxour.

Mr. Darwin in the sixth edition of the Origin of

Species also, rather maladroitly says :

" 1 have lately heard from Dr. Merrell, of Iowa,

that he once found in Illinois a young cuckoo together

with a young jay in the nest of a blue jay (Garrulus

cristatits) ; and as both were nearly fully feathered,

there could be no mistake in their identification."

Here the fact of the two young birds of different

species together has a significance as to differentiation

at which he does not even glance.
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Indeed, from my own observations, in conjunction

with those of Mr. Hancoclv, as given respecting the

young cuckoo turning out its foster-brothers from the

nest, I am convinced that the non-simultaneity of

hatching is one of the circui 'stances that tend to give

the young cuckoo much of his power : he has a

chance at once against eggs and young ones, and it is

clear that he is keen to work upon both, so long as is

necessary, by his restlessness, making it impossible

for the foster-bird to hatch out the second half of the

eggs, which he inclines first of all to dispose of, as

was notably the case in regard to the nest observed

by Mr. Hancock. Absolute simultaneity of hatching,

that is, practically, four young birds at one moment
to deal with, in place of one or two, would present

difficulties—at least the business would be, on all

natural considerations, rendered longer, more hazar-

dous and hard.

One fact, which ,;:.s no<^ only before Mr. Darwin,

but specially dwelt on by him, might have led him to

revise his whole passage relative to the cuckoo in

eighth chapter of Ori<rin of Species had he been any-

thing of a thinker, which he was not. This fact was

the stay of young cuckoos in our country up to the

ir.onth of September. It might srrely have struck

Mr. Darwin that if the young ones couid stay, the old

ones surely could. It did not strike him to ask any

question in connection with that, therefore we say he

was not a thinker. It seems to have struck another

writer with great force :

" The cuckoo's early migration can hardly be part

of the cause, it is rather a correlated effect. The
cuckoo leaves us early because its parental instincts
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or duties are .ot strong enough to detain it. The

young cuckoos do themselves remain until compara-

tively late in the year (September), or until tbey

are strong enough to undertake their flight. What
cuckoos of the first year could do, the same birds in

their second and subsequent years could surely do

also."

If the adult cuckoos leave this country because of

the failure of food supply— it bemg said often that

they leave this country just when the majority of the

summer caterpillars assume the imago stage— the

question may well be asked, how do the young bi'"ds

fare when the larger supply of their natural food is

cut off? Is there a provision in this case for making

up for <^his defect by adapting themselves to other

food ; and if they do so, why cannot the adults do the

same ? This question is, indeed, a very suggestive

one—that the young cuckoo's foster-feeding has pre-

pared it for this adaptability, whereas that of the

adult has not ; but then there is the further considera-

tion and question : why is this adaptability limited

only to birds of the year, and why should they in

such a matter linger so long behind the old birds
;

and, more than all this, why, when they stay in our

country so late as end of September and even into

October, they should go at all on such a long and

perilous journey over lines they have never traced

befoie, when they can adapt themselves to what is

properly winter-feeding, and when in various portioi:s

of the country there are mild and protected portions,

where the cold could not injure them if fair supplies

of food were to be had ?

Dr. Creighton's Jeniicr and Vaccination, p. 14.
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Mr. Darwin, in the first portion of passage noted,

does no more than merely condense the remarks and

reasonings of Jenner ; and in a matter so very ex-

ceptional and peculiar we really should have expected

something very different from him. For it is all toe

clear that Jenner, having got, as he fancied, on to a

" good thing," could not refrain from endeavouring to

go one better than the facts, and to explain them con-

formably with a foregone theory. Mr. Darwin was

cute enough in dealing with that same tendency some-

times, and severe enough m condemning it ; so tiiat

here indeed we find something to wonder at in his

very meek acceptance of all that Jenner said. To
gain his end, Jenner, after laying it down that the

adult cuckoos—coming about the middle of April

—

do not lay until about the middle of May, certainly

gives full time for accidents; for, as the bird builds

no nest, what has it got to wait a month for before

beginning the main business for which it came here ?

Mr. and Mrs. Cuckoo are too much "persons of

business " for that ! Cuckoos' eggs have in many
years been found in nests in the very beginning of

May. It is then, indeed, that the hedge-sparrow is

most imposed upon ; which may well have letl to the

idea that it is more often the victim than it really is

;

whereas the meadow-pipits, pied fiy-catchers, the

wagtails, the warblers and wrens are most duped

afterwards. Another and very good reason for this

is that the hedge-sparrow, (Accentor inodiilnr's) is

one of the very earliest builders— its nest being found

finished often as early as March. It is laying eggs

often in that month, and, therefore, the cuckoo loses

the chance of depositing among the first clutch.
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But the second is what in many cases will come just

to suit it aboiK the beginning of May. Jenner would

give the cuckoo a fortnight for sitting and hatching

the eggs, and three weeks in nest for young ones

before they fly, and then he would give the young

cuckoos five or six weeks to be fed after they fly.

And he asserts that the cuckoos quit this country in

the first week of July ; v/nich is not correct—they

go later, often not till August—verifying the old saw :

" July, he may fly,

August, f;o he must."

Dr. Bovvdler Sharpe is much nearer the mark when

he says (" Birds," Allen's Xaturnlist's Library ii, p. 2r),

" leaving about the end of July ;

" for adult cuckoos in

sheltered situations in mild seasons are often seen in

the earlier days of August.

By this kind of process you could prove or establish

anything ; but Jenn^^r, though he was so far right in

his observations, got wrong the moment he took up a

theory as other clever men have done, vind was deter-

' .ined to make evcrythin<<; bend to his plausible ex-,

pi'inations.

Though it is true, as Cuvier says, that the young

cuckoos are " exceedingly slow in learning to take

theii iwn food," yet, five or six weeks, taken up in

feeding the young cuckoos afte' they fly is too much,

you would by that have s"-.ch a disturbance of the

breeding process in all victimised birds as would

indeed be very marked and revolutionising. Sparrows,

pipits and others which have three and sometimes

four broods a year would have only one brood or at

most two ; and the long drawn out periods of feeding
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the flying cuckoos would cause such a complete

departure from the instinct tovvards a new brood that

I for one believe that the young cuckoos would after

all b kft to their fate. For this instinct is one of the

most i.i ive of all instincts; and I do not believe

that in su :ircumstances the motive would be strong

enough to cause it to be so absolutely departed from

in this special case. Eckermann, in talking with

Goethe, saw this, but scarcely realised the whole

result of what he allowed in his own mind.

There is, besides the best reasons for believing that

in cases—very rare cases, when the cuckoo itself

broods its young, the young can forage for themselves

in three weeks, while, under care of the foster-parents,

they need five or six weeks This is a point that I

do not remember having seen any attempt whatever

to explpin
;

yet it is so peculiar that it demands

investigation.

Then, in view of the propagation of species and

the securing of the desired end by the most direct

possible process, does it not seem a sad defect in

nature's contrivance that she has not made the young

cuckoos quick and ready to learn how to find their

own food. The chicks of the mound-building birds,

after having forced their way through some feet of

mould and dust, run into the thick forest and can at

once provide for themselves. This seems all right

under the ordinary rule of natural selection and sur-

vival of the fittest ; but if these laws are here illus-

trated by the chicks from the mounds, they certainly

are not so, in the extraordinary time the young

cuckoos remain practically helpless, dependent on

others absolutely, when they should be self-support-

ing.
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And, notwithstanding the extraordinary reputation

accorded to Mr. Darwin, for patient observation nnd

persistence, and his independence ot all authority,

here we find him, implicitly followed, too, by Mr.

Romanes, most meekly accepting Jenner's endeav-

ours to force the facts to fit his theory ; and neither

one nor the other of our great geniuses of evolution

think for a moment of waiting a year or two, and

quietly going to look for themselves. No, they prefer

to accept Jenner's version, and to theorise, and dog-

matise, and say "it may be," and " probably it was,"

etc., etc., instead of using their much vaunted observ-

ing faculties, and just for a little while going to look

and see for themselves.

Just compare all this Jennerised theory and argu-

ment about the cuckoo, both on Mr. Darwin's and

Mr. Romanes' parts, with the excellent result of ob-

servations close and careful of Mr. Romanes and his

sister on the Cebits, in Animal I>itelHge)ice, pp. 484

—

498, where due and careful ob-^ervation of the creature

was directly and patiently made ; though, of course,

one disadvantage is still involved in observation under

such circumstances, that the creature is isolated and

in artificial conditions. But you cannot bring a

cuckoo into your house, and get it to live with you,

as you can do with the Cchiis, and therein lies the

mighty difference,—just as certain deer the artist can

get into his studio, and can there paint from them ;

but others, that he sometimes very much wants to

paint, he cannot get brought to him in this way, and

hence some of the most notable blunders.

* See Lord Southesk's Britain's Art Paradise, which contains

a list of some natural history errors in Academy exhibitions.
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XIV.

If slight change of external conditions could have

such effects as Mr. Darwin has described in chap, xii,

Domestication, ir the case of the Aylesbury Ducks,

which in a different part of England lost their habit

of early laying, to lay exactly at the same time as the

common ducks do there, does this not suggest that

more weight should be laid on possible changes in

external conditions in wild birds and other wild crea-

tures, and certain possibilities of birds of different

families, if not of different species, under similar

conditions, coming to act similarly even under ve '

unexpected lines ?

Mr. Darwin's own argument, at p. 43, vol. ii, of

Domestication, surely in full force applies here. He
says :

" There are some breeds of fowls which are called

' Everlasting layers,' because they have lost the

instinct of incubation ; and so rare is it for them to

incubate that I have seen notices published in works

on poultry, when hens of such breeds have taken to

sit. Yet the aboriginal species was, of course, a good

incubator ; for with birds in a state of nature hardly

any instinct is so strong as this . . .
' I raised several

chickens from a Polish hen by a Spanish cock

—

breeds which do not incubate—and none of the young

hens at first recovered their instinct, and this

appeared to afford a well-marked exception to the

foregoing rule ; but one of these hens, the only one

which was preserved, in the third year sat well on her

eggs and reared a brood of chickens. So that here
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we have the appearance with advancing age of a

primitive instinct in the same manner as we have seen

that the red phimage of the Galliis baiikiva is some-

times re-acquired by crossed and purely bred fowls of

various kinds as they grow old."

Here Mr. Darwin speaks of certain breeds of hens

recovering their instinct for brooding : if they re-

covered an instinct which they had lost, is it logical or

legitimate to speak of them as acting on an instinct by

persistent laying ? If the one was in the true sense an

instinct which was, as he says, recovered, then the

other practice was not due to instinct, but to some-

thing ebe. This is exactly on all fours with the

cuckoos which over and over again have in his sense

recovered the instinct of brooding by sitting on eggs,

and these departed from what he says elsewhere is

developed out of "occasional habits." There is no

escape from this. They cannot both be true and

primary instincts.

Mr. Darwin is here dealing with modifications due

directly to man's intervention. Dr. Russei Wallace,

with his own characteristic clearness, has given

warning that nothing can be more unsafe than to

argue from such instances to wild-nature, yet surely

one general law may be assumed as here controlling

both. If certain birds under the direct manipulation

of man, and for his own purposes, lose a certain

" primitive instinct," and one of the strongest, may
we not assume in the case of a wild bird, that it has

lost its strong instinct of the same character from the

same or similar general causes, that certain changes,

certain influences arose upon it at a certain period,

broadly corresponding to those that we find can be
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hrouj:(lit about liy man and operate on creatures

under man's control and manipulated by hirii.

The great question with regard to the cuckoo and

its utter loss of the brooding instinct is this—what

were the changes or influences which, at a certain

definite time, led it to abandon its brooding propen-

sity ?—its former habit of brooding being, as we saw

already, proved even now occasionally by reversions

to this very habit, and, unlike the tame fowls, it has

to seek otherwise an attainable means of securing the

same end. The tame fowls did not do this ; appar-

ently leaving it to man whom they better served by
" everlasting laying " to look to this, only wonderfully

attesting this original instinct by in middle life or age

reverting to primary habit ; while the cuckoos having

no man-manipulator to trust to, have themselves to

look out for some way to secure the same end. The
grand question which Mr. Darwin does not at all

face or even try to face is, what in the case of the

cuckoo were these changed conditions or influences ?

There must have been such—whether we can in any

way trace them or not, conditions and influences in

which general operations of men may have had a

share, nay, iiiust have had a share, since, nothing is

more clear than that no step—not the slightest,

towards " improving " the land, etc., etc.—can be

taken without effects fai-reaching on certain classes

of creatures.

Now, in the case of the cuckoo more definitely

than perhaps anywhere else, you can trace out the

process by which a latent element of reason, giving

rise to very marked invention and resource in that

bird, has come in to enable it so far to meet and make
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up for the changes it could not otherwise resist or

subdue. Instead of itself broodinj^, as assuredly it

once did, it contrived to make others do the broodinj:;

for it, and, what is yet more, it also managed so to

impress on its young the necessity for a certain kind

of action in order to its own well-being and sus-

tenance. I do not say whether this is, in the terms

of Romanes, simple reflex action, or otherwise—the

fact—the necessity of certain actions in throwing out

the birds of the foster-parents from the nest is there,

and most powerfully strong and availing, and all the

more significant that it does not stand alone, but is

pari of a whole crowd of changes and modifications,

all agreeing to secure one grand result.

Mr. Romanes puts down as the prevailing test the

following

:

" Does the organism learn to make new adjust-

ments, or to modify old ones, in accordance with the

results of its own,individual experience ? If it does

so, the fact cannot be due to mere reflex action in the

sense above described ; for it is impossible that here-

dity can have provided in advance for innovations

upon, or alternations of its machinery during the life-

time of a particular individual."

This points, though it was not meant to do so,

exactly to our difficulty as regards actions of the

young cuckoo, thoroughly opposed to its proper and

eurlier instincts.

But even these exceedingly able men, by their very

aptness in thinking, sometimes bring out in painful

prominence their lack of special knowledge or obser-

vation in which they ought to be pre-eminently strong.

Here is a proof, from quite another point, of what
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I say. At p. 298, Animal IntcUii^ence, Mr. Romanes
writes

:

•* The fjoat-sucker, when its nest is disturbed, re-

moves its egfj;s to another place ; the male and female

both transporting eggs in their beaks." Now, from

this would it not appear that the goat-sucker is a

nest-builder and a layer of many eggs ? One of the

leading peculiarities about it is that it build': )io nest,

therefore its nest cannot be disturbed. It i.F.er lays

more than two eggs, and often only one ; so that Mr.

Romanes' picture, set so close to the procedure of the

partridge, which may have as many as twenty eggs

to remove, is very out of joint, and misleading as to

the bird's ways ; and his words about male and female

transporting e^gs in their beaks is a gross inaccuracy

and exaggeration, and something worse—worse surely

in regard to many cases, where the female bird lays

but one egg. But Mr. Romanes, quite unconsciously,

as it would appear, corrects one of his own errors at

p. 292, when he writes that " the stone-curlew and

goat-sucker deposit their eggs on the bare soil," which,

as regards the goat-sucker, is not quite correct either,

for as often as not the egg or eggs is laid simply on

dried grass or fern at the foot of a tree ; and round

about Coldharbour, near Leith Hill, at Mosses' Wood,
and elsewhere, where night-jars abound, we have

more often found it so than on the bare soil ; but,

assuredly, it makes no nest.'-

* And who corrected Mr. Romanes' proofs ? Surely he did

not do so himself, for scientific names of birds are awfully

blundered—instance, Mclothrns canariensis instead of Molothrus

ionariensis, for one, and Molothrus hadius becomes Melothrus

cadius for another

!
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Mr. Darwin and Mr. Romanes, for one thin;,', might

have clone far more for the science they loved so well

had they devoted almost half-a-year at the proper

season to the study of the cuckoo and nothing else,

not forgetting the problem of the young cuckoos left

behind, to stay on at least a month after the old

cuckoos have migrated—one of the most wonderful

things about the species—and, taken along with some

other things, makes them wholly unique ; and yet on

this point, as well as on some others, neither of these

great authorities says a single word, though they both

close as though once for all they had settled the

whole mystery of the cuckoo and left nothing unmet.

Evolution, as they lay it down, is taken to exhaust

the whole thing—to us, even after evolution has done

its very best in their able hands, the mysteries not

only remain, but are increased. To increase the

mystery about a very familiar bird is not, surely, the

true end of science—evolutionist science !

In Animal Intelligence, p. 307, Mr. Romanes quotes

the first part of the passage we have given from the

Origin of Species on the cuckoo, and he actually adds

a note to the passage thus :

" Allusion is here made to the fact that the cuckoo

lays her eggs at intervals of two or three days, and,

therefore, that if all were incubated by the mother,

they would hatch out at different times—a state of

things which actually obtains in the case of the

American cuckoo, whose nest contains eggs and young

at the same time."

As though this were such an exceptional fact in

bird-history as to justify this wonderful note. Both

Mr. Darwin and Mr. Romanes unfortunately (as we

i
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have said already) accepted almost implicitly Jenner's

statements and explanations. I'rom my own ohser-

\ations and those of several others, I am doubtful if

cuckoos do not lay a greater number of eggs than is

generally supposed, and, in a general way, at inter-

vals of two days at most ; this is nothing extraor-

dinary, and certainly it is extraordinary to learn that

any bird is fed by the parents or foster-parents for

five or six weeks after it flew.-''

Dr. Key, the great German oologist, to whom we
have already referrec', quoted by Dr. Howdler Sliarpe

(Allen's Xdtiiralist's Library, "Cucl-'oo,") declares that

cuckoos lay as many as twenty or cwenty-one eggs,

and within intervals of each other nmch shorter than

is generally believed. Dr. Bowdler Sharpe puts a

mark of exclamation at this, which, no doubt, is

meant to undo the effect of his quoting it, and yet if

it was deserving only of silent discredit, was it really

worth his while in using up his valuable space with it ?

Mr. Gurney agrees that the cuckoo lays a much
greater number of eggs than is usually believed.

Colonel Irby tells us that " a female (cuckoo), shot

* " The American cuckoo " (it should be cuckoos) " beinfj; well

known to build its nest and rear its younf,' in the ordinary

manner" (Romanes's Animal Intel Itt;encc, p. 301). And "that

the small size of the e^K is a real case of adaptation in crder to

deceive the small birds (in whose nest it is laid), we may infer

f-om the fact of the non-parasitic American cuckoo laying I'jll-

sized eggs." (p. 30G.) All which is wrong for the inference

cannot be drawn unless blindly— the American cuckoos—the

two commoner American ones—being largely parasitic, and de-

positing their eggs in the nests of larger birds than our cuckoo,

as is the case with the Egyptian cuckoo and the Indian koel

;

so that the imaginary fact here based on can give no reason for

parasitism at all.
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in tlie second week in May, had then two ef,'f,'s re-

maining,' in the ovaries, nearly ready to hiy. N'erner

found, on the 25th June, iiSyy, near (libraltar, a

cuckoo's egg in a wood-warbler's nest."
'•

Colonel lUitler wrote to the Zoologist from IJrat-

tingham Park, Suffolk, the following, which appears

in that magazine in 1895, p. 229:
" On May 25, 1 found, on the ivy over a potting-

shed in my garden here, a robin's nest containing a

young cuckoo about a week old, so that the egg from

which it was hatched must have been laid (juite at

the beginning of May ; and I also heard of another

bird in the neighbourhood rather older, so that the

egg ii. that instance must have been laid earlier still.

The yoLUg bird in my garden was discovered by my
noticing four young robins—only just hatched : in

fact, one was still in the broken shell—lying on the

ground below the nest. On looking into the nest

to ascertain the cause, I found a young cuckoo in

possession ; he must have turned his companions out,

therefore, almost as soon as he was hatched."

XV.

Now, how does this bear on the question before

us ? If the cuckoo begins to lay in the very early

part of May, which there are the very best reasons

for believing she does (for I have found eggs then),

and goes on laying, she must at the least lay eggs till

the 25th of June, as the Gibraltar cuckoos do, and

even later, as some instances testify that our cuckoos

' Ornitholof!;}' of Striiits of Gihraltdr, p 135.

i
<l
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do. It i"? eas> *^o be seen that, as no brooding comes

in to inteirupt the laying, she must at the least lay a

dozen eggs, and that is allowing a good deal more

than four days between each of them. If the de-

mands of migration would, in our country, make it

impossible that she should rear and feed, after fledg-

ing, the young from an egg still in the nest on 25th

of June, this certainly cannot apply to the eggs laid

up to the secind week of May and before it.

A point for Dr. Charles Creighton : if our cuckoos

go on laying eggs up to anything like the date given

here for Gibraltar (and I have proof that they do it

in record of my own observatiui.s), then that would

allow nearly, '/ not quite, u fortnight for observation

after the date ne sets down with such decision for

Jenner, and, from my own experience, a good deal

can be observed in a fortnight by one who can devote

all, or almost all, his time to a special purpose, and

has some scientific curiosity, determination, and

patience to lie or to stand still for hours.

All Mr. John Hancock's observations ot young

ackoo turning out eggs and young of hedge-sparrow

were within a fortnight -nay, really within a week ;

while Mr. John Craig'f. yet more remarkable and

fiuitful observations and experiments, resulting in a

whole series of valuable and uniqr.e snapshots, de-

scribed in the preface, were rf^ally accomplished in

eight days in the case of one nest, and in the case of

the other, within a week.

And this position of mine is certainly confirmed by

Mr. J.
H. Gurneys words:

" The latest egg I have found was on June 2Hth,

but Colonel Butler tells me of a fresh egg in a yellow-
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hammer's nest on July 3rd, and of a young cuckoo

unable to fly on the 28th July last."

Further yet : Mr. Rowley {Ibis, 1865, pp. 178-g)

says that, from personal observation, he believes the

period of laying to begin in the beginning of May
and to go on at least to the middle of July, he having

taken eggs of the cuckoo's as late as on the 29th of that

month.

In certain seasons, in certain parts from which the

cuckoos migrate early—that is, in the latter part of

July—it is, of course, impossible that, in the case of

eggs laid so late as to show young cuckoos only a

short time before the 28th July, and eggs taken from

nes s on the 29tii, the elder cuckoos should be able to

do the service of removing the companion foster-

parents' eggs, and, still more, the young ones, after

their hatching, which generally follows that of the

cuckoo— the cuckoo's eggs, like the eggs of the

American inolothrus or cow-bird, as we shall see

afterwards in the proper place, needing shorter in-

cubation by some days than those of the victimised

birds—another most remarkable fact in the economy

of the bird, more especially considering the thickness,

and hardness, and heaviness of shell of tlie cuckoo's

egg. The cuckoo's egg, indeed, contains t!' : shell

matter requisite for an egg the normal si:-:' of the

bird, and the contents are, so to say, conceiurated."

And here arises another question. Many of those

who wish—following Jenner—to shorten the period of

the cuckoo's sojourn here as much as they possibly can,

in order to gain one point in their favour, have also

to show how in this case the young foster-birds are

* Miller's Essnys ami Nature Stiidiis, p. 5q
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thrown out of the nest. This point will recur in a

later section. Another difficulty. These young birds

that are still to come out of eggs yet unhatched a few

days before the 28th of July, most distinctly cannot

enjoy the long period of five or six weeks feeding by

the foster parent, after they Hy, because that would

carry them far beyond their date of migration

—

middle of September : that is, allowing ten days for

brooding, twenty in nest before flying, and between

five and six weeks for being fed after they are able

to fly. Two months and a half would bring them,

at the latest, into the middle of October. Either,

then, they migrate at the proper time—middle of

September, at latest—or they do not migrate 0.1 all,

and remain all the winter in this country—which is it ?

Dr. Howdler Sharpe makes this record about the

Americnn cuckoos ;

" There seems to be even with this well-behaved

parent (! !) the san.e difference in time between the

deposition of the eggs as is to be found in the case of

Ciiciiliis canoriis. Audubon relates that he found a

nest in which were five young cuckoos and two eggs.

Two of the young birds were sufficiently advanced

to scramble out of the nest, and the other three were

of diffijrent ages—one being just hatched, another

several days old, and the third still further advanced,

covered with " pen " feathers, so that it would have

been able to fly in about a week. His friend, Mr.

Rhett, in whose garden the nest was found, assured

him that he liad known as many as eleven young

cuckoos to be reared in a nest in the course of one

season."

Mr. Jilyth gives, fortunately, a longer account of
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the nests at Mr.
J.

F. Rhett's house, near Charles-

town, in South Carolina, direct from the words >>[ the

persons there :

" Two young cuckoos, nearly ready to fly, scrambled

off from tlieir tenement among the branches of the

tree, and were caught by us, after a while. The nest

was taken and carefully handed to me. It still con-

tained three young cuckoos, all of different sizes, the

smallest apparently just hatched, l!^" next in size

probably several days old, while the largest, covered

with pen-feathers, would have been able to leave the

nest in about a week. There were also in the nest

two eggs, one containing a chick, the other fresh or

lately laid. The two young birds which escaped from

the nest, clung so firmly to the branches by their feet,

that our attempts to dislodge them were "f no avail,

and we were obliged to reach them wi the hand.

On now looking at all these young birds, our - irprise

was indeed great, as no two of them we; ol the

same size, which clearly showed that they had been

hatched at different periods, and I should have sup-

posed the largest to have been fully three weeks

older than any of the rest. Mr. Rhett assured us,

that he had observed the same in another nest . . .

and that eleven young cuckoos had been reared in it

in one season, young birds and eggs being in it

together for many weeks in succession.

" On thinking this over," the account proceeds, " I

have felt most anxious to discover how many eggs the

cuckoo of Europe drops in one season. If it, as I

suspect, produces, like the American bird, not fewer

than eight or ten, or what may be called the amount
of two broods in a season, this circumstance would
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connect the two species in a still more intimate

manner than theoretical writers have supposed them

to be allied."
'•'

Then Mr. Blyth refers to domestic pigeons as

wanting to lay again before the former brood are

quite ready to leave the nest : in no case of birds that

1 have set up to breed has this not frequently been

the case : canaries especially wishing to turn the

young brood out of the nest to lay in it again.

Mr. Blyth, after having referred to the migratory

instinct of the common British swifts being so strong

that they will sometimes leave later broods to starve,

asks whether the instances referred to by Mr. Audubon

of eggs of the American piayas being found in other

bird's nests happened at a late period of the season.

This is a most important point, and if it has not

already been answered by American ornithologists, I

hope that it soon will be, to enable us to compare

more satisfactorily these American piayas with our

Canonis.

Now, in view of all these facts, is it likely—the

least likely—that our cuckoos, which had passed

through long processes of ( hange and differentiation,

at length involving the complete dependence on others

for brooding the eggs, and much consecjuent risk and

loss, would cease, in view of the preservation of the

species, to produce so many eggs as it had done in

the days when it was like its American congeners in

the points wherein it now differs from them ? If the

preservation ol the species is the one great end of the

breeding process, then it is clear that certain of the

modifications very gradually efl"ect('i.l on the cuckoo

* Quoted by E. Blyth, Asiatic Soc. Jl . 1842, pp. 120G-7.
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were not in the line of the preservation, not to speak

of the increase of the species.

And here indeed arises a whole set of facts of the

most interesting and suggestive character.

The reed-warbler's nest has an incurved rim, and

is, compared with most other nests, very deep ; so

that, as the nest, attaclied to reeds or stems of sedges,

and other water-plants sways about much in the

wind; the eggs or young ones can't be thrown out.

I myself three years ago found in north-east Eosex a

nest of the reed-wren from which the young ones had

flown, and noticed that it was very irregular looking

at the bottom, I put in my finger, and was surprised

to find it at one side very hard, and pulling off the

lining of moss, grass, hair, etc., nicely felted, there

was a cuckoo's egg lying cold, buried, in fact. The
wren had, for the reason given above, been unable to

eject the egg, and had simply built it over, putting,

in fact, a second bottom into the nest, and as she had

to uo this, be it remembered with eggs of her own in

it, she could not make it so regular as the true bottom

below, which I now beheld, all smooth and neatly

finished.

On mentioning this to my friend, Mrs. Perrin, her-

self a naturalist, and exquisite painter of our native

wild flowers, she told me that some time before she

had seen in one of the illustrated magazines (Ai^ierican,

she thought), a drawing, showing how the same in-

genious little bird had dealt with intruded cuckoo's

eggs, which it, too, had been smart enough to detect,

but could not turn out. The clever little creature

had manged to separate the cuckoo's egg from its

own, and put o\er it a layer of small leaves, and
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moss, and hair; and then, a second cuckoo's e^g

being dropped in, it repeated the exact process—the

Httle nest thus becoming, really, a house of three

irregular stories—two containing the unborn dead,

and the upper a nursery of the living. I can abso-

lutely trust Mrs. Perrin's accuracy in report ; and

should be exceedingly pleased if any one who remem-

bers the drawing or photograph in the magazine

would be so good as to send me, through the pub-

lisher, the reference for it."

Mr. Emerson, in his Birds of the Norfolk Broad-

lands, says that he has never found a cuckoo's egg in

a reed-warbler's nest, though he has often found it

in the sedge-warbler's nest. Tliis is not at all in

agreement with the experience of ornithologists else-

where—Mr. Bidwell's list gave 62 reed-warblers, out

of gog eggs—and certainly not with my own. But

even as regards the district with which Mr. Emerson is

connected, the fact leads one to ask a (piestion : what

can be the reason—the reason, mark you, of such

nice distinction between nests of reed-warbler and

sedge-warbler over the district of the Broads. Have

* The reed-warbler builds its excjuisite hung-nest on sedge or

reed-stems, etc., generally ; but sometimes it will take a fancv

to build in a willow or even a thorn or alder tree not far from a

lake or marsh, or even in a gooseberry or currant bush—not too

far from water. Mr. Emerson, in Birds of the Norfolk Broad-

lands, gives a photf.>graph of a reed-wren's nest in situ in a

black-currant bush, but this seems shallower than most of its

nests resting on reed-stems, depth not being there so much
needed as in the reed-stems, which would sway more to the

wind. But how did the little creature come to know this '
I

have noticed that nests in willow and other nests are not so

deep either as those hung on reed-stems.
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the cuckoos there discovered that the reed-wren has

found them out, and will build over any alien eggs

deposited in their nests ' There must be some

reason, whether we can find it out or not, for the

aversion the Norfolk Broad district cuckoos have

come to have, apparently, to the reed-wren's nest.

Mr. Bidwell's exhibition list told certainly a very,

very different story, as to general procedure.

Mr. Emerson's rule cannot, however, apply to any

portion of Norfolk, save strictly " the Broad-land ;

"

for we find Mr. J. H. Gurney writing: " It would

not be liard to find several marshy places in Norfolk

where cuckoos rather abound, and often lay their

eggs in reed-warblers' nests." And the general fact

is borne out by Mr. H. Stevenson, who, in his Birds

of Norfolk, gave an account of finding reed-warbler's

nests in bushes or shrubs (laurels, etc.) near to water.

He wrote

:

" The most curiou,; fact in connection with these

five reed-warblers' nests, built into shrubs or bushes

at the foot of a garden near the water's edge, was the

finding a cuckoo's egg in three of them, and a young

cuckoo, of course per se, in the fourth.- Occasionally,

but rarely, I have known a cuckoo's egg deposited in

the nest of this species when placed as usual among

the reeds ; but, '.n the above four instances, increased

size and width and easiness of access afforded, no

doubt, peculiar attractions."

And again, at i, p. 387, Mr. Stevenson writes :

" It is somewhat singular that the latter (the nest

of reed-warbler), although perhaps the most frequently

1. p.
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used of all, should be almost invariably omitted from

our published lists."

Mr. Norgate has made one very remarkable dis-

covery, which is cited by Mr. Gurney in his paper.

He has noticed in reed-warblers' nests, where cuckoos'

eggs were laid, cuckoos' feathers woven into the out-

side and bottom of the nest ; and his noi^ion is that

these are put there by the cuckoos themselves to

accustom the reed-warblers to the smell, as they have

not been met with in other nests. This would indi-

cate that particular methods and expedients have to

be resorted to by the cuckoos in the case of the reed-

warblers.

Mr. Gurney's own explanation of the undoubted

tendency of some cuckoos, in certain circumstances,

to hang about nests has a bearing here. He thinks

that this is done more especially when the egg has

not been properly matched. One case, he cites, was

that of a reddish egg in the nest of a reed-warbler ;

and there the cuckoo " was close at hand, perhaps

from a consciousness of the wrong colour, which

rendered her anxious."

And he has this further reflection on this matter :

" If the foster-bird is not rjuite happy with the

splendid usurping egg, which she is deluded into the

belief that she herself has laid, she will perhaps move

it from one side of the nest to the other, and, if there

is reason to think it unfertile, ultimately bury it in

the lining of the nest, rejected. In June, 1879, Mr.

Norgate saw a cuckoo's egg, in Hockering Wood, on

the ground beside a tree-pipit's nest, which egg had

some hours before been seen to be in the nest ; and
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there are similar evidences by other observers, show-

ing the disposition above mentioned."
'-'

'' That year," writes Mr. W.J. C. Miller, late Regis-

trar to the General Medical Council, "it happened

that a pair of robins had built a nest in a bo c m our

garden, and had there laid two eggs. But on lookmg

ir one morning, 1 saw a similar egg, though a little

bit larger, lying close beside the other two Lpto

that time, 1 had only seen a cuckoo's egg when laid

beside the 'eggs of heavenly blue' of the hedge-

sparrow, where it was clearly to be recognised. And

the hole in the box was much too small for a cuckoo

ever to get through. This, however, was a cuckoo s

egg which must h.ive been brought and placed there

by the cuckoo's beak. It would have been interesting

to note the hatching of the young cuckoo, and watch

its behaviour towards its nest mates ;
but whether

the robins had ever been deceived or not 1 cannot

say; anyhow they forsook this nest and went off and

built and reared their brood in another box." I

In this case, it may be inferred that the cuckoo

which could manage to introduce an egg here could

not manage to take one out, and so the little robms

declined to have the extra egg and deserted the nest

-another instance of cuckoo's egg rejected by a

small bird.

Trans. Norfolk and Norwich Nat. His. Sac, \x a^O-

i Essays and Nature Studies, p. 26.
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Tiiic an;ilof(y with Ameticii here is strong;. Several

of the American birds will not receive the cuckoo's

ep^gs. One of them is lUiUock's oriole : she rids her-

self of the cuckoo's ej,';^^ by at once throwing,' it nut,

and not resting; till she has done so.

Another observation of Mr. Gurney's, faithfully re-

corded, su<;^'e;.ts yet further and more indirect means
of promotinff their own chances for foster-parents on

the part of cuckoos.

He writes :

" On the 2oth of May, 1S97, my son and I were in

the pursuit of swallow-tailed butterflies on Sutton

Broad, when three cuckoos passed me, one behind the

other, probably a hen and two cocks. After flyinfjf

over a small bog-myrtle or sweet gale bush, not more
than two feet high and six feet long, standing by
itself on the fen, they betook themselves to an adjoin-

ing field. In three or four minutes my suspicion was
aroused by one cuckoo returning, which, not heeding

me, entered the bush where it remained, but though

drawing near very cautiously, I could not see it there,

small as it was. When at length the cuckoo had gone,

a minute search revealed nothing, and we were just

going away, when some ten feet from the bush, the

marshman nearly trod on a new yellow wagtail's nest

in the grass. It was empty, but scattered round were
five young wagtails, quite a week old, the furthest one

six feet off, the others nearer, no doubt dropped

where we now saw them by the cuckoos. I can only

come to the conclusion that this was a cuckoo wiiich
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had a predilection for yc'llow \va;,'lails" lu.'sts, aiul as

iiothinj^ t'lse would suit it, its molivi; in this instance

was, by reniovinj,' the younj; waf,'tails, to incite tiieir

l)erea\e(l parents ipiietly to build a new nest, and

a;,'ain lay ej,'<;s beside which the crafty cuckoo niij,dit

deposit her own. it may be when my binoculars

were on the bush was just the time when the cuckoo

happened to be searching,' to see if this had been done.

"It is true then; aie stoats on the marsh, but the

dead nestlini^^s showed no marks of teeth. Their re-

lative p( sition, and tliat of the nest and bush, can

best be shown by a sketch, and, accordingly, the

accompanying drawing has been made from my recol-

lections of this rural tragedy in bird life by our well-

known draughtsman, Mr. Keulemans."

Our "accompanying drawing" is here presented

by kind favour of Mr. (iurney.

This above noted conduct of the reed - warbler

would seem to In,' exactly on all-fours with the pro-

cedvue of some of the species on which Mulatlinis

hoiKtricnsis (the cow - bird of North America, the

Argentine' and elsewhere) is parasitical. Some species,

howe\er, though they do not throw the parasitical

eggs out, which would seem the simplest plan, have

discovered how to get rid of them, and so save them-

selves the labour of making a fresh nest. Their

method is to add a new deep lining, under which the

strange eggs are buried out of sigiit and give no more

trouble.

" The Sisopyaj^is 'ftcrophrys—a common tyrant-bird

in Buenos Ayres—frequently has recourse to this ex-

* Mr. Bird found a cuckoo's egg in a yellow wagtail's nest

near Suttton, May 23, 1890.
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pedient ; and the nest it makes beinj^ rather shallow,

the layer of fresh material, under which the strange

egps are buried, is built upwards above the rim of

the original nest ; so that the supplementary uest is

like one saucer placed within another."

And the writer goes on to tell how, finding such a

nest one day, he tore oflF the upper bottom to find

three molothrus's eggs, two rotten, but the third with

a living embryo in it ready to hatch, which was very

lively and angry when, exclud'd from the shell, he

took it in his hand. He goes on to say

:

" The young tyrant-birds were about a fortnight

old, and as they hatch out only abcvit twenty days

after the parent bird begins laying, this parasitical

egg, with :i living ^hick in it, must have been deeply

buried In the nest for five or six weeks. Probably,

after the young tyrant-birds came out of their shells

and began to grow, the lieat from their bodies, pene-

trating to the buried egg, served to bring the embryo

in it to maturity, Init when I saw it I felt (like a

person who sees a ghost) strongly inclined to doubt

the evidence of my own senses."

Dr. Elliot Coues confirms this, remarking that

certain species of birds decisively reject Uie molo-

thrus's egg, and build a two-storey nest, leaving the

obnoxious egg in \vc basement. I want no better

proof that birds possess a faculty indistinguishable,

so far as it goes, from human reason. Instinct, in

the ill-considered current sense of the term, could

never lead a summer yellow bird up to building a

two-story nest to let a cuw-bird's eggs addle below.

No (juestion of inherited tendency here.
I

* Birds of the Ar/^etitim-, p 1 12.

t liinis uf Nurtli-Wcst, p. iSj.
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Mr. H. S. Rodney reports haviiif^ found in Pots-

dam, N.Y., May 15th, 186H, a nest of Zonotrichia

Icucoplirys (white-crowned sparrow), of two stories, in

one of which was buried a cow-bird's egg, and in

the upper there were two more of the same, with

three eggs of the rightful owners.

Mr, E. A. Samuels, in 1862, wrote: "Some birds

build over the strange egg a new nest."
'

Mr. Romanes writes:

" We may perhaps at first sight wonder why some
counteracting instinct shoulu not have been developed

by the same agency in the birds which are liable to

be thus duped; but here we must remember that the

deposition of a parasitic egg is, comparatively speak-

ing, an exceedingly rare event, and therefore not one
that is likely to lead to the development of a special

instinct to meet it.''

See how nicely here the whole difficulty is got rid

cf by an easy assumption ! But there are instapces of

birds—wrens, reed-warblers, roliins, wagtails, etc.

—

abandoning nests because of the intrusion of a cuckoo's

egg. I myself have met with two cases in North-

East Essex, wherein certain parts cuckoos so abound,

that I do not agree with Mr. Romanes that the de-

position of a cuckoo's egg there is "an exceedingly

rare event." The nest of a wood-pigeon, and the nest

of a sedge-warbler, and, in a third case, in the nest

of a reed wren; the cuckoo's egg was thickly rolled

in small leaves and moss at the bottom, and put to

one side, that it might not be hatched by receiving

heat fiom the sitting bird's body. Now, here the

question for Mr. Romanes's disciples, admirers, and

* Ptrds 0/ Ni:>J England, p. 340.
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followers is, as it would have been for him, had he

still been with us, to tell why the j^dft of detection

has been so clearly conferred on some birds, that

they will not receive a cuckoo's egg at all. If in-

stinct suffices for tnem, why not for all the others?

though their own interests, and the increase and con-

tinuation of their own species, were clearly threatened

by it. And yet Mr. Romanes contents himself with

saying that, except as regards the (juestion of some

voluntary power of colouration of eggs, there . is

nothing connected with these instincts of the cuckoo

and duped birds that presents any difficulty to the

theory of evolution. If not to it, they most certainly

did to him ; and that he did not see or feel it is ex-

actly our point proved.

X\'1I.

If the cuckoo lays a larger number of eggs than is

generally supposed, as both Dr. Key and I believe

—

though I do not tie myself to Dr. Key's number, and

if I may draw any inference from the immense nundier

of cuckoos in the area with which I am best acquainted,

then it is beyond all things clear that " the deposition

of a parasitic (t^^rr^ " is far from being "comparatively

an exceedingly rare event :

" eggs having been found

by me in nests which it is not generally thought that

the cuckoo at all has resource to—in the nests of

starlings, thrushes, linnets and larks—(on the ground,

mark you, wh-^rc the throwing out would be difficult)

and bullrtncl.es, namely. Whatever errors the indi-

vidual cuckoos may be guilty of, or whatever necessity
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may lead them to choose such a course in droppinj:^

e<,'gs into nests, the true ef,'gs of which are easily

discriminated from that of the cuckoo; yet I am con-

vinced that in the vast majority of cases the cuckoos'

eggs are so well matched with those among which
they are intruded, that even by experts they are very
often not recognised, even though seen, and thus has
arisen the wholly misleading and erroneous idea to

which Mr. Romanes gives all the support he can that

the •' deposition of a parasitic egg is comparatively an
exceedingly rare event." The unmatched eggs,

which, as I believe are, after all, a minority, are more
noticed than the matched eggs—a point which is

egregiously proved by this that up till a comparatively
recent date it was not believed in England that

cuckoos laid blue eggs, the Cornltill writer cjuoted,

and Mr. Luke lillis dici not believe it, when they
wrote recently—a thing certainly not creditable to the

observing power and patience of British naturalists,

for here Cierman observers had long anticipated them '

Mr. Bidwell has in his collection, which he was so

very kind as to invite me to see, a cuckoo's egg in a

redstart's nest, which is so well matched, that even
the late Mr. John Hancock, when he first saw it,

would not accept it as a cuckoo's egg ! and it was only
after very careful, prolonged and minute examination,
and on certain very indistinct markings being pointed
out to him by Mr. l^idwell, that he would at length
admit it was. When specimens are found thus so

well matched, that even an expert and practical field

ornithologist like Mr. Hancock is in doubt about them,
and in nature would no iloubt have passed them over,

what is extravagant in the position that large numbers
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of cuckoos' efff(s are missed simply because they ar

so well matched—missed and never recognised even

when seen as being cuckoos' eggs ? It almost tempts

one here to be guilty of a small joke, and to say that

the cuckoo has not only managed to dupe, frowk

( Scotticc ), or take-in small birds, viany of them, but

some even of the gr.at ornithologists and men of

science also, thus oddly reversing natural positions.

And certainly 1 for one cannot accept Dr. Key's notion

of exf^ess of unmatched eggs here over matched ones.

Then, if the deposition of a cuckoo's or parasitic

egg is, according to Mr. Romanes, " comparatively

an exceedingly rare ev'ent," how account for the vast

collections of cuckoos' eggs that have been made,

and that are b.eing made, every year in almost every

district of the United Kingdom ? When Mr. JJidwell

had his exhibition some years ago, which he organised

so well and successfully, he showed sometliing like

gog cuckoos' eggs. There are well - known vast,

private collections of cuckoos' eggs in various parts

of the country (not to speak of those on the Conti-

nent, including that of Ilerr Pralie at Ilildesheim),

the most extensive and comjilete being those of Col.

iJutler," Mr. Massey, Mr. Norton, and Lord Koths-

child, besides those in the public collections or mu-

seums, which are constantly being added to and im-

proved, and also sections of the more general collec-

tions of well-known ornithologists, such as those of

the late Lord Lilford, the late Henry Seebohm, and

the late John Hancock, and unnumbered smaller

endless private collections, which are constantly being

* Most of the e!,'f,'s in Colonel Hutler's collection wero taken

during the first week in |une.
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increased,—all which goes to prove that the " depo-
sition of a parasitic egj^^ is not comparatively an ex-
ceedingly rare event." And more than that : if such
vast collections of eggs withdrawn does not, in a
marked way over a course of years, perceptibly—very
perceptibly—diminish the numbers of cuckoos in a
given district, then, assuredly, we have here another
and most convincing proof that vast numbers of
cuckoos' eggs, whether through perfection of match-
ing or not, entirely escape, and the notion that the
" deposition of a parasitic egg is comparatively an
exceedingly rare event " is thus conclusively blown
to the winds, as one of the easy, comfortable assump-
tions by which late evolutionists get apparent consis-
tency in their very ambitious works !

When we come on such cases as that described by
Herr Braune, where he found, in the oviduct of a
cuckoo he had shot, an egg so exactly like that of
the icterine warbler's that only by this was he led to
recognise as the cuckoo's an exactly similar egg in a
warbler's nest

; and that other reported by Herr
Grunach, who, in a most abnormally coloured eg'%
quite unlike the ordinary eggs of the cuckoo, by dis-
section undoubtedly found the cuckoo parentage of
the bird inside by the zygodactyle feet ; or that of
Messrs. Seebohm and Elwes, who decisively estab-
lished the fact of cuckoos laying blue eggs by finding
the young bird inside a blue eg'r with zygodactylic
feet, we may well be excused implicitly accepting
''cta of certain kinds too frequently given us, as
liiuuKh cdl was practically and satisfactorily explained
under certain axioms and theories about the cuckoos
and tlieir ways.
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The time that elapsed between the date (17H7) of

Jenner's observation and those of Messrs. Seebohni

and Hhves, who conclusively demonstrated the fact

of cuckoos laying blue eggs was, as already said,

about a century—a century on which English ornith-

ologists would pique themselves, regarding it as one

of the greatest activity and definite result, with evo-

lution, natural selection, etc., etc.—and the very fact

that cuckoos' blue eggs for so long escaped all notice

whatever, is a kind of justification for our saying that

points of almost equal importance about this mys-

terious bird may be overlooked even now. One of

them, the very fretjuency of parasitic deposition, in

opposition to Mr. Romanes' easy, very easy assump-

tion that it is so " comparatively an exceedingly

rare event " tiiat it wasn't worth while for mother

nature to arm the hosts of little birds by counter-in-

stinct to prevent and defeat it ; and so with a full

appearance of philosophy get quit of that difficulty

by a most monster assumption—the most pretentious

petitio pi'iiicipii that I, in the language of the delight-

ful Artemus, " have ever experiunced." Besides, just

realise where these fellows go. Instead of patiently

looking and pointing us to new facts, they are ke^ n

to speak ex eatJiedra for mother nature in what she

might, may, would, could, or should do. Mother

nature, you may rely on it, will not come and make

her bosom bare in this sort of way, even to them.

She doesn't come : indeed, she mostly goes ; and she

has no back hair or odd fal-als about her, on which

you can lay hold to hinder her, either, or pull her

back. All you can do is very laboriously and humbly

to follow after—often even with sighs, and groans,

\
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and weary feet : and I may even venture to.say that

she does hate the fellows that want to show wiser or

deeper than she is, and would pose as if they knew
everything.

XVIII.

CoLONKL Butler had a query in the Zooloi^ist (or

Ibis)—certainly one or other—some years ago, re-

specting the power of the woodpecker to see in the

dark. His query arose in this way. He found a

woodpecker's nest with one egg. Cutting a round,

circular piece out of the tree, just below the nest, he

was able to extract the true egg, and to put in its

place a thrush's egg—about the same size and sliape,

though very different in colour. Having done this,

he at once fdled up the hole with the bung, as near

as he could, exactly colouring it over to the likeness

of the bark of the tree. Almost to his surprise, after

all this, he found that the woodpecker stuck to the

nest ; and when she had laid four more eggs, he took

out the bung, and found, to his surprise also, that

the ihrush's egg had been rolled into the recess left

by thi; bung just there not penetrating far enougli in

to get even surface inside as well as out, and the

thrush's egg almost fell out when he extracted the

bung.

Now, it was clear that when the bird was in the

nest the place was (piite dark beneath her ; and how
did slie know that the thrush's egg was not her's

—

which she most conclusively proved that she did ?

l^ut have birds no sense either of touch or of smell ?

Either of these senses might have aided the bird even

if no light was there.
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The coot will not sit upon duck's ej:jgs. The sense

of touch and smell in certain birds must be very keen :

for a gentleman, a friend of mine and true naturalist,

in Essex, has persevered with experiments with the

coot in this direction : he had at last the ef:fgs both of

the teal and mallard carefully coloured to imitate the

coot's eggs, and, taking away the coot's, these ducks'

eggs were carefully substituted. But the wary coots

were not to be done : in all cases they abandoned the

nests and at once set about laboriously building others

at different parts of the pond side, and nothing would

tempt either of them back again, though their own
eggs were restored. They would not be temiited to go

near the nests nor look at them. The argument

suggested by these facts is exactly on all fours with

that from the woodpecker and the thrush's egg. And
one question which arises here is important indeed.

If the woodpecker in the dark is able so decisively

to detect the egg of a thrush about the same form and

size as its own, and to deal with it effectively, why is

it that so many birds fail to discriminate, and in their

open nests with full light to aid them, between a

cuckoo's egg, which is much bigger frequently and

almost always a little bigger, than their own eggs,

and will adopt it and hatch it, and at great labour,

rear the alien nestling, to the utter destruction of

their own brood, their instinct or intelligence just

there failing to protect the species. Is the one

instinct a lack of instinct or a " misleading instinct
"

—which ? They cannot both spring from the same

source. Besides all which, the little birds many of

them must have had experience and have utterly

failed to profit by it ; while the woodpecker, with no

!
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experience at all, rejects an ef,'<f which to certain

senses must in the dark seem very much like its own,

or the coots rejecting the ducks' eggs and deserting

the nest.

In one word. Nature has here armed the wood-

jiecker and the coot with a wonderful instinct against

brooding alien eggs—an instinct, by the way, which

is seldom or never called out : while Nature has

failed— absolutely failed—to arm many small birds

with any such instinct as regards cuckoos' eggs.

Why is this ? Mr. Romanes argued with all his

might that the deposition of cuckoos' eggs was " com-

paratively so exceedingly rare an event" that Nature

had not deemed it worth her while to call out a

counteracting instinct, mark you ; but here is a puzzle

which has three branches: (i) she has, apparently,

armed the woodpecker and coot with this instinct

without any great call to do so—deposition of alien

eggs in their nests being certainly "an exceedingly

rare event ;
" and she has not so armed many birds

where there is assuredly the very greatest call : for (2)

the deposition of cuckoos' eggs is not, either here or in

foreign countries, "an exceedingly rare event"—
whole species being much reduced on this very ac-

count ; so that Mr. Romanes was either writing in

ignorance, or writing so from design, helplessly. The

problem remains : Why has Nature bestowed on

certain birds so strong an instinct, which is seldom or

never called into exercise, and refrained from bestow-

ing it where, for preservation and increase even of

the species, it was so much needed ; and (3) how is it

that a few species of birds, more and more in all

countries, have come, and are coming, to reject or to

build over the cuckoo's egg ?
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Nature, from the Romanes point of view, seems to

he so very capricious that she has no laws at all

—

she arms birds with a strong,' instinct where, practi-

cally, they don't need it—the deposition of a thrush's

egf( in a woodpecker's nest in-in^', not comparatively,

but absolutely, an " exceedingly rare event," and

where they do much need it — the deposition of

cuckoos' eggs in the nests of other birds being, by

comparison here, not at .dl an " exceedingly rare

event,'" she takes care to think it not worth while

to arm them against it, or to allow them to learn

anything by constant experience of injury to tlie

species. In a word. Nature—too like, alas! to Jahvi-,

the Hebrew god—is, according to Mr. Romanes, a

playful, capricious bully and tyrant, full of favour-

itism and of unreasonable dislikes—allowing some

species to increase by wilfully depriving otliers that

more minister to man's pleasure, of counter\ ailing

instincts, which she does not think it worth while to

bestow, to develop, or to call out, because "it isn't

worth her while." Mr. Romanes was a bit of a

theologist : here he is so, too, and didn't know it.

When, therefore, Mr. Romanes said that Nature,

because of the rarity of deposition of cuckoo's eggs,

liad not thought it worth while to bring into play a

counteracting instinct in the little birds, he was

doubly wrong—wrong (i) as to the fact of the depo-

sition of cuckoo's eggs being, " comparatively speak-

ing, an exceedingly rare event ;

" and wrong (2) as to

the fact that Nature had not thought it worth while

to call into play in victimised birds a counter-balancing

instinct. And the (juestion to be answered by Mr.

Romanes' friends and disciples now is, why Nature
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lins called into phiy this counter-balancing' instinct in

some few species and not at all in some others. If

they will satisfactorily answer that, then we shall

heartily thank them : till then we shall take leave to

say, that so far as they follow their master, they hut

make " confusion worse confounded," by assuming'

certain thinj^s, and then, on the },'round of these taise

and most ^aoundless and ij^norant assumptions

—

speaking; catej^orically for Nature in her doiuf^s or not

doing's.

And how does Or. Russel W.'.llace reconcile this

with his law, that useful \ ariations tend to increase,

and useless or hurtful to diminish ?

XIX.

Tmc assumption, moreover, that parasitic deposits

V re so rare that it was not worth while for Mother

Nature to f^enerate a counteracting,' instinct to defe^i

them, is fully met and upturned by the facts we have

just dwelt on ; and, besides that, the mystery here,

by Romanes' su<(<;estion, is only deepened : for, if

Mother Nature has not deemed it worth while to

brinj,' in any counteracting instinct to defeat such

parasitism, then she seems just here to have f(one a

shade too far in the direction of " survival of the

fittest
"—if iittest is indeed to mean anything else

than " survival of those that survive.'^ " Fittest !

"

How are you to discriminate and justify such pro-

cedure here on your own ground ? Goethe put it

clearly from his point of view :
" Nature does not

appear to be very scrupulous. She has a good fund
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of life to lavish, and she does so now and then with-

out tmich hesitation. But //o.i' docs it luippoi tJuit

so )iui)iy yoHii'^ siiii^niii^^ birds ure lost for n single youm:;

cuckoo ?
"

This sui,ff,'ests to us a very different notion from

that of Mr. Romanes, who too boldly spoke for

Mother Nature. Nature, on a broader reatlin;,', is

perpetually conlrivinj,', by the ministry either of

special families or special individuals of these fami-

lies, to meet, modify, and defeat such plans as those

of Mr. and Mrs. Cuckoo. The secret of deserted

nests may often, in our idea, be found here. It is

certain that not only do some species reject the e,i,'f^s

of the cuckoo, but that, more and more, certain in-

dividuals of other species come to reject them, build

them over, wrap them round with moss, etc., etc.,

and refuse to hatch them. See you, the balance of

Nature is somethinj^, and is preserved in ways so

subtle, that such assumptions as those of Mr. Romanes

are at once very bold and very blind ; for, in our idea,

in precisely other ways than that does Nature work.

She is ceaselessly modifying, advancing ; showing by

more gradual and subtle processes that species do

awaken to the fact of non-production of their own
kind through such practices as that of Mr. and Mrs.

Cuckoo. And just look for a moment at this fact.

The more that these cunning pairs in a district suc-

ceed in victimising gullable birds, they reduce exactly

in proportion their nundiers in succeeding years ; so

that they are then compelled more and more to have

resource to more doubtful nests, or nests of those

birds in which the counteracting instinct has been

more fully awakened, and thus the balance is in some
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(ief^ree kept even ; otherwise there would l)e no

b.'ilanre at all. 'IMie more easily duped birds would

gradually decrease, or even be exterminated, and the

cuckoos would so increase, that the inroads, even on

doubtfid birds, would '^o on apace. If there is any-

thin;^' in this, it mi^,dit ^'o some way to account for the

existence or the increase of unmatched eggs : account

for the e\ idences in certain directions of the cuckoo's

methoils becoming more and more patent and ohscrv-

(ihlc—iiiid account, too, for the very belated disi:overy

in our country of the most remarkable points in the

life-history of this most extraordinary bird. Thus,

instead of there being any ground for Mr. Romanes'

assumption, it is proved almost to demonstration that

Nature is, as (joethe says, v(!ry lavish of life, but also

very careful to preserve her balance : leading up to

the conclusion that the results of true study of her

are exactly in the teeth of such statements as that of

Mr. Romanes now specially under notice, and some of

those even of Mr. Darwin.

Yet Mr. Romanes, as we have seen, actually says

that, " with the one doubtful and not sufficiently in-

vestigated exception—that of cuckoos adapting the

colour of their eggs to that of the eggs of the foster-

parents—there is nothing connected with these in-

stincts that presents any difficulty to the theory of

evolution." Surely, there is at least this one other,

referred to most unreservedly by Dr. Bowdler Sharpe

—the cuckoo now lays an egg which, compared with

that of other birds, is of but a (]uarter the size that

it should be, though it is, compared witii other eggs

of the same size, heavy. How is this, and how has

it been brought about ? Did the bird always lay
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such an ej,'^,' even when in those days its habits were

like those of its American conj^en^'s ? It not, how
did it come to efl'ect such an extraordinary chanfje as

to get rid of three-fourths the area of an egg without

any the least injury to the vitality or to the size of

the young bird tliat is to come from it ? That is

quite as remarkable a point as anythin;; /"bout it, and

raises a problem exactly analogous to that of colour-

ation of eggs. If the reducing of the size of the eggs

was a very, very gradual process, as under evolution

it oug to be, how was it that small birds vvere,

through ages, taken in with such a monster egg in

comparison with their own—the more that even now,

when the egg is so reduced in size and some at least

vague eflfort made to vary colour to imitate other

eggs, certain birds are apt to detect it. throw it out,

or build it over so as not to hatch it ? Surely most

birds ha\e some conception of size if they have

not of colour ; besides this, to brood an egg of such

dimensions ^\•o•Jl.J be hurtful and inconvenient for

very small birds to sit on and to turn over, as they

must at intervals turn all the eggs over. Such a size

of egg, moreover, would militate against the hatching

(if certain of the smaller eggs at the proper time by,

of course, causing the bird to sit too high above them

to keep them all eciually warm. Ag-iin, if birds

—

especially small iiirds—could be thus deceived with

one egg of a natural size, or nearer to a natural size,

for tht cuckoo througii long, long ages, what, then,

was the necessity for reduction in size and efforts

after contrasted colouration ? Tliis would then be

purely a waste of energy, and still ir, so.

Or did the cuckoos of the ages far back go on re-

: /
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ducin;^ the size of their egf^s slowly and yet them-

selves broodin{< them till t'^^ey had brought them to

a certain point, and then lKf.;an, " throu<(h the selec-

tion of self-orif,nnating trick'^," their process of para-

sitism. 'J'his would, perhaps, be the most darinj^

instance under evolutionary law of a clear and con-

scious preparation, in view of succeedinf^ at last in a

practical way, ihroufdi the selection of self-originat-

inj^f tricks
"'—the birds of the early time far-feeling

forward to our later time, like prophets of infinitely

more than Mosaic forecast.

It must have been in one of either of these ways

the change was effected, and we should be obliged to

Mr. Grant Allen, as the most popular and facile of

evolutionist expositors and illustrators, to tell us

which it was.

Mr. Kearton writes :

" It is certain that the cuckoo lays more than one

e^^ ; but, although naturalists of good repute have

mentioned the number as five, and others have been

of opinion that even a larger number may be laid,

there is, so far as I know, no reliable evidence to

support either supposition.

" I have never noticed that young cuckoos exceeded

in numbers the old ones, in a given district where I

was out of doors all day long, every day in the year,

and many years together in unbroken succession.

But, of course, the intnibcr luilclicd could never repre-

sent the nnmber laid, nlthourjt the place to which I

refer was sinijiularly free from veniiiii mid collectors."'''-

If so, to what could the great disparity between

eggs laid and eggs hatched be due ? Special causes

* British Birds' Xcsts, p. 42.
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of some kind must operate to maintain so uredt a

disproportion. In our idea it is the lari,'c numbeis of

birds—probably an increasinfi; nund)er— that turn out,

l)uihl over or destroy the cuckoo's ef(f(, and refuse

to hatch it. By this the cuckoos are kept in check,

otherwise they would soon dominate other birds al-

together and decimate them. W'e see the same
process in operation, in many ways, by which the

balance of Nature is approachably maintained. This

is another and a new light on Mr. Romanes" random

and unfounded assertion that the deposition of a

cuckoo's egg must be " comparatively such an ex-

ceedingly rare event " that it was not worth while for

Nature to develop counteracting instincts.

Unless by one or other agency of this sort, it is

evident that we should find some more definite relic

of these eggs that come to nothing. '

XX.

Another point of vast importance, which certainly

neither Mr. Darwin nor !Mr. Komanes in the least

faced, is this, that wherever you find a disj^roportion

*Ciilbert White, in his letters to Daines Biirringion, had

alreadv (|U'istionecl the statement that tlie cuckoo lays only one

r'jfg and propf)sed to examine the ovarium so as to settle the

matter.

Jenner f(nmd precise!)' what (iilbert White had expected -

hrti the ovary of the cuckoo was exactly like a hen's ovaryi

with ejCKS in all staj,'es, and he ciiru-luded, as White said he

woiilfl do, if the fact were so, that the cuckoo laid a ^'reat

numl)*T ill each year.-Creightnn s yf/fj'ir /ihi/ Vticcinatlnn pp.

12 and I
j
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of the sexes, marked and permanent, involving such

an excess of males as we find among the cuckoos,

you have one of the most efficient tendencies to re-

duction of tlie species. The species, then, can only

survive by some extraordinary means resorted to by

the females—a thing which has exactly happened

with the cuckoos, as also, we shall yet see, with the

American cow-birds. This extraord'.iary tiling is,

in their case, the deposition of eggs in other birds'

nests, and the instinct in their young to turn out the

eggs or legiUniate young from the nests where they

may be, to have fullest guarantee they shall be fed

and tended. In no case of birds which I have kept

in confinement, and have got to breed, is there on the

part of the hen any desire for intercourse after one

half of her eggs are laid. Most carefully she avoids

this, and is wholly unmoved in this direction by any

demonstrations of the cock to which he sometimes

will yield himself, only then to be firuiiy put aside by

the hen. This is, in conformity with a great law, that

after full conception, coition in any form is not bene-

ficial to the progeny, or may not be, and in nature

the law in this respect is very obtaining—the instinct

on the part of the females being absolute in rejecting

all sexual advances. The hornbill cock, when he

builds in his mate the moment she begins to brood

by plastering up the hole of the nest with clay, leav-

ing just enough space for his bill to introduce food to

her, erects a real barrier to intercourse, but thit is

only a shadow of a yet more real law. Certain of

the ducks—more especially the eider ducks and their

allies-—when the f'jmales begin to brood, depart and

take to fresh feeding grounds on the coast or in the

straits between the islands.

r
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Promiscuity, carried l)eyon(l a very definite po):it,

everywhere is adverse to fertility. So far as pr.;' tice

or experiment can he called in to aid us here, it is

absolutely conhrmatory. The rabbit is one of the

most fertile of creatures ; but is so fertile because it

is so observant of this rule. Here is a proof of it,

as far as proofs can be j^'ot in such matters as these ;

when we are concerned with wild creatures more

especially. One method of exterminating rabbits,

which is said to be found hifj;hly successful, is to trap

as many as possible, kill off all the does that are

caught, and let the bucks loose. " The results of

this mode of operation are that the male rai>l)its, as

soon as th:iy begin to predominate in nun/oers, per-

secute *:h'j females with their attentions, and prevent

them from breeding. They also kill the young rabbits

that happen to be born, and evfjn, as Mr. Rodier

asserts, when they largely predomiiiate in numbers,

worry the remaining does to death." '

l^y the way, notice here in animal life, that excess

of males, or polyandrous promiscuity, is not only

adverse to progeny by arrest of conception, but is

favourable to infanticide.

Now, in the case of the cuckoo, it rerdly seems as

though we have an exception to this great law of

Nature. The stimulus to the rejection of the male

advances by the i-t-ii is the attraction to brooding.

The cuckoo does not brood, therefore it has no pause

of this kind to the desire for contact with the male.

If vmder contact with many males it goes on un-

interruptedly laying eggs, this, having regard to all

* Nature, vol. xxxix, ^j 493, (juotevl by Cue in " Nature versus

Natural Selection."
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the facts, is an arf^ninient for a larf^e nunil)er of eggs

in a season ; for, granting this, there is no reason

why it shouhl not have a dozen or twenty eggs a

season just as easily as live. Unhke l)irds that brood,

it has no teniptation at a definite point to reject male

ad\ances, and a vast body of fact goes to prove that

it does not : laying eggs soon after it arri\es, in tlie

very beginning of May, and continuing to lay eggs up

to close on the 29th July, within a few days of its

leaving. The risk the eggs have to run is very great

—many must be lost, many are tlropped in places

where they can't be hatched, no doubt, because the

hens have not found suitable nests ready for their

deposition. The young cuckoos, from the very long

period of their helplessness and inability to feed

themselves after iiedging, must suffer greatly from

birds of prey and other causes. If Mr. Darwin could

speak thus of eggs of birds which go through the

normal process of nesting and brooding, how nuich

must it apply to the case of eggs of the cuckoo com-

mitted to the care of others or laid carelessly on open

spaces

:

" The real importance of a large number of eggs

or seedr is to make up for nuich destruction at some
period of life; antl tiiis period, in the great majority

of cases, is an early one. . . if many eggs or

young are destroyed, many must be produced, or the

species will become extinct.
'

Clearly, there is great des rue tion of cuckoos" eggs,

and, from Mr. Harwin's argument, there must be

manv produced. I )r. Kussel Wallace's idea of the

inunense destruction of birds" eggs and voung in

Oi-ii^iii (if Spiiiis. p 52.
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normal cases, leads us justifiably to infer that it must

he yet greater in the cuckoo's case.

Consideration of these points from this line of fact

and reasoning removes again the problem of the

cuckoo entirely from time and pressure of migratory

instinct, as Darwin and Komanes, following Jenner,

put it, to the influence of promiscuity or polyandry

(nearly allied), combined with the nond)rooding and

non-pause, strictly speaking, with regard to sexual

intercourse. This is the line which further study

of the cuckoos, to be really fruitful, evervwhi're must

take ; and by it the empty notion of Mr. Romanes,
" that the deposition of a cuckoo's egg is compara-

tively an exceedingly rare event," will, unless we are

all mistaken, be found one of the most baseless things

ever written by a wise and clever man.

And then, for a moment, glance at one sentence

from the pen of Dr. Russel Wallace

:

" It is, as we commenced by remarking, a ' struggle

for existence,' in which the weakest and least per-

fectly organised must always succumb.
"

Well, now. just look at the small birds and the

cuckoo. Is thcto discrimination there—any what-

ever ? If there is on the part of the adult cuckcjos,

it is for the strong parents, al! rilled to be very aclive

and to feed their greedy cliiki ; but the propel pro-

geny of the foster parents all go, and tlir ,1 . iimp

lion from the discrimination would be that they were

of this bird " fittest to survive." 'I'he young cuckoos

often survive; are tliey Ihe "fittest" over these

strong small birds?—which, by the way, arc not here

* Contr. to Niitural Selcctinit, p. jj.
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ihe weakest and least perfectly orf^anised in the sense

Dr. Russel Wallace alone can mean.

It is very remarkable that Professor Van BenecJen

(see Animal Parasitism, p. 71), so far as we can

understand him, actually notes the fact that pro-

miscuous polyandry in certain parasitic worms and

insects leads to something,' of the same result : the

shrinking; away of the males to a mere sexual organ,

which again shrinks away ; the multiplication of

males taken under special protection of the female,

which, if they become burdens to her, she only resorts

to more effective devices to maintain and aid them

—

leading to wonderful development of the females. The
following passage certainly seems to point this way :

"The whole family of the Abdoniinalia, a name
[)roposed by Darwin, if I am not mistaken," (but now
superseded and disused) " have the sexes separate ;

and the males, comparatively very small, are attached

to the body of each female. It is a case of poly-

andria, which we see realised in the Sea Ipel Ium.

Darwin made known the existence of supplementary

males, so small and so little developed, that thev are

with difficulty discoxered ; and so badly are they

provided with organs, that they liave neither those

of motion, nor a stomach to digest."

Is this then a case of survival of the fittest, or is it

not ? The males really reduced to shrunk up organs

--ha\e they survived as the fittest ?
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XXI.

\\ iTn ref,'arcl to the second half of the passaj,fe from

Mr. Darwin's Orisr'tn of Species, it really, while pro-

fessinff wholly to solve the problem, practically leaves

it untouched. The difficulty most closely presses on

this very point which Mr. Darwin slips over in the

lightest possible manner ; not deigning at all to ileal

with it. And the question is tliis : whether, result-

ing from definitely traceable changed external cir-

cumstances, or from slightly modified function, or

both acting together or reacting on eacii other —the

American cuckoos do now, as Mr. Darwin presumes

the ancient progenitor of our ICuropean cuckoo did,

occasionally lay an egg in another bird's nest. Xo
help is gained by saying that other birds occasionally

—(as in the case of pheasants laying in partridges'

nests, etc.)^—lay eggs in other birds" nests, because in

none of these cases do we ha\ e any marked or even

noticeable tendency to any progress whatever in llie

same direction as the European cuckoos have, on his

theory, taken. The analogy, therefore, completely

breaks down at the point where it should be strongest,

and is, in fact, no analogy at all. The most marked

point about our cuckoos is the sinallness of the eggs.

The non-parasitic American cuckoos, as he somewhat

maladroitly tells, lay full-si/ed eggs ; but if they

have for ages occasionally laid eggs in other birds'

nests, and are moving on the way to fixed habit in

this respect, the eggs slKnild already be a trifle less

than full sized.

And this point does not receive the attention we
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liiid a rif^lit to expect it would receive, either from

Mr. Darwin or Mr. Romanes, as regards the Molo-

tlirus, an American species allied to our starlings,

which have parasitic habits like those of the cuckoo.

'I'he Molotliriis boiKirieitsis lays so many eggs in alien

nests that it is hardly possible many of them can be

hatched. These birds have the extraordinary habit

of pecking holes in the eggs of the foster-parents to

ensure that their own young shall l)e reared—a habit

which some observations would lead us to believe our

cuckoos sometimes practise, if an egg of theirs is laid

in the nest of a bird whose young is large and might

be too strong for the young cuckoo to turn out.

Molotlii'us prcciiis never lays more than one egg in ;i

foster-nest, so that the young bird is securely reared.

What a satisfaction it would have been to know how,

as to size, the eggs of the various families of Molo-

tliriis stood to each other ; but men like Mr. Darwin

and Mr. Romanes, if they satisfy themselves about

important practical points like these, they certainly

do not manage to satisfy us very often, indeed. Per-

haps that is because we have dwelt too long on one

special and particular subject ; but that should only

gain for us from their followers something like sym-

pathy and appreciation.

" l^y a continued process of this nature," says Mr.

Darwin, " I believe that the strnii'^e instinct of our

cuckoo has been formed." Yes, but as, according to

him, the American cuckoos remain, as regards this

habit, merely occasional and aberrant depositors of

the<rL^s m otiier hirus

:asion;

nests, what is the element that ii

our cuckoos determined their passage from this aber-

rancy— even if we admit it- -to definite, sustained.
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and most systematic parasitism in this vi-ry excep-

tional and peculiar form ; or, at what point may it i)e

set down that the occasional and aberrant habit has

become what he all too boldly calls " the strani^^e in-

stinct." I regard this phrase as in itself very un-

happy—^and, in fact, un-Darwinian. A profj;ress from

an occasional and aberrant habit of this kind very

ffradually advancini,^ and increasin,i,', because of what

he really dwells on as observations of, and reflections

on, the benefit derived from it, mark you, not only to

the elder cuckoos themselves, but to their younj,'

ones, are most decidedly separate and conscious acts

of reason and comparative jud^niient of the finest

kind—acts of reason, such as, when we find them

paralleled by men in trade or commerce, we have no

hesitation in desif,Miatinf^ by another name than

"strange instinct." Instinct in this kind should be

in a general way unerring ; but this does not by any

means apply to the conduct of the cuckoo, which,

looked at from many points, exhibits all the mistakes

and errors which Dr. Russel Wallace, dealing with

several points about birds, declares to be really a

failure of reasoning power, exactly as in the case of

men. W'e could give no end of instances of this,

and will do so if challenged. Nor does Mr. Darwin

even glance at such cases of clearly exceptional and

mis-calculated indulgence as we find in those great-

spotted cuckoos of Spain, where such a number of

cuckoo's eggs were laid in the nests of the magpies.

Clearly, there, a whole class overdoes it. If these

young Spanish great-spotted cuckoos have rniything

in common with the rapacity of all other young

cuckoos, there is not the slightest chance of, sav,
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eif^lit cuckoos l)cint; fcil by one pair of pies; and, if

they in this respect so very substantially differ from

our cuckoos, then another problem arises as to the

cause or reason of sucli an essential dilference.

'J'hese are but a few suf,f),^;stions out of a whole

list of difficulties that arose on us in readin}< Mr.

J)ar\vin"s rather empty and ambitious passages in the

ei^dith chapter of his Oyii^in of Species (Gth edition).

We do n(jt here proceed further in our list, but con-

tent ourselves with repeating that, if Mr. Darwin

had satisfied himself about the steps of the process

he sets down as iiighly probable—a process which,

mark you, gets wholly rid of one form of strongly

inherited instmct, and by gradual steps, practise in

whicli is, according to him, determined wholly by

long continued observations and considerations of

benefit at once to old ones and young, and had thus

reached a wholly new method of life and propagation

of the species—then, we hold that he was wholly

wrong in summing up the result as a "strange in-

stinct." In fact, he could hardly have been less dis-

cerning, philosophic, and perspicuous than he is in

this section of his eighth chapter of Ori'^in of Species,

where this was perhaps demanded more than perhaps

anvwhere else in all his writings.

XXII.

Mk. Ill \Ui.i;v, in a remarkable article in, one of the

quarterlies some years ago, laid il down that, "as a

rule," it is among polygamous species that we find

the bird-combatants most desperate, and the antics

the most elaborate. The courage and ferocity of the
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f,'ame-cock is proverbial, he said, by way of short

illustration. Now, this points the way to a peculiar

physiological fact : polygamy in the lower creatures

tends to develop the sexual organs of the male,

whereas polyandry among them tends to arrest the

development of these organs—to lessen them and to

cause after long lapse of time, a kind of shrinking

away. This is most decidedly the case with our

cuckoos ; it is, so far as I can learn, the case with the

American and other foreign cuckoos ; it is the case

with all varieties of the Molotlirus species. It is the

case with certain worms and insects, according to

Professor Semper and Professor Van Heneden, as we
have just seen. The polyandrous birds do not, so far

as I can find out, indulge in the combats that the

polygamous birds more especially tend to do ; the re-

duction of the organs allaying passion and making

them content to share favours ; suggesting the (]ues-

tion whether in the case of birds, the males of which

do now still fight, they had not at one time been poly-

gamous, and that changes and influence of a special

kind had not so equalised the sexes as to make poly-

gamy longer impossible. We know, for example,

that ground-sitting females are more exposed to

danger of various kinds than the males are : and this

may be an element in it : the change of nest either in

place or in form is largely due to the risk and danger

that had arisen on the sitting bird, as in the case

clearly of some of the weaver-birds and others we
might refer to. The almost apparently arbitrary

adoption of domed nests by magpies and jays may
also have to do with this—the prevention of dispro-

portion in the sexes.
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This matter, as hearing on our subject, r,;ay well

demand a little more attention and illustration. The
sliglitest influence affecting the sexual parts speedily

affects the whole body—more especially those por-

tions of the body which set forth the signs of sexual

desiie, appetite, or strength. Haeckel says :

** Every change in the sexual organs powerfully

reacts on the rest of the body ; so, on the other hand,

every important change in another part of the body

must necessarily more or less react on the sexuai

organs. This reaction will, however, only in many
cases become perceptible in the formation of the off-

spring which arises out of the changed generative

parts."
''

Haeckel also speaks of " certain influences which

act upon the male organs of propagation only, and

affect the structure of the male descendants ; and, in

like manner, other influences, which act upon the

female organs of propagation only, and manifest their

effects only in the change of structure of the female

descendants. This remarkable phenomenon is still

very obscure, and has not as yet been properly in-

vestigated." t

There can be no doubt, further, that length of life

is largely dependent on certain restrictions, if one

may say so, of the '^e\ual indulgence, viewed in

certain aspects— that, in fact, the rule with regard to

various lower forms of animals, that the moment of

reproduction is also tne moment of death, in a modi-

fied way, still largely prevails through nature. Dr.

Kay Lankester has made a great deal of this principle

* History of Creation, i, p. 247.

i History 0/ Creation, i, p. 2jo.
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in his admirable and able book on Lonsrevity. He
points out that a very large number of organisms die

at once on reproduction, " by the rapid abstraction

of the matter of life contained in the eggs and sperm

— Protozoa, insects and annual plants." Traces of

the same law are to be found in much higher ranks

of existence, and among highly differentiated creatures

—in fact, the higher you go in this, the more illustra-

tions you find. For example, as Dr. Lankester puts

it, " Among birds, smaller broods go with a greater

longevity." He finds the same thing, to a certain

extent among fishes ; writing :

" In fishes, which give personal attention to young,

the bulk and number of young are immensely reduced.

The pipe-fish (which carries its young in a pouch, and

the tube-mouth, which does the same—only the

father in the one case, and the mother in the other)

—

the Hippocampus and Arius of the Amazons. He
also finds corroboration of the principle in mules and

cut animals, which confirm the hypothesis that

generative expenditure antagonises longnity."

It is the same among certain of the parasitic

worms. Van Beneden says, in addition to what wo
have already noted ;

" Between the true hermaphrodites and the true

diaecious worms are found species in which the males

gradually dwindle and become dependent on the

female ; this is to be seen in the Splwrulariu, among
which the male is only an appendage to the female

sex. We find hete full evidence of the fact that the

female is more important than the male with regard to

the preservation of the species. In some species the

* Longevity
, p. 76.
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sexes differ but little; in others the sexual differences

become greater, and the male is only one-third the

length of the female, but in some of them the dispro-

portion is greater still. At the same time, we see

lematodes where males are attached to the females,

bO as to appear to form only one single individual

;

m other cases the male seems to disappear to such an

extent that we fmd nothing but the male organ in the

female ; indeed there are instances of male worms

which, without changing their form, occupy the cavity

of the matrix, and, like the learnean crustaceans, are

parasites of their females."
'

Reproduction in certain circumstances shortens life.

" The American aloe reproduces and dies in about

five years in Mexico; in England it elaborates leaves

for a hundred years before ilowering. Again, the

axolotl reproduces in warm Mexico as a branchiferous

amphibian ; ir. colder climates its fertility is dimin-

ished, it becomes salamandroid before reproducing,

thus lengthening life by delaying genesis." t

Then, for another instance, take the stickleback :

he is a great fighter, am^ed and plumed and mailed

cap a pic, and this because l\e is a determined poly-

gamist—he is perhaps the n ost plucky fighter of all

fishes—the more he fights the more colour he gets,

as though into him passed all the hues of all the

enemies he had conquered, and this because he must

secure many wives, as many as stock fully his open-

ended barrel-built nest with eggs. And the moment

his fighting and breeding are ended he subsides iniO a

commonplace httle stickleback; he waxes thin and

* Parasitic Animals, p. 235.

f
Kay-Lankestcr's Longevity, p. 85.
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limp and practically dies off for a while—only at the

proper season to ; ent;\v his brilliancy and, as it were,

iiis youth.

There has been a f^reat deal of discussion about

the cause or causes of the malformations of horns in

deer. Mr. Tom Speedy having pointed out that,

after maturity in the twelfth or thirteenth year, the

ant'ers gradually fall off in size and appearance, he

proceeds to account for the excessive size of the

antlers in certain breeds or herds by saying that no

doubt high feeding is the cause, as they are never

met with so large in the wild state. He also con-

cludes that the malformation of antlers, single or

unicorn in some cases, at different angles in others,

and in yet others, one antler growing normally and

the other growing downward, may generally be trace-

able to close breeding or to former wounds. We
should say that the former is the cause, pointing to

modification of the sexual organs. It is well known

that in castrated animals the horns wholly cease to

appear or are of the most rudimentary character.

Mr. Parker Gilmore found among the stags of

Vancouver Island many with malformed antlers, and

this he accepted as an untjuestionable proof that their

surroundings were not exactly such as nature intended

them to enjoy." Questions about deer and bearings

of points in theii life-history here, will be treated

more fully by me in another volume. We, for our

part, have no doubt that the unsuitability of the sur-

roundings directly affected the sexual organs of which

the malformation of the horns was but a sign.

Haeckel has noticed a peculiar point about the

* Speedy, p. 259.
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water-salamanders or tritons, which, like frogs in

youth, possess gills. They leave the water, lose their

gills and develop lungs. If they are prevented from

leaving the water, they do not lose their gills. The

gills remain and the water salamander continues

through life in the same condition as its lower rela-

tions, the gilled salamanders, which attain their full

size and sexual development, and reproduce without

losing their gills.
''

The reduction of virile power in the cuckoo males,

so that they consent to share the favours of the

female ; and the lessening or shrinking—in one of the

ovaries (as proved by the production of eggs so much

smaller than the eggs of other birds and out of all

proportion to size) would, on this line of argument, be

in favour of long life in the individual cuckoos ;
and

on this point there is much room for careful observa-

tion.

XXIII.

And on what true scientific ground can Mr.

Romanes say that the habit of the thrush in taking

snails to stones to break the shells, and the Hying up

of crows and gulls with shell-fish to drop them on

rocks or stones so as to smash the shells, " must orig-

inally have been intelligent actions purposely designed

to secure the ends attained," I and then deny that

originally the habit of the young cuckoo to turn out

the true occupants of the nest was a " truly intelligent

action purposely designed to secure the ends attained."

* Haeckel's History 0/ Creation, i, p 241

f Animal Intelligence, p. 28j.
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Here the action was as direct as any action could be

to secure the end desired, though it is very evident

that it was an action right in face of some strong

antecedent instinct which prevailed when, like certain

of the young of the American cuckoos, ours were

brooded, as tlicy now are. The origin of the action of

the young cuckoo could no more have been merel)

automatic or reflex action than the above actions of

the thrushes, and crows, and gulls ; seeing that it

must—since the species flourished—have come into

use precisely so as nearly to synchronise with actions

on the part of the old ones—which on no theory

whatever could you call instinctive, any more than

the habit of the thrush in carrying snails to stones to

break the shell, or the flying up of crows and gulls to

drop shell-fish on rocks or stones to crack the shells.

If this act in its beginning had not synchronised with

the precedent acts of the elders, the cuckoos would,

probably, have been extinct. So that here, not only

have you a deflnite act, to all appearance possible only

to reason and traversing one of the strongest and most

prevailing of all instincts, but corresponding acts on

the part of the young birds, without which the ante-

cedent acts of the adults would have v/holly failed and

could not have been efl^ective for their end. Here is

a case of effort scarcely ever failing by a whole class

directed to secure a most definite end—or couple of

ends—self-preservation first and the perpetuation of

the species afterwards—which certainly could not

have originated in the process Mr. Darwin holds by

—

" through the selection of self-originating tricks.'"

Mr. Grant Allen at one place italicises these words as

giving in brief the main origin of instinct in wild
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creatures ; and I should be exceedin{,dy glad to know

from him, if under this he includes the throwing out

of the proper nestlings by the young cuckoos or

excepts it, placing it among efforts of intelligence ;

and, after he has given his answer definite and clear I

shall, perhaps, have a further (juestion or two to put

to him, if he will kindly allow me.

We are, meanwhile, in absolute agreement with

Professor St. George Mivart, who writes in his essay

on instinct :

"It is plain that actions may be instinctive in onj

animal and ot in another, or at one period of life in

the same animal and not at another."

And we agree with him that the pretending to be

hurt, and fluttering about as though helpless and

even feigning death on the part of many birds and

insects, cannot be explained satisfactorily either on

the ground of instinct or of inherited habit any more

than certain purposive actions in insect-neuters that

do not propagate can be fairly so explained.

Instinct, as used to cover or to account for certain

changes and adaptations in the lower creatures, is

utterly inept and, what is worse, directly misleading.

Take, for example, the case of the baya bird of India

which hangs its pendulous dwelling from a projecting

bough, twisting it with grass into a form somewhat

resembling a bottle with a prolonged neck, the en-

trance being inverted so as to baffle the approaches

of its enemies, the tree-snakes and other reptiles

;

and, yet more than that, in view of other enemies,

inserts fire-flies in the clay about it to warn them off.

Or, further and more striking still, the case of some

of the South African weaver-birds, the taha, and
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others, which, havinj,' been much persecuted by tree-

climbini^' snakes takinj,' their ef,'j,'s from an open nest

on a tree as with the baya liird, fell to building a

nest, hung by a kind of long fibres from an aloe leaf

from a bough overhanging a stream, and witliin a

foot of it, and now so constructed the nest that it had

to be entered from below ; the nest really being at

the far-end of a short passage, and so balanced that

the eggs and young would only weigh it enough to

make it hang really even—that is, before they come,

the opening or mouth of the nest drooping at a kind

of slant, and when they do come it hangs even or

almost even.

We have nests in so far of the satne general char-

acter in the case of the Sitarya ocularis of iiathurst, of

which there is a hne specimen presented to the South

Kensington Museum by Dr. Kendall, and yet another,

the nest of the weaver-bird of Uganda ; or another

still, in the very variable suspended bottle-nest of the

grey warbler of New Zealand, as figured in Sir \V.

L. Buller's handbook.

A further and most striking instance is that of the

Leipoa occllata of Australia, which systematically

places its eggs to be hatched by heat of fermentation

in the centre of a vast mound of leaves, and mould,

and dust, yards sfjuare— the young ones forcing their

way out of the mound when hatched, without the

least help from the parents. Mr. John Gould has

given full descriptions of this bird and its habits in

Introduction to Birds of Australia, Ixxiii, where

drawings of the mound and nest are also presented.

There is here the same correspondence between the

nest-building of the parents and the instinct given to
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the y()unf< to force their way out, as in the youn^,'

cuckoos turninf,' out the true young, to carry forward

the old one's deposition of eggs. Judging from ana-

logy, in none of these cases was this the first and

original nest of the bird ; hut a nest that was at a

definite point hit on by these various species, to meet

enemies and to overcome difficulties that threatened

the very existence of the species. The truth is, all

these ingenious and resourceful nests are but proofs

of a process of high differentiation.

Now, here you have something in which instinct,

however strong and however strange, could not, at

iirst, at all events, have aided these creatures. Once

these ingenious hang nests and mound nests were

made, of course, and had continued to be made for

generations, the making of them would in so far pass

into something more of mere hereditary gift, but cer-

tainly not that solely or absolutely. The species that

had individuals who could show such power of in-

vention, resource, and reasoning, in the process of

adapting structure of nests to needs due to changed

conditions ; and besides that, in the case of the

Leipoa, had made veritable heat do the work of sitt-

ing, so as to defy the powers and resources of enemies

threatening actually the existence of the species, had

within them, latent, the same powers, still to be

educed again in circumstances equally threatening

the existence of the class. The moment (and it is

inevitably the thing of one moment) of the passage

from an ordinary twig or branch-supported nest in a

tree, to a hang ne^; ver the water, with an object, is

a moment that celebrates a splendid act of reason.

The eggs of the Leipoa ocellata, again, are so fine
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and brittle, that, very possibly, if they had continued

to be brooded, the species would have suftered throufjli

egjj;s broi<en and wasted in the effort of the brooding,'

bird to turn them over—as partially, at all events,

brooded ef,f^,'s must be, to ^'et any approach to efjual

heat at all parts from the sittin},' bird's body. In the

'^'ound the heat is ecjualised all over, or reaches a

near approach to this ; so that you have the problem

either (i) of e','f;s too brittle for brooding,' and ex-

position in an open nest ; or (2), the problem of e'^^s

having become so because for ages the bii ,.; have

exposed tb.eni to the mound heat, and not sat upon

them. Which is it ? Mr. Grant Allen does not bring

us much help, when in his " In Nature's Workshop,"

in The Stniiid Ma<^aziite, 1899, he said, clearly

believing that mound-birds were found only in Aus-

tralia, thai here we have an early form of bird that

had " not advanced beyond the crocodilian level " of

leaving its eggs in the sand to be hatched by heat !

But, in our idea, indeed, it is in the study of such

adaptations and variations that the real attraction of

natural history lies to the true student, redeeming it

constantly from anything like a vast and dry know-

ledge of dead things, of mere stuffed specimens,

which are of real value simply as they may directly

or indirectly aid this.

So precisely it is, in our idea, with the cuckoos

—

no instinct could at first have led the bird to drop its

egg into another bird's nest—that was contrary to its

instinct which was to lay its egg in a nest that it had

built in a place that it had selected and prepared ;

and the birds that had done so would, it is to be in-

ferred, accomplish as great a change again were they
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threatened from other and very different causes with

extinction. This is exactly in the hne of Mr. Dar-

win's own " survival of the fittest ;
" but the " fittest

"

precisely hy the possession of an order of powers

that at the ri};ht 11; v. -nt come into play and lift it

clean above its own - arlier dominating,' instincts,

strictly viewed. He same thin;,' might in many

ways b(^ shf)wn in the case of swallows and house-

martins, as we have already dwelt upon them.

Dr. Russel Wallace, ufter a survey of such facts as

these, decides, and we are not surprised at the

decision, that " The mental finalities exhibited by

birds in the construction of their nests are the same in

kind as those manifested by mankind in the formation

of their dwellinj^s.""

Of course, it lias been well pointed out by Dr.

St. George Mivart and others that " survival of the

fittest " from one point of view means nothing

—

means only "survival ot those that survive"—here

we have something that puts a meaning into the

phrase, when we iind that new or latent powers have

been called into play to promote the continuance,

welbbeing and increase of the species.

Dr. Russel Wallace gave some excellent arguments

from the wise and skilful adaptations of birds to

changes in the materials and structure of men's

houses as, for example, the changes resorted to

in England at a dehnite time by the swallows on the

adoption of brick or stone houses, instead of wood

that had been held by for centuries, as well as from

their stupidity and failures; and here he had to say

that in these cases it was failure not of instinct but

of reasoning power. Darwin's disciples are great
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guessers—they are full of " probablys," " might he's,"

" may he's," " must he's," and so on, and don't draw
distinctions they easily might do, were they not pre-

occupied and prejudiced, in the old fashioned and

less unworthy sense of it.

Darwin himself is not guiltless of the same ill ten-

dency as his imitators have cultivated to so dangerous

an extent, as when he writes, at p. 210, Origin of

Species (6th edition) :
" The act of pointing probably

is as many have thought, only the exaggerated pause

of an animal preparing to spring on its prey." The
" probably is," and the " many have thought,"' are

really very characteristic here. The " probably is,"

so naively backed up with the loose " thinking " or

supposing of the " many," that really from our great

observer and man of science and evolutionist, it is,

as Artemus the witty says, a darn site too much in

the way of supposition—supposition by supposition,

and put down as if it might blossom into scientific

fact itself.

XXIV.

Is then the doctrine of "survival of the fittest" to

be regarded as illustrated in cuckoos that reduced

the size of their eggs by one means or another ? 1

,

for one, can hardly think it. First of all, it is clear

—

clear as noonday—that the process was gradual ; very

gradual. The cuckoos in these early days, while

still laying larger eggs, survived ; else we should not

have such large families of them now. They sur-

vived, and since a beginning must have been made
in laying eggs in other birds' nests, and they sue-
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ceded so well, it seems almost a waste of means to

proceed as far as they have done in reducing the size

of the eggs. It seems indeed a waste, and worse,

unless the Darwinians will admit that, by the more

elaborate process, they have done more tluiii survive

—that is, have gained some additional element of

enjoyment, ease or leisure. It does not seem that

this is the case witli our cuckoos (canonis) : they

are more pressed and put to it than almost any other

l)ird, and have sacrificed wholly that joy of brooding,

which seems the one taste of heaven for most other

birds, and also strictly the joys of true courtship and

mating. Besides, other cuckoos, and some of them

of larger make, succeed equally well, though their

eggs remain the natural size, or size proportioned to

that of the bird. And wiiat, if in the severe pro-

cess of nature in modifying the oviduct, and, in-

deed, the whole system, especially of the female bird

—robbing her of the joys of true mating, brooding,

etc.—you have the explanation of the great dispro-

portion in number of the sexes that we see in our

common cuckoos now, so very marked and extra-

ordinary, that, instead of mating, there is promiscuity;

instead of seep .lial seasonal companionship, there is

polyandry ; and, instead of brooding and rearing

young, sheer parasitism and imposture. Survival of

the fittest ! Well, yes, but here it lands you in a

(juandary. The males have iiion' survived than the

females, who most deserved to survive, as ha\ing

undergone the greatest functional change in order of

it. At least in the proportion of four to one, on my
lowest reckoning, from observations made ; of seven

to one on my highest : so that your "survival of the
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fittest," if it is to proceed along the same course as it

has already done, will at last end, mark you, in no

survival at all—female cuckoos of our common species

will have died out. Will that then be claimed by you

as the final victory of your survival of the fittest,

when even the fittest, under stress of the application

of your own principles, have vanished — vanished

utterly ? If the fittest of one species that alone sur-

vive are males, then you logically prove your case ;

biologically, where are you ? You need, surely, very

much to mend your definitions or your premises

somehow ! The ragnarok of the cuckoos—the last

band of the migrating males—come to this country

for no purpose, or worse than no purpose, unaccom-

panied with females, and doomed to wander over

earth without "an object or an aim," will be the final

proof that, after all, " survival of the fittest " uni-

versally obtains, though whole races are without the

fittest or the fit, despite that they have shown such

resources, put such a strain on themselves in depai t-

ing from normal principles of nature, that they died -

d'ed, mark you—by the very efforts which, according

to you, if you have any basis at all, should have made

them survive and increase I Where the " littest
"

are all males, or gradually tend to be, you ha\e

surely reached the iriiiiitio ad absiirdiiin of your

theory, by proving the fittest, after all, the unfit.

If the males have had no share whatever in tlie

efforts that have led to the lessening of the egg, or to

the colouring of it, and if "the remarkable instinct

which leads some species of cuckoos and crow black-

birds" to lay their eggs in the nests of other species

*"C»'o\v" is distinctly printed by Dr. Brooks here, Ijut, of

course, it should be covf-blackbirds.
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must Iiiive orifrir.ated in the females,''-- as one pro-

nounced American follower and illustrator of Mr.
Darwin's doctrines has asserted, have we not in these

ar},aniients an additional ground for adhering to our
position indicated aboio that the fit go down and the

unfit survive ?

Nor can aid he got here by any suggestion that

increase of males over females is due to thickness of

eggshell, since the same will hold of that—the female
producing it—and thus tlie fit, by their very fitness,

are made contributory to their own decrease or ex-

tinction, or a kind of involuntary, but not the less a

real " natural selection," if unintentional, suicide ! !

Dr. Brooks in his " Law of Heredity," though in

sonic respects a very decided follower of Darwin,
after no end of experiments with animals in inter-

breeding, and comparison of his results 'vith those of

others, reaches the general conclusion " that there is

beyond and behind the action of ' selection,' some
more deeply seated law, which determines that the

males, shall as a rule be more modified than the

females." t Now, it seems to us that our common
cuckoo gives something which is not quite consonant
with this : and we should be much obliged, should
this writing ever reach the eye of Dr. Brooks, if he

would give us his views on it. From what is seen

above, certainly it is the fact that the female cuckoos
undergo more modification in internal organ, and as a

result, in functional activity than do the males, if it

may be true that the males are more modified in mere
outward aspect in view of certain necessities. It is

* Brooks's Heredity, p. 241.

tp. 218.
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open to Dr. Brooks to say that this is an exceptional

case wholly ; but we did not understand his expression

above to apply to whole species as exceptions, but

only to individuals or groups of individuals within the

species ; and cer^^ainly as to cuckoos Dr. Brooks has

himself in more than one point suggested this as

regards the species
; yet, certainly in this case, the

species as regards females show more of real and

inward modification than the males. Can this possibly

be a reason why the females decrease at such a rate

or the males increase so rapidly ; and how does it

stand in relation to Dr. Brooks' generalization given

above ?

XXV.

Mr. Romanics writes :
" From the first Darwin

invited criticism to adduce a single instance, either

in the vegetable or animal kingdom, of a structuie or

an instinct which should unquestionably be proved to

be of exclusive use (or benelit) to any species other

than the one presenting it. He even woit so far as to

say that If any one instance conld be shoivn lie would

snrrendcr his 'cuhole tJicovy on the stirnirth of n
" Now, as this invitation has been before the world

for so many years, and has not yet been answered by

any naturalist, we may by this time be pretty confi-

dent that it never will be answered. How tremendous,

then, is the significance of this fact in its testimony to

Darwin's theory. . . . Therefore, I say, that this

immensely large and general fact speaks with literally

immeasureable force in favour of natural selection, as
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at all events one of the main causes of organic evolu-
tion."

Now, with the fact clear in our minds of the

quandary in which Mr. Romanes found himself when
he proposed the question, why Nature had not armed
the small birds with counter-instincts as against that
" strange and cruel instinct " of the cuckoo ; and was,
poor man, compelled to the flimsy, and ill-founded

consolation that nature had not done so, because
" comparati\ely, the deposition of a cuckoo's egg was
so exceedingly rare an event " that she had not
deemed it worth her while to call in there a counter-
acting instinct. Mr. Romanes certainly could not
have had that fact in mind when he wrote as above in

" Darwin and after Darwin." The case of the gullible

and gulled little birdie, by the cuckoo is absolutely a
case where an instinct—?'-, Darwin would call it " a
misleading instinct "—actually makes for the absolute

benefit of another species and not only that, but to

the absolute destruction of the bird's own progeny
and risk of extinction of the species. " Nature had
not called in there," says Mr. Romanes, " a counter
instinct

;
' that is, had left the poor little birds with

no instinct other than to serve the purposes of the

cuckoo—-an instinct not counter to that of the cuckoo,

as Mr. Romanes put it, not nearly so adroitly as he
might. From hrst to last, here is a case, where the

instinct of the little birds not only benefits and is of

use to the cuckoo, and is systematically used by it,

but in the process their own progeny are ruthlessly

sacrificed ; as Goethe says, forcibly, from half-a-dozen

to a dozen singing birds sacrificed for one cuckoo ; for

* Darwin and after Darwin, pp. 286-7.
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the feetlinf( of the ahens pi events a second brood.

The instinct in tliese little birds uniiuestionably proves

to be of exclusive use and benefit for another species

—the cuckoos.

Mr. Tohn Hancock tells that, in the course of his

watchinj^ the yount^ cuckoo turn out e,<;jj[s and young

of the foster-parents, the hen hedf^'e-sparrow actually

sat on the edge of the nest and iniconceniedly saw one of

its own young sent over the side—a thing so counter

to the common instinct that we can only assume a yet

stronger instinct there brought into play— an instinct

of which we can give no explanation—only clearly it

is there. Mr. John Craig remarks precisely to the

same effect. We should indeed be glad if Dr. Russel

Wallace could give such an explanation as we desire

here.

Mr. Tom Speedy tells {Craii^niiiHar, p. 197) of a

young cuckoo which was found by a gentleman, and

taken home to form a pet. It was so Noracious that

he would have needed to give his whole time to hunt

for insects, etc., for it. It was never satisfied. To
get rid of it, he gave it to Mr. Dewar, naturalist,

Edinburgh, who kept it on make-shift diet for a fort-

night, when an enthusiastic lady naturalist, Mrs.

Hoyes, of L velmorlie, asked for it. She put the

cuckoo into a large aviary, as she tells, where " a-

mong many other birds, were .\merican blue robins."

She was surprised, when feeding it with meal wc^rms,

and accidentally dropping one, to see a little l)lue

robin pick it up, and at once pop it into the cuckoo's

mouth. She subsequently observed that the same

bird fed it regularly, and showed fight to any other

bird that dared to come near it. " Instances have
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occasionally been recorded," Mr. Speedy goes on,

'' of foster-mothers of cuckoos, in their wild state,

st(trvin<;; themselves to death in their devotion to supply

tlieir i^luttonous char<^c with food, when immediately

a hird, sometimes of another species, would commence
til provide for the yonni^ bird." These statements

have naturally been accepted with reserve, but the

case in point affords some corroboration of their

accuracy.

VOl'Nc; CUCKOO ;N MKADOW-PIPIT S NEST.

Airs. Hoyes wrote

:

" I don't know when I felt the loss of a pet more

than I do the dear devoted blue nurse, which we
found dead this morning. I do most thoroughly

believe that the poor wee bird starved itself to death

in trying to keep the cuckoo satisfied with food. I

have seen it pick up three meal worms at once, when

1 threw it about a dozen, in the hope it might take
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one for itself ; but no, e\ery one he scrambled for,

went down the cuckoo's throat, ne\er apparently

swallowing one himself. Stranj^e to say, one of the

Cardinals (Pope, South America) has taken charj,'e of

the cuckoo, and is feeding it well." " Eventually,"

added Mr. Speedy, "it picked up its food for itself,

and up till the end of October seemed to thrive, but

on the night of the 30th of that month several de-

grees of frost were encountered, and the following

morning the lady wrote, ' I saw at once he was

doomed, but his end was so gentle that he really

seemed to sleep away.'
"

Dr. Russel Wallace's doctrine, that arguments from

creatures under artificial co iditions are not absolute

as regards the same creatures in wild nature, may
here apply, but assuredly this present case has the

strictest analogy in " wild nature." 1 had oppor-

tunity of watching a wren engaged in the hard

task of feeding a young cuckoo. The cock bird not

putting in an appearance, I supposed it had met with

a mishap and been killed. The wren was actually

starved by the efforts to satisfy the young cuckoo,

and one morning, when happily I was observing, fell

off the branch of a maple tree, dead— the stomach

quite empty. Before very long (within three-quarters

of an hour), the cries of the young cuckoo, which

were incessant, very loud, and pitiful, brought a

couple of meadow-pipits, who took on themselves

the hard and ungrateful business of feeding the

youngster.

More than this, the above instance, given by Mr.

Tom Speed), supplemented by observations of my
own, suffice to show that birds of various specits
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sacrifice themselves, even to death itself, for the
youn^' cuckoo, in such a manner as they are not
required to do for their own offspring. And even
when they survive the demands made upon them in

feeding such a monster, late broods are made im-
possible, and this must have, on all analogy, a detri-

mental influence on the sexual organs. The instinct
of these birds in this direction is therefore unmis-
takeably one that is from first to last only injurious
to themselves; consequently destrurtive to them as
a species, whilst to the cuckoo it is absolutely and
entirely beneficial. Cases on cases might be cited
here to prove that, not onlv do the small birds sacri-

fice themselves for the cuckoos, but actually compete
with each other for the " privilege." As we correct
this proof we read in The Daily rele,<rnipli the letter

of a correspondent :

" By the side of a farmhouse at Headcorn (Kent) a
strange sight may be seen. Some time ago a young
cuckoo was found in a lark's nest, and placed in a
rabbit hutch. It was carefully fed by hand until a
little wren was seen to pay periodical visits to the
place, and feed the big cuckoo through the wire.
The tiny bird still nourishes its big adopted child, and
a more comical sight it would be hard to imagine
than the large cuckoo flapping its wings with joy and
opening its extensive beak to receive the food its

' little moMier ' drops into it."

Really, were it not for their great names, such rea-

soning as that of Mr, Darwin and Mr. Romanes on
this matter—such ignorance, or ignoring of patent
facts, and the going on, going on with fine words, as
Mr. Romanes does above, in favour of a mere theory,
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would not be worth a moment's attention— not to say

analysis and counter-argument. We said at the out-

set of this section that Mr. Darwin found the cuckoo

one of th<^ most difficult creatures he had to tackle

;

and we think we ha\e proved it, and dccrxe the

prize Mr. Darwin and Mr. Romanes were prepared

to give to the man that would present a case where

the instinct of one species is unquestionably proved

to be of exclusive use to a species other tlian the one

presenting it. J hit sometimes people are not grateful

for having their demands supplied. W'e look for no

reward, beyond the gratihcation of having done the

work. Most assuredly this instinct is not in favour

of the hedge-sparrow, wagtail, meadow-pipit, etc.,

etc., while it is as certainly in favour of the cuckoo.

Mr. Romanes refers to cases " where a structure or

an instinct is of primary benefit to its possessor, and

then becomes of secondary benefit to some other

species, on account of the latter lieing able in some

way or other to utilise its action." Hut this most

certainly cannot apply to the cuckoo and her victims

—the primary and secondary benefit as well is all the

cuckoo's, and benefit is ;/// for tiie victimised little

birds, in the sense of use or benefit Mr. Darwin and

Mr. Romanes can intend or imply ; and 1 shall look

most eagerly for the explanations and glosses their

friends, followers, apologists, and defenders will be

able to put on this fact. I do trust they will be more

scientific than poor Mr. Romanes' effort—wonderful

effort of ingenuity—to account for no counter-instinct

being implanted by Nature in the little birds, as

against the cuckoo, because the deposition of a

cuckoo's egg was " comparatively so exceedingly rare
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an event" that Nature had not thought it worth while

to do anythin;,' ! After that, the friends and followers

of Mr. Romanes may not find it so very ilifficult to

follcnv him.

Were I here to go into other cases, I might cite

tlie instinct of curiosity about ant-lion holes on the

part of certain ants, which seems to me to he all in

favour of the ant-lions, and not at all in faxour of the

ants.

In fact, the whole realm of parasitism, alike in

flowers and plants, in insects and in birds, presents an
almost unexampled unexceptional argument against

Darwinism, and a complete answer to Mr. Romanes'
challenge. We read :

"The social Hymenoptera—ants, bees, wasps

—

well provided with weapons as they are, neither have
the sense to exterminate their enemies, nor do they

seem even to recognise them. In the presence of

their habitual parasites, these insects, in otlier re-

spects so sagacious, seem to be struck blind." '•

Surely here we have an instinct which actually

becomes protective, piassively if not actively, and
which is in favour absolutely of the protected species,

and has no benefit or compensation from the pro-

tected for those which protect.

Then there is the sncculiiia and the crab, which,

by the presence of sacculina, is rendered sterile

—

utterly sterile, whether male or female. In the

female where the tail is segmented and flexible, that

tail, which had hitherto protected its own eggs, now
protects only the sacculina, while in the male the tail

(which is normally segmented without being really

* Massnrt, p. 71.
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flexible) becomes exactly like that of the female. No
man will surely deny that here is a case where an

accornniodatin},' instinct, passive if not active, in the

preyeil upon becomes absolutely of lieneiit to the

parasitic species, and of loss and injury only both to

the individual and to the species protectinf^. Here

are structures which become essentially modified in

favour of an alien parasitic species — just as the

parental instinct in victims of cuckoo become modi-

fied -and one effect of that chanf^e of structure is

sterility in both male and female, where instinct of

protection has been assentinj,' and is a cause. The
delicacy and susceptibility of the generative organs

to which Darwin at last awakened are testified by

such vast changes as this as well as by those hv.

noticed and dwelt on.

In other cases, as well in plants as in animals,

there are nothing short of voluntary (we can use no

other word) self-adaptations to the entertainment of

the parasite.

There are certain blind beetles (StnpUylinidcej found

in anthills living at the expense of the ant commun-
ity, and, so far as can be ascertained, yield no service

or benefit whatever to the ants in return. The in-

stinct of the ants, which tolerates and leads them

even to protect the beetles, is surely an instinct en-

tirely in favour of the beetles, and of no service to

the ants.

" Alt'jough the fact is not yet proved," says Van
Beneden, " it is at any rate very likely that at an

earlier period there had subsisted between these

species and the ants some kind of mutualist relation

analogous to that which still exists between ants and
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aphides. Little by little this relation has ceased,

until the animals found in anthills to-day have be-

come traditional parasites, tolerated throu^di the iner-

tia of custom on account of the services formerly

rendered l)y their ancestors." =

This is a very f,'ood speculative auass instead of a
satisfactory explanation ; and if it is not well-found,

it is, at all events, suf,'f;estive of how close, according,'

to Professor Van Heneden, is insect paras:itism to the

inert outstanding cases of filthy human parasitism—
such, for instance, as the "bearers of the kinf,''s

stools " in pre-revolutionary l-Vanco, and the exis-

tence, up to a certain day when it was conunuted for

nif^di ;r2o,ooo, of a master of the falcons in ICnj^dand

and to-day of a master of the buckhounds. How
near human nature runs to insect and other nature

!

Here the perverted instinct of En-^dishmen leads

them not only to tolerate parasites, but to bow down
before them as the l£f,7ptians of old before the dunj^'-

beetle !

In the case of the little birds and cuckoos we have
had brought before us in the actions of the former

what is decisively in the teeth of pre- Darwinian
theory as of the Darwinian. Thus Dr. Roget put it

that " the individual and the species were preserved

not by slow and uncertain calculations of prudence,

but by innate faculties, prompted by an unerring im-

pulse to the performance of the actions reiiuired for

those ends."t It is something to iind an instance and
argument that etiually runs directly counter to both !

Ikit, on this reasoning, the inevitable act of the small

^'Animal Ptirasilisin, p. 117.

i Urielf; 71'titer Treatise, ii, p. 514.
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bird, should invariably be to t"rn out, build over, or

puncture the cuckoo's egf^ to prevent hatchinj^, and

one or other of the victimised little birds could unfail-

ingly do so, as some among them now do.

And finally, we ask, and ask seriously, how this

bears on what is called the " sur\'ival of the fittest
"

—the little birds that Vv'ill most successfully bear the

heavy tax of feeding the big, gutsy cuckoo for so long

a period, are, speaking reasonably, those that would

most successfully have reared their own young : and,

being healthy, strong and enduring, have had strong,

healthy progeny—the " fittest " in view of the general

qualities of their own species. A clear and explicit

answer to this argument will oblige. But, indeed,

Mr. Darwin himself anticipated the ground on which

we here stand. " Many instincts," he says, " are so

wonderful that this development will probably appear

to the reader a difficulty sufficient to overcome my
whole theory.""''

These extraordinary powers in the young monster,

the alien intruded cuckoo, on which we dwelt in the

earlier pa'-t, seem to work on the victimised adult

birds, many of them, with something like fascination.

They actually lose all sense of protective duty towards

their own young in an admiring wonder of this over-

grown, greedy glutton, and, when all the legiliuiate

progeny have gone, they devote themselves to feeding

and attending to him with what seems a sense of pro-

found pride and joy.

Here we refer once again (for it demands reiteration

* Origin of Species, p. 205.
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for its vast importance), to the utter indifference with
whicli the hen hedf^e-sparrow, as Mr. John Hancock
so circumstantially tells, sat and saw one of her own
prof,'eny edged over the side of the nest by the youn-
cuckoo. Mr. John Craig notes precisely the same
thing. This shows such an extraordinary departure
from all that we have hitherto regarded as parental
instinct in birds and highly developed mammals alike,
that it is not hard for us to believe that in some cases
the passive procedure under such an outrage may
become active, and that as Jenner said long ago, the
foster-parents may " themselves sometimes turn' out
unhatched eggs from the nest after the young cuckoo
is hatched."

One extraordinary element in the matter is, that
t!us big and unwieldly nestling, which had shown
such unexampled powers in throwing out eggs and
young from the nest when but a few days old, be-
comes, in a sense, the more dependent and helpless
as he outgrows the nest, and wlien he has found
strength to leave it, keeps up an endless demand on
the victimised birds for weeks ; so that they are hin-
dered from breeding again, when they otherwise
would certainly do so. Thus you have not only one
ordinary instinct or two overborne and superseded by
what seem unnatural and extraordinary u:stincis, but
here is another. If in the victimised birds this latter
mstinct was not overcome, the young cuckoo would
even then fall a victim to hunger: if the parent
victimised birds returned on tlicir true instinct, the
real end of all the cuckoo's endeavours would be
defeated—the young would not survive. But that
through such a long period you should find birds of
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many kinds voluntarily actinf^ thus ri,t(ht in the teeth

of all we should call ordinary or primary instincts in

them is really surpassing strange : and no explanation

I have as yet read exactly supplies at every point wliat

is demanded. Certainly, as we have seen, the expla-

xiations of Mr. Darwin and Mr. Romanes are not

\VA(.rAU. I'El'.niNCi VOtrNT. CCCKOn.

only unsatisfactti.y, but most inefficient, feeble, in-

ept, and even ignorant and misleading, since even a

faithful pur\iew of the facts was not attained by

either.

Since in one end of the room in which 1 wrote I

had my aviary, I was able to notice sonu; things

which may not be generally noticed. Among half-a-

dozen or more canaries 1 had a hen linnet, a cock

goldfinch, and a cock mule. 'J'liese, e\en when
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breeding was going on with the canaries, had their

free fly about all day, and agreed well with the

canaries—the hen linnet, unpaired, especially taking

a vast deal of interest in the sitting and in the young
ones when they came. But th3 point on which I

mean to dwell is this, that these youn^, birds, the

very day after their eyes were open, knew unhesi-

tatingly whenever either of these three birds went
near the nest where they were, that they were not

their father or motlier, and drew down their heads

with surprising celerity ; whereas, when father or

mother came, they set up their heads to be fed.

Now, as the goldfinch mule was not so strikingly un-

like the spangled or lizard canary cock, this decision

in recognition surprised me, and that from the very

first, and the thing never altered so long as the birds

were in the nest ; though, after flight, they showed
no particular aversion to either of the three l)irds,

and were indeed very friendly with the hen linnet—

the unlikest to them of all. If observation sliould

prove that this is generally the case, then the ap-

parent inability of certain wild birds to detect the

difference between their own progeny and the young
cuckoo is all the more wonderful, and, in fact, " out

of nature."

XXVI.

Since Mr. Darwin, indeed naturalists have become
all too fond of " may be"s "—which as we Scotch school

boys were wont to say are not good honey bees. The
determination, for example, of these parrots in New-

Zealand, culled keas, to sheep—killing and blood-
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sucking, is a little hard to justify from certain points

of view of theory ; but certain good folks must find

ways to explain it by " may be's." Thus Dr. H.

Woodward, quoted by Prof. St. George Mivart, sug-

gests that these keas in former days may have fed

upon a species of dinornis, perching on their backs as

they do now on the backs of the sheep '"—a sugges-

tion for which, so far as we are aware, there is not

the least ground in any known fact whatever. Dr. H.

Woodward only boldly imagines it. So far as we

know there is not, as said above, a single fact in

favour of this presumption. We have facts that

justify us in tracing a certain proces'' !n the transfer-

ence of frugivorous parrots into sheep destroyers.

1. The Darwinians say that the keas found offal

and entrails of sheep thrown about and skins hung

out, and pecking these over hit on what they came

to regard as tit-bits. This is not the case, and is

denied by Mr. Taylor White, Mr. Huddlestone, and

others.

2. The keas do not eat flesh of sheep at all, and

certainly not dead flesh, but suck the blood pf the

living sheep, leaving torn carcases behind them,

3. The next step clearly was by conference to

decide what was the most effective means of securing

these tit-bits from the living sheep, and the agreement

was that united effort by bands was the most likely

process, which the said practical experience of New
Zealand farmers shows it was.

4. Has Dr. Woodward anything to favour the idea

that the dinornis was specially fed up, and fattened ?

• St. George Mivart's Birds: Elements of Ornithology

.

ad loco.

Keas
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If not, the analogy fails, and fails wliolly on the most

important point.

This conlirmed habit of " probably it was," " it

may be,"' " it might be," " it must be," and so on,

with Darwin and his followers—the reading is always

of the subjective notion into the fact—is precisely

what gives Professor St. George Mivart his strong

points agairist the Darwinians, especially in his very

bold and original " Origin of Human Reason."





PART IV.

EVIDENCE FROM ALL PARTS OF THE

WORLD.

THE FACTS AND COMPARATIVE SURVEY WHOLLY AGAINST

DARWIN AND THE EVOLUTIONISTS.
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THE SPANISH EVIDENCE.

From the facts already given it will be seen that

verified observations in different countries show that

there can be no manner of doubt cuckoo's eggs do

vary within a certain range ; and there are facts con-

nected with varieties of the cuckoo family which are

strangers to our island, or very rarely seen there,

such as add new force to this position.

Take first the great spotted cuckoo {Coccystes glan-

darius), only two of which have, in 1849 and 1870,

been found brooding in this country. Its eggs so

clearly resemble those of the pies {Pica mauritamca

and Cyanopica cooki), in the nests of which they are

found, that even expert zoologists have been deceived

by them, only to discover the truth when the cuckoo's

embryo has been extracted from the supposed pie's

egg.

The great spotted cuckoo in Spain was so far very

carefully observed by I ord Lilford. He tells us that

he more than once found three eggs of the cuckoo in

one nest, with four or five of those of the magpie,

and that once he actually met with eight cuckoo's

eggs to five of the magpie. He also makes the very

sig^nificant statement that the eggs of the cuckoo in

all these cases were more advanced towards hatching

than those of the magpie. He only once, he says,

found there a cuckoo's egg in a raven's nest.- Now,

* Lord Lilford's actual words are :

" The greatest number of cuckoo's eggs found by us in any

one nest was eight, with five of the magpie." It is almost in-
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what a pity it was that Lord Lilford failed to watch

the later results there.

That the cuckoo's egf^s, i.e., in these cases, were

invariably more advanced towards hatchinj^ than the

magpie's shows wonderful adaptation in one respect ;

for the young cuckoos, which grow very fast, coming

first, would have an easy business of throwing out

the young magpies as they were hatched. lUit this

repeated finding of three eggs in one nest, and in one

case as many as eight to (wg of the magpie, sug-

gests a question that has often been asked. Do the

young cuckoos distinguish in favour of their own
kind, and abstain the one from trying to turn the other

out ? Do they combine in action against .he right-

ful occupants of the nest, or do they not ? and, if so,

how does the matter end ? Do the young cuckoos

fight it out, one against another, till the strongest

only is left, or are they armed with a special instinct

against warring upon each other ? The rare cases in

which two cuckoo's eggs have been found in the same

nest in England has suggested the ciuestion. Lord

Lilford's report emphasizes it. We wish some natu-

ralist in Spain would carefully investigate the matter,

and let us know ; for we are all the more curious that

Lord Lilford has, to our grief, passed beyond our

asking of him for further light on this special point

—

on wh ch light is, indeed, very much wanted, as on

so many others connected with the cuckoo. If all the

credible that the pies should bear this wholesale victimization,

unless, indeed, the cuckoos took out eggs for those they put in.

Manuel de la Torre, the royal keeper at Madrid, knew of in-

stances where as many as four eggs of the cuckoo had been

found in one magpie's nest.
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ei},'ht cuckoos were hatched, how could tlie pies pos-

sibly have fed so many ravenous younj,' ones—the

youni^f cuckoos being almost insatiable in their de-

mands for food—even one causing a heavy tax on

hedge-sparrows, and wagtails, and pipits ?

XXVIII.

NKW ZKALAND KVIDKNCK.

The evidence from other places, and more especially

from New Zealand, over large spaces of which we

have a temperature and climate not so very different

from our own, may help to throw a little light on

some points. There are two cuckoos in New Zealand

which are distinctly parasitic, but in very different

degrees and by different methods. We may accept

the fullest and most trustworthy account of these :

Sir W. L. Duller, in his able and beautiful book on

the Birds of New Zealand, tells of the long-tailed

cuckoo there—how it comes from the warm islands

of the South Pacific, stays the summer, and breeds

in New Zealand ; how it is parasitic chiefly, if not ex-

clusively, on the grey warbler {Gerygone Jlavlventris) ;

how the young are fed and nourished by these small

birds. It has been found by him at Otaho (in the

north island) as late as the first week in x\pril

—

coming in the end of September or beginning of

October. It is a confirmed egg-eater—more especially

of the eggs of the tui, or parson-bird, and these birds,

whenever they see this cuckoo, mob it, and follow

and persecute it. Sir W. BuUer, from various cir-
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cumstances, believes that tlie l)ir(l incubates its egpf

or eggs, but leaves its young to be fed by other birds,

who take care of and feed the youngsters, moved by

their piteous cries. Me does not believe that the

cuckoo could possibly deposit the egg in certain

nests, which, by the way, he holds, could not support

the weight of the young cuckoo if they did the egg,

which is large and heavy, and certainly his idea is

that these small birds could never hatch it :• it is

about 1*25 by i*i5. (Jne peculiar point is that young

birds are fretiuently met with in the end of March or

later, but it seems probable that these are only soli-

tary individuals hatched too late to permit of their

joining in the return migration.

The shining cuckoo, he tells, acts somewhat differ-

ently from the long-tailed cuckoo as to breeding, etc.,

and it is a very much smaller bird—the victim in its

case also being generally the grey warbler ; but its

egg is much smaller than the other, only 'S of an

inch in length by '5 in breadth, and, in this case as

with ours, the true progeny are ejected by the young

cuckoo.

The Rev. R. Taylor tells that he discovered the

nest of a grey warbler in his garden shrubbery, con-

taining several eggs, and among them a large white

one, which he correctly assigned to the shining cuckoo.

" In due time all the eggs were hatched ; but after

the lapse of a day or two, the young cuckoo was the

sole tenant of the nest, and the dead bodies of the

others were found lying on the ground below. At

length the usurper left the nest, and for many days

after both of the foster-parents were incessantly on

the wing from morning till night, catering for their
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charge, whose constant piping cry served only to

stimulate their activity."

Sir W. Jiuller adds (p. 29) that an egg of this

take years ago irom a grey warbler s nest

by himself in the Maruka scrub, was of a pale creamy

colour, and " another, which was laid by a captive

bird in my possession, is pure white."

Now, here the (]uestion arises, how has the shining

cuckoo come to be so much smaller, and to have an

egg so much smaller ihsti its relative, the long-tailed

cuckoo ? Is the latter only on the way, by a small

instalment, to the point which the shining cuckoo has

secured, or what? Has the shining cuckoo out-

stripped its congeners in the race because of more

cleverness, adaptability, or what ? Or has the long

tailed cuckoo, more astute than he seems, discovered

a short cut, and finding that by it he can fully secure

his object, does not need nor want to go any further.

If certain little birds can be found—as indeed we have

some grounds for thinking is the case with certain of

them in this country—ready to nurse and feed the

young cuckoo, though they hav2 not brooded him,

then does it not seem rather a waste of energy and

knowledge that our cuckoos have not taken more

advantage of it, and caused themselves all the effort

and pain which cannot but have been associated with

the process, gradual and long continued, by which

the egg was reduced from normal size to the size we

now find it ?

The egg-eating on the part of the long-tailed cuckoo

and his being mobbed by little birds as the cuckoos

are in this country, anew and from another point,

emphasizes the question whether at a certain stage in
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this country the cuckoos may not have been Q^Q-

eating on a large scale, as they are now on a more

limited one ; the mobbing by small birds in return for

that injury remaining a witness of it.

In New Zealand, too, there are instances of what

are called belated young birds not being able, for one

reason or another, to join in the migration.

Here then, in the Jong-tailed New Zealand cuckoos,

we have an exact connecting link between the

American cuckoos and ours—a species which broods

its own eggs, but having done so, casts the young on

the care of others to be fed and tended. By this, the

perpetuation of the species seems to be just as fully

secured as by the more thoroughgoing tactics of C«f»/«5

canorus. But if so, Cuculiis cniioriis takes on himself,

and has for long ages taken on himself, more labour

and effort, outside what we may call the line of instinc-

tive action, than is really necessary to secure his end.

Or is it, then, that ti:ose cuckoos which have stopped

short of the complete parasitism of canonis, are but

yet on the way towards the point of oerfection and

completeness to which he has attained ? Either this,

or it must be confessed that, in his perfection and

completeness, evolution is not justified of its children,

because we have here a machinery, so to say, most

complicated and involved—a machinery, which

through its very fineness, sometimes breaks down,

whereas, so far as we can learn, a less complicated

machinery—less affecting habit and function—has

been found to secure fully the end desired. If in

canorus you have the survival of the fit, on account

of distinctive and complete organisation and modifica-

tion of function, then in the New Zealand long-tails
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you have the " survival of the fittest," inasmuch as

they survive, and hnve not undergone some (or many)

of the modifications manifested in the others.

XXIX.

THK AUSTRALIAN EVIDEN'CE.

Mr. John Goi;ld, in his Birds of Australia, gives

about a dozen different varieties of the cuckoo as

existing there—all of them parasitic. He says :

" All the Australian species, with the exception of

the members of the genus Cetitropus, are parasitic
;

the huge Scytlirops, and the diminutive Chrysococcyx

alike depositing their eggs in the nests, and entrusting

their young to the fostering care of other birds. The
Scytiirops is said sometinies to lay its e^g in the nest

of the piping crow (Gyinnorliiiia tibicen), and I have

known many instances of the eggs of Chalcites being

deposited in the domed-shaped nest of Maliiri."

Cacomantis pallidus is apparently nearest to our

Cucu'us canorus ; and its eggs, about seven-eighths of

an inch long by five-eighths broad, is of cream colour,

and speckled all over with markings of brown. The

egg of the monster Scytiirops Novce-Hollandce is one

inch and eleven-sixteenths long by one inch and a

(juarter broad, of a I'ght stone colour, with irregular

blotches of reddish brown, man_, of which were of a

darker hue, and appeared as if beneath the surface of

the shell. Unfortunately, Mr. Gould was not able

closely to discriminate the eggs, and expressed the

hope that the rising ornithologists of ustralia would

do it.
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Has this, in more recent years, been systematically

done ? And is it now an absolutely settled point

that the big, most magnificent, large-billed Scythrops

Novce-Hollandit is parasitic with its monster eggs
;

and, if so, which are the lairds on whom it manages
to impose sach an egg ? Mr. Gould speaks of it, as

we have seen, positivlv, ' one place as parasitic

;

but in another he is .*';!!li' .:. It is clearly ascer-

tained, however, that this bird, though it migrateio,

does not migrate very far, as it had not, when Mr.

Gould wrote, been seen cut of Australia, nor even

on the north coast of that country. ' So far as mi-

gration is concerned, the same thing, according to

Mr. Gould, applies to the ash-coloured cuckoo {Cu-

culus ciueracens). The shining cuckoo is the smallest

of the Australian cuckoos, and mostly deposits its

eggs in domed nests, with a very small hole for an

entrance. The egg of this species is eleven-sixteenths

of an inch long by half an inch in breadth. The
brush cuckoos of Australia {Ciuul :. • ~t>eyafus) are

important, because, more cleai.

variety, they unite the genus C«i ';./

cites.

Now, one 'A the most ii"]"»'irtant questions that

arises is the fact of Scytnn !/< ing parasitic. If it

is, with such an egg, what is us process, an ' what

are the birds victimised by it ? Clearly it has not yet,

through any long process, reduced its egg below the

• Captain G. E. Shelley, in his cxl ;r,tive and most valuable

section of the Britiili Museum Catu! 'te t^f Birds (1891), gives

as the area of the giant Scythrops No-,,' '
'ili niiii -" Australia,

New Guinea, Duke of Ycrk Island, New Britain, Ke Islands,

Bouru, Obi, Batchian, T-rnate, Coram, Celebes, and Flores."

1 any other

.'it:, the Choi-
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proportionate size ; and if in spite of that, it is para-

sitic, and so survives, have we not here another

ground for saying that the reduction in size in egg of

Canorus is less necessary than might at first sight

appear ?

In so far we have the results of later research and

observations in the Companion to GouliVs Birds, by

Mr. Sylvester Diggles. He says that the channel

bell cuckoo (Scythrops Novce-Hollandce) lays its eggs

in nests of other birds, and principally those of birds

much smaller than itself. It is mi ,'ratory, appearing

in October and departing in June—eight months; so

that pressure of time could have nothing to do with

its parasitism.

Mr. G. J. Broinowski does not say decidedly if it

is migratory and, if it is, to what extent it is so. We
can but infer from his words that it is not, but resi-

dent there. He gives as its habitats—" inland portion

of Australia generally," which looks to us as though

it were practically resident. Certainly, it does not

migrate over sea. Its note, Mr. Broinowski adds, is

quite different from that of our common cuckoo.

Mr. Broinowski tells of Cacoinantis Jiabelliforiuis,

or fantailed cuckoo, that it lays but one egg in a nest

of 'vhat is almost always a smaller variety of bird.

It is migratory, spending the summer in Tasmania,

and returning to Australia in January and February.

But it is evident that if it lays but one egg, it has

abundant time to brood and hatch it and attend to

the young bird ; so that pressure of time for migra-

tion can have nothing to do with its parasitism either.

Thus one most important thing learned from certain

of the Australian cuckoos, which are as pronouncedly
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parasitic as ours are, is this, that pressure as to time

allowed, owing to long migration, does not exist.

Certain of these birds are in the " breeding places
"

from the middle of September till the very end of

February or the middle of March, and in some

seasons they have been found in numbers there in

the beginning of April, while others are there from

October to June, so that, by no stretch of imagina-

tion, could Jenner's reasoning be applied to them.

They are from five to six months, up even to eight

months, in these " breeding places " in Australia

—

sometimes are resident, and again v/hen they migrate

do not migrate very far—only to some degrees north-

ward in many cases, because insect life is then more

abundant there. And just in the measure that mi-

grating distance is reduced you have the instinct

weakened as seen in what are called our own resident

birds, which always tend to move with a certain con-

stancy. Thus we have, in Australian cuckoos of

parasitic habit, as presented to us by Mr. John Gould

and his successors, a set of phenomena which utterly

knocks on the head all Mr. Darwin's reasonings de-

rived from Jenner, proving absolutely that a certain

shortness of time can have really nothing to do with

the original strong and determined instinct to para-

sitism in the cuckoo. The New Zealand evidence

confirms it. Sir W. L. Buller tells us that both the

parasitic cuckoos of New Zealand are often to be

found there in the end of September or beginning of

October, and are to be seen in the end of March,

sometimes so late as the first week in Aprii.

Sir W. L. i^uller has conclusively identified the

bronze and the shining cuckoos. They are migratory,
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but are in the breeding places for six months or so.

Mr. Broinowski l.as this very suggestive passage in

one of his volumes :

" The force of hereditary instinct is never more

strongly evidenced than when we find it asserting

itself in some immaterial trait that has no effect upon

the present, except as a mark of evolution, but clearly

points back to the discarded habits of earlier races.

Among the Centropi we found the parasitic custom

unknown ; each pair made their own dome-shaped

nest, and performed the task of rearing their young

like any other virtuous birds. The Endynamis cut it-

self free from all domestic obligations, and left its

young to be tended by kindly crows ; thus proving

that there is a wide racial gap between the two

genera. The gap we may consider bridged over in

the chain of evolution by the Chrisococcyx ; for the

shining cuckoo, though a true parasite, is usually

found to deposit its egg in a dome-shaped nest b' ving

a very s:nall entrance. In New South Wales, the

Malnriis cyaneiis and the Gcobasileus chrysorrlioiis are

forced to be foster-parents. Mr. Bennett, in writing

of the Lucidus, states that he has found the egg in the

nest of Acanthen chrysorhicca, and that he has seen a

nest of this bird with five eggs, that of the cuckoo

being deposited in the centre of the group, so as to

ensure its receiving the warmth imparted by the

sitting bird, and thus less likely to be addled. He
also narrates the following incident : A white shafted

flycatcher {Rhipidiira albiscapa) was shot at Ryde,

near Sydney, in the act of feeding a solitary young

bird in its nest, which, when examined, was found to

be the chick of the bronxe cuckoo of the colonists."
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" The young cuckoo," he adds, " invariably kills

and throws out the rightful nestlings. It is strictly

migratory, reaching New Zealand between the 7th

and 2ist of September, and remaining as late as

April, abundant time in which to hatch and rear u

brood."

XXX.

THE EGYPTIAN EVIDENCE.

We have grounds yet more relative, if such are

wanted, ii .lew of our point against Mr. Darwin and

Mr. Rom; ,es and their followers. The great spotted

cuckoo of Egypt is there resident, and yet it is purely

parasitic, laying its eggs in the nest of the hooded

crow, which there lays about the same time. Here

it is clear, absolutely clear, that pressure due to dates

of migration can have no place—can have no bearing

as predisposing to the parasitic habit—the cause of

which must in this case be sought elsewhere, as we
believe it must be in the case of our own cniioms.

Captain Shelley is our authority, and he thus writes

in his Birds of E^ypt

:

" The great spotted cuckoos (Coccystes glandarius

)

are resident in Egypt and Nubia. They are by no

means shy, and will often sit motionless on a bough

while one walks beneath the tree. In Egypt they

breed at the same time as the hooded crow, and in-

variably select a nest of that species in which to

deposit their eggs."" Von Heuglin {Ornitli. N.O.

Africa, p. 287) is of opinion that they first lay their

* pp. 162-3. Edition, 1872.
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eggs on the ground, and then carry them in their

beaks to the nest they have selected, in exactly the

same manner as the common cuckoo does.

XXXI.

THi: I'AL.'iSTINEAN EVIDENCE.

Canon Tristram, in his most valuable book, Tht

Birds of Palestine, writes as follows about the cuckoos

there

:

" The cuckoo {ca)iorns) returns to Palestine at the

end of March or beginning of April, when it is par-

ticularly obnoxious to the bush babbler {Crateropus

chalyhens), which clamorously pursues it in the Jordan

Valley. It is spread generally over the whole

country. In Algeria the cuckoos {Coccystes <rlan-

darins) deposit their eggs in the nest of the Mauri-

tanian magpie, the eggs of which they very closely

resemble. In the Holy Land I have found them

only in the nest of the hooded crow {Corviis cornix),

and that very frequently. No doubt they will also

be found in the nest of the Syrian jay, which is com-

mon in districts like Carmel, where there are no

crows, and where the spotted cuckoo abounds."

In a letter with which Canon Tristram has kindly

favoured me, in reply to my queries about the date of

cuckoos' leaving the Holy Land, he writes :

" I cannot state the exact date of» departure of the

cuckoo from the Holy Land, because September is

the only month which I have not spent in natural

history work in the country. I have noticed the
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cuckoo in the beginning of August, but have never

seen it in October.

" I have taken many eggs of Coccystes gltnidariiis

in Algeria, and a few in Palestine, but I have always

found the eggs of the foster-parent sound and good.

1 have found four cuckoo's eggs, and only two of the

African magpie in the nest, and all fresh. In Pales-

tine there are no magpies, and we only found the

cuckoo's eggs in carrion crows' or jackdaws' nests

—

not in jays', though these are very common. (This

does not prove that they do not use the jay's.) I

have myself taken a blue cuckoo's egg from a night-

ingale's nest, at home.
" On referring to an old note, I see I had a cuckoo

of the year brought me in October. This was in

(jalilee."

If, therefore, we say that in Palestine the common
cuckoo is found there from the ist of April to, say,

the end of August, this gives five clear months

—

abundant time to rear a brood.

As a proof of how well certain of the Glniidarius

species can match their eggs with those of the birds

in whose nests they lay them, the following may be

cited from Professor Alfred Newton :

" In the autumn of 1857, I had received from Mr.

Tristram all the eggs collected by him in Algeria

during the preceding season. When they were un-

packed, it appeared that there were two more speci-

mens of the egg of a large North-African cuckoo

(Oxylophus glandariiis) than I had been led by him

to expect. On examination I found that the first two

eggs of this species which had been obtained by him

so much resembled eggs of the magpie of the country
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(Pica manntamca), in the nests of which they had

been found, that, skilful oolo^nst as he was, they had

passed, even to his practised, unsuspecting eye, as

those of the latter bird." ^

XXXII.

THIC AI-RICAN EVIDENCI;:.

South Africa certainly boasts its full compliment

of cuckoos ; but it is to be rej^aetted that in Layard's

Birds of South Africa, though edited by Ur. Bowdler

Sharpe, information is not systematicnlly given as to

habits of parasitism, etc.— points which it would

have been so important for comparative ornithologists

to be advised about. Only about two, indeed, out of

more than a dozen have we distinct and clear infor-

mation on these heads.

The black -crested cuckoo is stated to deposit eggs

in nests of the geelgac (Pycuonotus cnpeiisis) and

Sii^tliis silciis.

Mr. li. ISowker observes about the black-and-

white cuckoo (Coccystes jacobiiiiis) :

"This cuckoo la}s in the nest of the black-forked

spreo (Dicrnrus iiinsiciis) and also in that of the

woodpecker, it looks after its young to see that the

foster-parents are attentive to them. I once watched

a woodpecker's nest, and when the nurses brought

food to the nest, they were always followed by one of

these birds, who, after the woodpeckers left, invari-

ably looked into the nest to see if all was right, and

* Zoologist, 1873, p. 3508-
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then sat near until the return of the woodpeckers,

when the same thing was repeated. On examining

the nest I found four fine young cuckoos in it." '

Mr. Layard quotes Le Vaillant about the golden

cuckoo that it lays a white egg, and states that he

gives an account of the manner in which it is carried

in the mouth, to be placed in the nests of these birds

which are selected as foster-parents for its neglected

ofTspring.

The bla :-and-white cuckoo of South Africa, p;'ra-

sitic mainly on the woodpeckers, thus, like the great

spotted cuckoo, does not limit the number of its eggs

intruded into one nest even to two, but puts the lot

into one nest, where clearly the young do not contest

with each other the right to it, making thus the

watching for the parents easy.

XXXII 1.

THE INDIAN EVIDENCE.

The Indian evidence for one thing proves, that in

the case of certain parasitic cuckoos there, the eggs

are so like to those of the birds in whose nests they

are dropped, that they are very apt to be overlooked :

and, secondly, that eggs of cuckoos, deposited at

such times as the eggs of victimised birds are not

ready, are not uncommon either; which just shows

that if the cuckoos, there as well as here, cannot find

the exact nest ready, they are compelled to take just

what they can get.

* Layard, p. 159.

\ Layard, p. 154.
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And, thirdly, th.it in India—as there are, indeed,

some |:,'rounds for believing was once the case with

our common cuckoos—certain of the cuckoos there

pierce the eggs in nests which do not suit them, and

huck out their contents ; all which has an illustrative

bearing, more or less direct, on our own cuckoos and

their habits in certain ways. Fourthly, that in India,

ChchIhs canonis—which remains there for full six

months—affords yet further proof that pressure of

time, due to migration, cannot be, as Mr. Darwin and

Mr. Romanes have said, the one sufificing motive to the

parasitism it practises ; and, fifthly, that some para-

sitic Indian cuckoos do not throw out the young of

foster-parents, and others have at least two broods a

year—the second eggs being laid before all the first

brood are Hown.

Here are some cases under the iirst head :

I. Miss Cockburn, for long, finding no eggs that

she could identify as those of the Indian plain cuckoo

{Cncoinantis passcrinns), thought that it did not breed

in the Nilghri Mills. But, at last, she had the fullest

and most satisfactory evidence that it did,—its egg,

however, being such an exact imitation of the com-

mon wren warbler, that it was not at all recognised.

Miss Cockburn's statemc ' t causes Mr. Adams to say :

" Miss Cockburn's interesting note on the breeding

of this species fully explains what I thought at the

time to be a case of fraud on the part of some of our

native fellow-subjects. Towards the end of Sep-

tember, 1866, when in Lucknow, I had small boys

collecting nests for me, and on two occasions nests of

Prinia iiioniata were brought to me, containing an

egg like that of Prinia iiioniata, but slightly larger ;
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in fact, exactly like that described aiul sent by Miss

Cockbiirn. I accused the boys of havinj; taken the

eg^s from some other nest, l)Ut they maintained they

had not done so. I did not believe them then, but 1

do now.
"

So like are the ef(f,'s of the crested i)ied cuckoo of

India to those of the babblers {Ari^^yn and Cnitfi-uf>iis),

usually chosen, that they are hardly distinj^uishable.

In colour they are a spotless blue, darker or li<,diter in

diOerent specimens, but all are hij^hiy f,dossy, and

closely resend)le the ejj^j^'s ii'i^yd caudattt, in whose

nest the cuckoos' eggs id. Col. W. N'incent

Leggc says

:

" Even from the eggs of Cratero/^iis wnlco'iui, in

whose nests they are, in Upper Indi.i, most coma. only

found, it is only by their somewhat diminutive size

and very round oval shape that they can be distin-

guished. This babbler itself, however, sometimes, I

believe, lays abnormally small eggs of this shape, so

that the only specimens I fully rely on are those that

ha\e been taken out of the oviduct of the female.

These are very round ovals, recalling in shape the

eggs of the bee-eaters."' t

II and III. Colonel Butler, who paid particular

attention to the crested pied cuckoo of India {Coc-

cystcs Jacobiiiiis), says:

" They seem to 'Jeposit their eggs in the babblers'

nests at any time, (juite regardless of the condition

of the eggs of the nest in which they are laid. 1

have often noticed, also, that when they discover a

nest which does not suit them to lay in, they almost

* Hume, ii, p. 387.

•\Humc, ii, p. 391.
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inv;irial)ly destroy the ef,'f,'s of the babbler l)y drivinj<

a hole into them with their l)eaks, and sucking a por-

tion or the whole of their contents.""

The female koel (from ku-il, its cry), as has long

been known in India, deposits her eggs almost ex-

clusively in the nest of the common crow (Corvits

spleiuleiLs); more rarely in that of the carrion crow

{Corviis ciilminiitHs). " She only, in general, lays one

egg in each crow's nest, and mostly, but not always,

destroys the i:gg or eggs of the crow at the time of

depositing her own. It is a popular belief that the

crow discovers the imposture when the young koel is

nearly full-grown, and ejects it from the nest ;
but

this I do not think is usually the case, for I have

frequently seen the crow feeding the young koel

after it had left the nest. Some observers declare

that the old female koel often watches the nest in

which she has deposited her eggs, and when the birds

are full-grown, entices them away, or, if expelled,

looks after them and feeds them for a few days
;
but

I doubt if this be the general practice, . . The crows

seem to know full well that they are cuckolded by

the koel, for at times you see them pursuing these

cuckoos with the utmost energy, and Mr. Frith, as

quoted by BIyth, states that one dashed itself against

a window and was killed, when pursued by a

crow.'M

The koel (Eudynamys honorata) is common in the

Andamans and Nicobars, having been observed by

Colonel Tytler, besides being frequently heard by

* Hiimc, ii, p. 381).

ijerdon. i, p. 344.
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liim calling in the woods, and its behaviour is exactly

like that of those of the mainland. '

Mr. 131yth himself may be quoted here—the more

that he can support his statement by the very weighty

opinion of Mr. Frith :

" The koel's egg bears :\ very remarkable resem-

blance to that of the crow— jnly smaller. The speci-

men measures an inch-and-.-half in length, and its

colour is slightly bluish oli\e green, rather pale than

otherwise, with numerous reddish brown spots (much

as in some blackbirds' eggs), and an indistinct zone

of these near the large end." Mr. Frith has never

found more than one koel's egg in a nest, and has

only met with it in those of the two Indian crows."
I

Mr. R. Thompson says of the Indian canonis

:

" Lays in May and June. I found one or two birds

in the nests of pipits at Almorah some years ago. . .

In July the birds are well on the wing and betake

themselves to lofty trees.'" X

And let it be noticed that the old cuckoos are still

there, and for weeks afterwards are there.

IV. Nor can we disguise the fact that India pre-

sents evidence confirmatory on this head relating to

the Cnciiliis caitonis in India. We are told that in

certain parts of India it breeds and remains theie six

months. Dr. Scully says :

"The common cuckoo is found in great numbers

in the Valley of Nepaul during six months of the

year—from April to (October. It frequents the cen-

tral wooded forests on the hillsides up to 6,000 feet,

* Hume's Stray Feathers, i, p. Oj.

\ Asiatic Hoc. Journal., vol , 184J, p. 295.

X Hume's Nests and Efn^s, ii, p, jSo.
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rarely ascending to 7,000 feet. It lays in May and

June, generally selecting the nests of Prntincola

inaiira and occasionally that of Pomatorhiniis cry-

throgenysy '

Jerdon, indeed, does not think that any of the

Indian cuckoos 'eally migrate from India.

"
I beUeve taat none of the Indian species migrate

entirely from India; but they wander about a good

deal at different times, all the true cuckoos breeding

in the hills, some of them perhaps also in the plains.

After the breeding is over, tliey appear to scatter

themselves about a good deal over the whole country,

one or two only restricting their range to the limits

of the Himalayan forest."!

Clearly, therefore, these common cuckoos in India,

staying there till October, and laying in May and

June, h-ve abundant leisure, even on the extended

time-table of Jenner, to do their own brooding, ten-

dence, and feeding of the young. And when we put

this alongside the fact that, at least one of the Indian

cuckoos is actually resident, and yet that these resi-

dent cuckoos are as persistently parasitic as the

migrants, it does seem as though Mr. Darwin had

absolutely failed to do the needful investigation and

reading htve; and in not doing so, he is all the more

blamev;)ithy, and his conduct the more to be repro-

bated, that one of the finest observers and scientific

ornithologists had provided him with full warning not

implicitly to follow Jenner, as lie so foolishly did.

This was Mr. Jerdon, who, in Birds of India, pub-

lisded in 1862, wrote as follows :

* Hume's liinls of Imlia, ii, p. 380.

ti, p, j2i
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" That their mij^ratory habits, as suj^^ested by

Jenner, have anything whatever to do with it, is con-

tradicted by the fact of the instance of many non-

migratory cuckoos (the common Indian koel, for

example), being etiually parasitic."

The Ori^^iit of Species, it is true, was first pubhsheil

in 1H59; but in any of the editions after the third,

Mr. Jerdon's words might have been noticed, and

they certainly are not in the sixtli edition, published

in 1872.

But Mr. Darwin cannot be let off so easily for

failing to read, or with purposes ignoring if he had

read, the remarkable reports of Mr. IJlyth, in the

Asiatic Sue. yoniiial, for the years from 1842— 1848

more especially. Some most exceptional cases are

there set down, and facts, which go directly in the

teeth of what Jenner had said—in fact, a body of

observation and experiment which, of itself, amply

suffices to prove that migration has and can have

nothing really to do with the parasitism of the cuckoo,

whilst Mr. Darwin, with his perverse ingenuity, would

fain have made it have cvcrjtliiii:^ to do with it. And
the facts—plain facts—are all dead against him.

V. Some other points lind confirmation and illus-

tration. Captain Hutton makes the following note

about Citeiiliis iiitennediiis (the Asiatic cuckoo),

writing from Mussoorie :

" The niitives ha\e an idea that this bird builds its

own nest and rears its young itself. This is erron-

eous ; but it evidently arises from the curious fart

that when the young bird is old enough to leave the

nest, the foster-birds feed it no longer, and it is then

* Birds of Indiii, i, p. j2i.
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supplied by the old cuckoo, or, at all events, by one

of the same species. This I have myself repeatedly

witnessed, and I think it not improbable that others

of the cuckoo tribe may do the same thing ; for it

seems almost incredible that Trochaloptenim linea-

tiiiii, in whose nest the egg of C. intenueiVnis is often

dropped could supply so voracious a bird after it had

1 ,ft the nest, neither could the little hedge-sparrows

o. Cngland do so for young Ciicnlus caiionis. At

Jeripanee, below Alussoorie, I have seen the young

cuckoo sitting for hours together on a branch, waiting

for the return of the adult bird, which continued

every now and then to bring supplies of caterpillars

wherewith to satisfy the apparently insatiable appetite

of the nestling, until at last both would tly off to

anothet spot. To satisfy myself that it was really

this cu. kno that fed the young, I shot one in the very

act, and ' and it to be no other thm air summer

visitant, < .tciilus termcdius,"

The large hawk cuckoo of India 1 Hicrococcyx

sparveroldcs), from IMiss Cockburn"s evidence, broods

its own eggs, taking for that purpost disused nests of

the common crow.

Jerdon tells us that, in ihe case of the common

hawk-cuckoo of India (Hierococcyx varius), he has

on several occasions seen the old ' irds of Malacocenis

malabai'iciis and M. i^niscus * .mg a young cuckoo,

which was following them about screaming. On one

occasion, at least, there were two or three young

Malacocerei in company, so that the young of this

species of cuckoo does not always eject the eggs or

young of its foster-parents from the nest.

* Hume's Birds of India, ii, p. 383.
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Some of the Indian cuckoos that are not parasitic,

on the other hand, rear successive broods, a fresh

egg and full-grown young one being found in the

same nest.'''

Ceylon has almost the whole complement of Indian

cuckoos—the common cuckoo being there either resi-

dent or migrating to India.

XXXIV

I

HIMALAYAN, AMERICAN, AND OTHER EVIDENCE.

The remarkable resemblance of our common cuckoo

to certain hawks is proved to be in no way accidental

since resemblances even more close and striking to

hawks are found among foreign species. For ex-

ample, take Ciicultts sparverioides of the Himalayas,

which in appearance, says Gould, much resembles

our caitonis, though sbghtly larger, only th.it the tail

and wings are varied with several broad [)ars of

brown, and the breast blotched w.ch patches of the

same tint, which gives it a great resemblance to

some of the Fnlcoiiidce, particularly to the Falco

spiirveriiis, whence it derives its specific name :

whether it is parasitic or not, Gould did not know
at the (late of publication of Birds of the Hitvalayas.

The naming of various owls and hawks bears testi-

mony to the resemblance. Thus the little owl of the

Himalayas, named Noctiin cnculoides, exhibits exactly

the st\ ie of colouring of the immature cuckoo. The
cuck()')-falcon of West Africa, named Avicedn cncn-

* Jcrdon, i, p 318.
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loides, is marked exactly after the cuckoo ; hence its

name.

This is, no doubt, connected with the mobbing by

little birds, which has been observed in nearly all

countries. In this resemblance to the owls and

hawks, it finds not only escape from some enemies,

but also what, as Dr. Bowdler Sharpe says, must

materially aid it in some of its processes connected

with deposition of ef,'gs—only that, in our opinion,

the purpose of such "limicry must be at once mo*-e

direct and of wider scope for use than he quite sets

forth.

Gould, in his Birds of Britain, says " the Spanish

sparrows pursued the great spotted cuckoo in flocks

till even a cuckoo's life ought to have been a burden

to him."

Audubon says of the American cuckoo that " its

nest is simple, flat, composed of a few dry sticks and

grass, formed much like that of the common dove,

and the eggs are four or five in number, of rather an

elongated, oval form and bright green colour. //

sometimes robs smaller birds of their eggs, (did its own

c<r<r, which cannot be mistaken from its singular colour,

is occasionally found in another bird's nest."

Now, we want much more careful and exhaustive

observation of American cuckoos even now—obser-

vation by different competent persons at diff"crent

points constant and thorough, and then checked and

compared, before we set down that these cuckoos are

practically innocent of parasitism or fall into it only

occasionally. They build a rough nest and lay four

or five eggs ; but these eggs are found in other birds'

nests, in some places frequently.
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Now, my belief is that beyond a certain number of

e<,'f?s the American bird, too, is parasitic, recoj^nising

the fact that it would be too much for it to have

more than four or five young ones to feed — and,

query, does it, like certain of its relatives, turn some

of these, on being fledged, over to the care of other

birds ?

The words I have put in italics above are very

significant—the robbing of other birds' nests being

probably in some way connected with the mobbing,

and the egg of the American cuckoo, which is some-

times set before us as non-parasitic absolutely, in

other birds' nests is richly suggestive in several ways

—which Mr. Darwin did not note.

Jerdon emphasises the same fact about the Ameri-

can cuckoo. He says :

" The American cuckoo, though it ordinarily incu-

bates its own eggs and feeds its progeny, does some-

times adopt the procedure of the Old World Ciicii-

liiiiC."
'

Evidence accumulates year by year to prove that

the character of the American cuckoo, if once as

good as painted, is deteriorating from the high stan-

dard ornithologists of old were fond to give it ; and

this testimony is from all parts—north and south,

east and west. They are no longer the " unciuali-

fiedly well-behaved parents " of Dr. Bowdler Sharpe,

nor do they " faithfully incubate " all " their delicate

sea-green eggs," as Professor A. Newton has it.

Mr. Macllwraith, in his Birds of Ontario, writes ;

" The two kinds of cuckoo we have in Canada are

not so totally depraved as the British cuckoo. They

* Birds of Iildid, i, p. 321.
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usually build u nest and bring up a family, but even

to them the duty does not seem to be a congenial

one, and they are sometimes known to slip an e\:^g

into each other's nests, or into that of a different

species. The nest they build is of the most tem-

porary character, and the eggs are deposited in such

a desultory manner that it is no Lincommon thing to

find fresh eggs and young birds in it at the same

time." . . . Last summer a pair had their nest and

reared their young within fifty feet of my residence.

They were very seldom seen near the nest except

when sitting on it. The nest was very flimsy, placed

near the end of a horizontal branch of a maple about

eight feet from the ground."

Mr. Maclhvraith notes that the eggs \ary from

four to eight or nine, t

This is a very large margin in the laying. My
theory of it is that the bird usually produces as many
eggs, but, beyonil four, places them always, when it

can, in the nests of other birds. Sometimes, however,

it will happen that it cannot iind such nests ready for

it, then it puts them into its own nest, but only then,

thus laying on themselves the burden of liaving young
throughout a very long season—young ones and fresh-

laid eggs being in the nest together.

INIr. Macllwraith has also this significant passage :

" In the report of the Ornithological subsection of

*
" The nest of the yellow-billed cuckoo is a ver\' tiiiiis)-

structure of about twenty straws crossed, and so poorly put

together that after a high wind eggs fif both this bird and the

mourning dove are frefjuently found on the ground in pieces

:

that of the black-billed cuckoo is only one shade better."

—

William Lloyd on " Birds of Texas " in the Auk, 18S7, p. igo.

fp. 240 (edition, 1894).
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the Canadian Institute for 1890, Dr. C. K. Clarke, of

Kingston, Ontario, brings forward three cases of para-

sitism in the black-billed cuckoo, observed by himself,

of the correctness of which there can be no doubt.

The first birds Dr. Clarke observed being imposed

upon were a pair of chipping sparrows, who raised the

young cuckoo at the expense of the family.

" Next came a pair of yellow warblers, whose

proti\<^n- soon crowded out the legitimate occupants of

the nest. They were raised from the ground and

placed within reach, but the big boy required all the

attention of the foster-parents and the others died.

During the whole period the old cuckoo was always

to be found flitting about in a restless manner, as if

she had some doubt in regard to the ability of the

warblers to take care of her child.

" The third case was another pair of chipping

sparrows, in whose nest the cuckoo was observed

sitting, and from which she did not move till the

observers almost touched her. The result was the

same as in the other cases. The young cuckoo threw

the sparrows out as soon as he had the strength to do

so."-

* Pa^e 241. Birds of Ontario. 1894. This took place in

i8go, Dr. Bowdler Sharpe's handbook was not issued till i8gG.

There he speaks of the black-billed cuckoo and yellow-billed

cuckoos rearing their own younj^, and as being both " most ajfcc-

tionatc parents "'

(!) How close the analogies between men and

anima.ls—even birds ! In opposition to the views of earlier

anthropologists, it Is now found—inevitably found— that, with

savage races, the practices of infanticide and exposure, only inten-

sify the afiection of the parents for those that are kept alive, so it

nil be, that the American cuckoos are the more "affectionate

parents" to those they rear in the ratio of the numbers they

have exposed— in other birds' nests.
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Now, if three cases like these have been obsetved

by one man, is it not possible that many might be

ol)serve(l if people generally were as observant. The

more recent the books, or magazines, or journals we

have consulted, the more definite are they on this

head, with new instances many.

Mr. J. L. Davidson, of Lockport, N.G., writes

this to the Auk, 18S7, pp. 263-4 •

" I have the eggs of Coccyzns Americanns and C.

erytlirophtlinlnius, taken from nests of the wood

thrush—two of the former and one of the latter. 1

also found a nest of Mcritia iiiii^ratorin (American

robin) taken possession of by Ci>ccyz>is Anwricaniis

before it was finished, which \vas filled nearly full of

rootlets ; and in this condition the robin laid one

egg and the cuckoo laid two, and commenced incuba-

tion, when a mourning dove {Zennidnra inncroiira)

also occupied it, and laid two eggs, and commenced

incubation with the cuckoo. I found both birds on

the nest at the same time, when I secured nest and

eggs. The eggs of the robin and cuckoo were slightly

incubated ; those of the mourning dove were fresh."

The above was pul)lished in TJie Forest and Stream,

August 24th, 1882, p. 65.

" I have also a nest of Sayornis pJcebe, in which a

robin's egg is nearly embedded, and another of this

same species with a cowbird's egg cjulte covered over.

The latter is found in the nests of small birds, but I

have found them covered up, except in this instance,

only by the goldfinch and summer warbler."

We have an instance or two of black-billed cuckoos

laying in disused crows' nests, which shows the dis-

like to nest building, and this dislike itself might
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well be viewed as a steppinj^ stone on the way to

parasitism.

Mr. C. J.
Maynard, in a book issued as late as 1882,

has the following :

" Two or three instances have come under my
notice, where either the black-billed cuckoo has de-

posted its egf^s in the nest of the yellow-billed cuckoo,

or vice versa, and, furthermore, 1 have been informed

by such good authority that I see no reason for

doubting it, that sometimes the eggs of the black-

billed cuckoo are to be found in the nests of other

birds, and have been taken from the nests of chipping

sparrows. It is, of course, possible that this habit,

instead of being only an occasional outbreaking of

one that is nearly always latent, is progressive ; or,

again, under favourable circumstances, it may be-

come more general ; in fact, as fully established as

that of the cow-bunting, but this is a matter for

ornithologists of future generations to prove."
''

We may say, however, that the yellow-billed cuckoo

is the great offender m destroying eggs of other birds.

Here then we have an area of fresh facts in our

favour, and also an able American ornithologist, who
directly suggests the position we are fain to take—to

establish, that is, a marked and increasing tendency

to parasitism among the American cuckoos—all going

to support the plea of a much closer relation between

them and our canonis than has been yet at all realised,

and certainly in no way going to suppori Professor

Alfred Newton'^ Eiicyclopccdia Britannicn deliverance

*Birds of Eastern North America, p. 217, ed. 18S2. The chip-

ping sparrow, as Mr. Nehrling tells us, is everywhere a bird of

the orchard and garden.
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with ref^^ard to these two American cuckoos as

folhjws :

" There are two species very well known in parts of

the United States and some of the West India islands

(CoccyzHs Aiiierkanus and C. cryHiroplitluilinns ), and

each of them has occasionally visited Europe. They

both build nests—remarkably small structures when

compared with those of other birds of the same size
"

(he should have added that they were most flimsy sis

well as small)

—

'' ami faithfully incubate their delicate

sea-i:;icen Ci^irs." .... Respecting these cuckoos of

America, the evidence is certainly enoui^li (italics here

and just above are mine) "to clear them from the

calumny which attaches to so many of their brethren

of the Old World."

The evidence is certainly nothing of the sort ; and

it was in existence partly (see ]Mr. Nuttall's recorded

observations) before Professor Newton ventured on

this very bold and unqualitied statement in the Ency-

clopccdia Britannica. 15ut thismight have been passed

over had Professor Newton not been of a mind to

persist too far in his old opinion at quite a late date,

after the evidence had become too strong not to be

recognised as evidence even by him. His article in

Dictionary of Birds, in iSyj, tells that he had heard

of it ; but all he can afford to d( nere is to re-write

and very slightly alter the Encyclopccdia Britannica

article, ad loc. to the following effect :

" Respecting the cuckoos of America, the evidence,

though it has been impugned, is nearly oioitgh
"

(nearly enough now, mark) " to clear them from the

calumny which attaches to so many of their brethren

of the Old World—they faithfully incubate their deli-
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cate sea-f;rccn I'^^f^^s
"—which, maik you, the " nearly

enough " al)u\e by imphcation tcjld that they did not

— not (juite all like the auctioneer's going- going

—

gone—not quite all !

The good character of these species is undoubtedly

going year by y ar, and vari(nis instances, most dis-

tinctly indicating this, were published prior even to

the date of Professor Newton s Rncyclopadic, Bi it-

itimica article; and they had increased to a large

^'olunle before he issued his l)utii)iiaiy of Birds in

1893. ^o notorious is this now that, under the head-

ing " Canada "— Canada \ery sigiifici'itly not being

mentioned in the above passage, thcnigh it is like to

become more and more important in this respect— in

section, Distribution of Birds in limvclopicdid Brit-

auiiicd, Professor Newton, in next edition, will need

to add that thp';e two species of Ameiican cuckoos, to

which he has referred, have there, as in a mitldle

connecting land between this country and the United

States, shown most markedly the process Oi passage

of cuckoos in America towards aflinity with our own
common cuckoos in their parasitic habits, and not

" faithfully incubating (nil J their delicate sea-green

eggs." Since iHcS2,as the e\idence of Mr.Maclhvraith

and others efliciently shows, instances have increased

in a remarkable ratio— all to the same effect.

I\Ir. Darwin's own statement about the " occasional

habit " of depositing eggs in other birds' nests as

suggesting but a step in the progress towards iiin-

onts's " wicked waze." might have given pause to

Professor Newton's pen on this point, or given im-

petus to it ; and ought even now to make him pull up

(his attention having thus been emphatically directed
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lo it) and to recognise and acknowled{,'e th;U he had

for once been too slow, and moved all too like that

wonderful younj,' podicipes jliivi<iti!is, which he so

aptly celebrated in Zoolo'^i^t, 1SS9, p. 577. Mr. Dar-

win and l*rof('SSor Newton are here, at all events, at

lof^s^erhcads ; they diametrically oppose each other,

and, once af,'ain, to quote Artcinus, " you pays your

money and you takes your choice." The Professor's

dirfer(;nce is not with me, hut with Darwin: let the

two sides lii,dit it out.

Had Professor Newton, when he re\ised the article,

cuckoo, for the D'utionnn' of Birds, come across

none of the late fact^ on which Mr. G. T. (Ventry

— one of the latest and most reliable writers on

American ornitholoj^y—based, when he made this

record :

" Mr. Xuttall," he writes. •• has recorded tlie find-

ing of the cuckoo's egg in the nest of a rat-bird,

and another as late as the 1 jth of July in a robin's

nest. These were considered at lirst as rare, if not

incredible, instances ; but, latterly, we have had

several well-authenticated cases of such parasitism.

These observations, coupled with others eiiually im-

portant, which have been recorded, ti'iui to slto7V a

close rcliitioiisliip betivccn our Aiiicrica'i cUikous and

their not very distant Ritropcan brotlicr."
'

Professor Alfred Newton well observes the motto :

Festina Icnic. In 1877 the utterance was pardonable ;

but here we have, in i>S93, close alongside each other,

the two statements thai the evidence is only nearly

enoHi^h to clear the two American cuckoos, and that

* Italics are mine. Kcsts and Eggs of American Birds, p. 270,

ed. i,S8j.

I
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they still "faithfully incubate their cielicate sea-f,aeen

egf(s." That is scientific exactitude with a ven-

geance. Caution run mad nca.-Iy otoiigh, and leading

nearly enough to logical contradiction. The evidence

of Mr. Macllvvraith, or Mr. Nuttall, of Mr. G. T.

Gentry, of Mr. J. L. Davidson, and not a few others,

was before Professor Newton in i<S93, a'ld that is all

the modification he will make. Surely it is not too

much to say that Professor Alfred Newton is more
corcerned for his amour propre than for evidence

;

and we are to bow down grovelling before his " a''-

thority " in a case where facts—observed facts—must
alone deci ie it.

Mr. Gentry, in his Birds of Pennsylvania, ii, p. 115,

remarks concerning the American cuckoo :

'• As the eggs are deposited at irregular intervals,

it happens that the same nest contains botii eggs antl

young birds, wdiich seems to be a wise provision of

nature in strengthening that degree of wa-'mth which

is denied by the shallowness and looseness of the

nest."

Mr. Gentry lias never known more than a single

brood in one season—a most important point in view

of the disposal by the majority of these- cuckoos of

one half of their eggs.

These facts are certainly not without their own
significance in view of our proposition. These birds,

in the words of Mr. Macllwraith, exhibit no love

for the brooding and rearing process as do most other

birds; they are fain to limit the period of it—also the

number of young raised by tiiemselves. They build

but a sorry make-shift of a nest, without sufliciency

of warmtii. They, at least, have a strong tc'uhncy
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to parasitism ; and, what is more natural in such cir-

cumstances and with sucii a predisposition, that amid

fa\oural)le surroundings they should becjme more

and more parasitic. We should rej:^ard that as a

most natural and logical inference from the facts we

ha\e before us ; and if l^rofessor Alfred Newton
maintains the opposite, we have .xniply io say that

we out and out disagree with him, and that his bold

ignoring of the facts will in the end not benefit him

any more than it would anyone else.

Anil it is unriuestionable that, under ci\ilization

and man's iminoNcmeiits, the nundicrs of cuckoos in

America are extending as their range is increasing.

'l"he yellow - billed cuckoo has a very extensive

range in sunnner ; breeding from the Gulf coast

north to the Dominion of Canada, New iJrunswick,

and Minnesota, and from the West Indies, where it

is known as the " Maybird," and through Eastern

Mexico to Costa Rica. Some even winter in Southern

Florida. , . . Of late years it has made its appear-

ance e\en in the City of Milwaukee, where apple

orchards occur. Though timid and shy, it becomes

very coniident and conspicumis in gardens and in

hedgerows, where it feels safe and is convinced that

man is its friend and not its enemy. The number of

the eggs vary from three to six, but sets of three are

most common. It now and then at least practises

the vice which disgraces so many of its relatixes, and

lays its eggs in the nests of other birds. The egg

has been found in the nests of the wo(xl-thrush,

robin, catbird, cetiarbird, cardinal, mourning tlo\e,

etc., etc. '•

* Henry N'chrliiif^'s Otir Native Binii (Milwaukee). i>Sy6.
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There are no doubt some j^^ood points about the

American cuckoos, thouj^di most assuredly they do

not lie in the direction Professor Alfred Newton and

Dr. I'owdler Sharpe would point us, especially after

what Darwin himself had said in the ei<,^hth cliapter

of his Orii^'ni of Species !

Let us do them all the justice that we can. They
are first of ail very devoted to each other in the

period of broodinjr.

Mr. O. Widmann thus makes record of an observa-

tion on I2th May, 1894, to this effect re<,arding- the

yellow-billed cuckoo whilst broodinj^' :

" The female, at this particular period of her life

and love, seems to care little for otlier food than tliat

which her courteous and attentive mate provides for

her. She keeps (piietly sittinj,^ in all her loneliness,

as if lost in pleasant reverie, patiently awaitin<,f his

return. In the exuberance of his affection, instead of

takin^^ a seat at her side, as other birds would do, he

j^aacefully alif^hts on her shoulders, slightly spreads

his wings as if in embrace, bends forward over her

liead and puts into her open bill the tender wilknv-tly,

an ephemera of larger size."
'''

And, secondly, they seem to ha\e more possibilities

of being tamed and trained than our cuckoos, if we
may judge by a record ])ublished by Mr. Kounily, of

Seneca, Kansas, conununicated to the America;! Ur-

iiitliolos^rjsts' Union jfowntd, i8(;3, p. 30 ', where he

told of these birds frequenting houses ant' buildings.

"A female yellow-billed cuckoo herseif \ jntly

visited the college chapel of St. Benedict's, Atcheson,

Kansas. She was not Hying about when I saw her,

I

'Auk. iSi)5, p. 114.
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l)ut stood on the floor, on which she had laid an egg,

and to all appearance was standing guard over it."

This, which is most evident from these facts now

recited, bears vast significance in favour of evolution,

in such a marked manner, indeed, that Professor

Alfred Newton, determinedly closing his eyes to it, is

a most peculiar spectacle in these, the closing years

of the 19th century. We have certain clear results

in our country—results that would seem to lie far

back, due to original instinct, were it not for unchal-

lengeable proofs of return on an earlier habit now

and then. IJeliold, in America, certain clear steps in

the process, coinciding with remarkable progress in

occupation and impro\ enient in land, and the cutting

clown of forest, and planting of fruit and thin-leaved

trees. And yet I'rofessor Alfred Newton will not see

in these facts any significance at all. None are so

bhnd as tliose who will not see !

Mr. Beddard, in iiis careful and almost exhau''n\-e

paper on the anatomical structure of the cuckoo •

"

Z. Soc, 1^85, pp. i()S— 179), decides that no true

mark of classification can be found in the gall-

bladder ; and he limls a l.road line of separation

between the genera of tlu> oUl world and the new in

the \entral tract- in the Ciniilus. Chrysi^cocc-rx, Caco-

iiKuitis, and Coccystcs ( ? ) of the okl world it is a

single tract at its conunencement, whereas in the

genera Sanrothcd, Diploptcnis ( ? j, Piaya, and Coccy-

ziis of tiie new world it is double ; but, certainly,

general tendency and habit are not much modified by

that.

The two common cuckoos of the IJahamas and the

West India ls!ands--the American cuckoo and the
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mangrove cuckoo {Coccyziis minor)— hotli brood their

own young;'- but surely Professor Newton, in view

of the clear evidence that the American cuckoos are

found, under certain conditions, laying eggs in other

birds" nests, goes too far in absolutely ignoring or

quietly setting aside all this evidence.

The peculiar fact, that in certain latitudes we ha\e

varieties of the cuckoo, some of which, at all events

up to a certain point, brood their own young and
nurse and feed some oi their progeny, and yet in

structure do not differ substantially from our cuckoos
;

and that, outside this, you ha\ e generally a full ten-

dency to parasitism, or niore or less a clear tendency

to it, has not, in our idea, had the attention that it

deserves. Either cliniate or food must ha\e some-

thing to do with this, or else points in the structure

and economy of these birds have not yet been ob-

served, studied, and fully iliustratctl. Can tlie fact

of comparatively recent settlement by white men,

carrying with them the work of civilization, have

anything to do with it ? In latitudes throughout

which the work of civilization has for ages gone on,

there you will hnd the cuckoos, or certain of the

cuckoos, pronounced parasites, whereas in latitudes

more recently opened up to civilization and the intro-

duction of the changes that inevitably come in its

train, you have cuckoos that are clearly only more or

less on the way to full parasitism.

* Cory, pp I iCt- -117.
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XXXV.

INDIRECT ivVIDKNCH I'KOM THE AMICKICAN CO\V-15IRUS.

We have already referred to one point in wliich

a striking coniinentary on certain actions of the

common cuckoo is found in the iiiolothnts or cow-

bird—an American species alHed to the starHngs.

They are called co\v-l)irds because they are often

seen on the backs of these animals or among the

cattle on the ground picking off insects that are

COW-BIRDS ON COWS BACKS AFTHR INSECTS.

there. . . .* We may here indicate some other

points whicli will be suggestive and illustrative of

certain traits to be found probably more or less in

all parasitic birds.

I. The cowdjirtl's eggs not only vary greatly in

* //. A't7( ;'////!,', ii, p, ji.
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colour, but also in size. They show a pearly white,

often a pure white, or greyish white, or pale bluish

f:;round colour, and are often spotted, more or less

densely, with chocolate-l)r(>wn, lavender and cinna-

mon-brown spots. * We have as yet, though we
have very diligently sought for it, met with no record

as regards the weight of these eggs as compared with

the eggs of other birds of the same size ; but, from

analogy, we should expect it to be comparatively

heavy, as is the case with our cuckoo's eggs. Dr.

Elliot Coues, one of the best authorities regarding

this bird, writes

:

" No a priori reason appears to me why the egg

should not have been of ordinary dimensions and a

different series of birds been called upon to incubate

it ; while, as the facts stand, it is clear that the

bigness of the egg in comparison with those among
which it is usually deposited, and not its smallness

relative to the cow-bird's bulk is the favouring ele-

ment ; for the larger egg must mechanically obstruct

the incubation of the smaller eggs, and so receive

the greater share of warmth from the bird's liody. . .

It is unusually small that it may be committed to the

charge of birds able to hatch it, yet too weak to eject

it."t

Mr. Hudson notes the great variety of eggs, but,

from observations, thinks that the eggs of the same

individual show a family likeness.

The cowbird's eggs, like our cuckoo's, are thus

very small compared with the size of the bird.

Major Bendire, in his most interesting monograph

* Nehrling, ii, p. 245.

f Birds of tlic North-West, p. 152.
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on thu cow-birds in Sinithsouinu Report, 1893, f^ives

more detail than we find elsewhere on the extnior-

dinary diversity in eggs of Molot'irns boiiarieiisis.

" I doul)t,"' he says, " whether any other species

exists laying eggs so varied. Ahont half the eggs

one finds, or nearly half, are pure unspotted white,

like the eggs of birds that breed in dark holes. Others

are sparsely sprinkled with such exceedingly small

specks of pale pink or grey as to appear quite spotless

until closely examined. After the pure white, the

most common variety is an egg with a white ground,

densely or uniformly spotted or blotched with red.

Another not uncommon has a very pale, flesh-coloured

ground, uniformly marked with fine characters, that

look as though inscril)ed on the shell with a pen.

Rarer is a variety pure white with variously sized

chocolate spots : rarest of all is one entirely of fine

deep red, and between this and the white one with

almost imperceptible specks are varieties without

number, for there is no such thing as iixed character-

istic markings."

And the cowbirds' eggs vary as nmch in size and

shape as in colour, markings, etc., they range from

ovate to short, rounded and elongate-ovate, the first

predominating. The shell is strong, and no doubt,

as with the egg of the cuckoo, comparatively heavy.

This leads to no end of points of comparison with

the eggs of our common cuckoo. Are they thus

variegated for the same reason as is generally assumed

in regard to variety of colour and markings in eggs of

our cuckoo, or what ? Does each slightly different

variety belong to one bird, which does not vary from

type or lint, or mark in any respect, or by one iota,
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or is there a ranj^'e of dillerence, sliijht yet perceptiliie,

e\en in the eggs laid by one bird ? Fain would we
learn something of these things, as well as satisfaction

on the question of weight, and wlietlier in weight the

eggs of different tint or colour vary from each otlier,

and within what range, if any, among themselves.

I'or that we must wait yet, we fear, a long while :

md mention the point merely in tlie hope of bringing

iliese elements for comparative purposes a little time

sooner.

II. We ha\e fcnmd record so frequently that the

eggs of our common cuckoo found in nests are more

advanced towards hatching than those amongst which

they are placed, as to be almost forced to the con-

clusion that they hatcli in a shorter space of time

than do the eggs of the victimised birds. The eggs

of the cow-bird hatch in eleven days, as against four-

teen to sixteen days in the case of the birds intc

whose nests they are intruded. Nehrling tells us that

when the cow-bird drops an v^s^^s, into the nest of a

smaller bird it is first liatched
; getting all, or nearly

all, the heat of the sitting bird's body.

III. The molothrus manages, somehow, to dis-

pose of the other young birds in the nest ; for soon

after exclusion from the shell they disappear.

Mr. Nehrling writes

:

" In Texas I found two parasitic eggs in the nest

of the painted bunting, and of three in the nest of the

orchard oriol, only one was hatched, while the other

disappeared in a mysterious way with the foster-

parent's own eggs. In the nest of a yellow-breasted

chat, in South -Western Missouri, three cow-bird's

eggs were found, together with one of the rightful
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owner. One disappeared before hatching, and so did

tiic owner's ej^gs, while two cow-bird's eggs were

hatched. At the age of three days one of the young

parasites disappeared, and only one left the nest of its

foster-parents. . . It is not unusual to find one or

more eggs of the rightful owner thrown cjut of the

nest, and it is supposed that the female cow-bird is

responsible for it. This is doubtless done to enhance

the chances of her own offspring. In other cases

there are minute punctures in the shells of the re-

maining eggs, and this is probably done on purpose

by the cow-bird, t ' keep them from hatching. ''

Major Bendire thus supplements Nehrling :

" There is no doubt that the cow-bird sometimes

throws the rightful owner's eg<;^ out of the nest pur-

posely to enhance the chances of its offspring coming

to maturity. 1 have yet to see a punctured cow-

bird's egg. . . . One wou'd naturally suppose that

birds breeding in holes ii. trees or under rocks would

be exempt from this infliction, but this it not the

case. Mr. (i. W. Smith, formerly of Loveland,

Colo., writes me that he found a cow-bird's egg in a

rock-wren's nest which was placed under a ledge of

rock fully two feet from the entrance, and which was

barely large enough for the wren to squeeze through.

The dwarf cow-bird," adds Major l]endire, " which

usually selects nests of small birds for its eggs, is a

more persistent puncturer of foster-birds' eggs than

even the others."

Mr. W. A. White, of Mathews, V'a., especially

watched a nest in which he had dropped a cow-bird's

* Nihrluig, ii, pp. 244-5.
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" Tlie duily increase in the dimensions of IIk;

young cow-bird was soniethinj; immense, while his

youn>,'er companion seemed rather to diminisli than

enlar^(e, and at the end of three days he (hed evi-

dently from want of food.

Mr, Nuttall has seen the parent birds reniovinf,'

the dead younjf to a distance from the nest ami there

dropping them.'^ The inference is, of course, that

the intruders of their own eggs have killed the true

young of the nest, and left them for the parents to

remove from the nest.

IV. In the case of Molotlints h(>)itiricHsis the

males are much more numerous than the females.
" Azara says that nine birds out of ten are males.

The reason, perhaps, is that tin; iiuile c<^<(s of the

cow-bird are harder-shelled than the female Cfj^f^.s and
escape destruction oftener when the parent bird exer-

cises its disorderly and destructive habit of pecking

holes in all the eggs it finds in the nests to which it

intrudes. ... In Buenos Ayres, where they are

most numerous, they have a migration, which is only

partial, however. It is noticeable chiefly in the

autumn, and varies greatly in different years. In

some seasons it is very marked, when for many days

in February and March the birds are seen travelling

northwards, flock succeeding flock all day long, pass-

ing on with a swift, low and undulating flight, their

wings producing a sort of low, musical sound." f
Major Bendire tells us in his excellent treatise on

the cow-birds in Smithsonian Report for 1893, that of

the twelve species, three are found in the United

* Baird's N. American Birds, ii, p. 155.

"^^ Birds of the Argentine, p. 73.
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States; Molotliriis (iter, iiiolntlirus ater dhsninis, and

Cnllotlinc; fohiistiis,:\n(\ a fourth, Cidlothrus u-nciis, is

a resident of Western Mexico and portions of Central

America. The remaining,' species are confined to

Central America. " It is probable," he writes, " that

nearly all these species are j)arasitic to a <,'reater or

less decree, laying their e<,'^'s in the nests of other

birds, and letting them perform the duties of incuba-

tion and rearing the young, with the exception of

Molotlinis hddiiis, the bay-winged cow-bird (of the

Argentine, Paraguay and Bolivia), which occasionally

builds a nest of its own or appropriates nests of other

species, but incubates its own eggs or cares for its

young like other respectable members of the Avian

family." Our cow-birds are among the few, if they

are not the only, birds which practise polyandry,

which is probably caused for the reason that the males

generally outnumber the females by about 3 to i.

(Major ]>endire in view of our Cniionis, etc., sliould

have deleted the clause, " if they are not the only

birds.")
'

Dr. IClliott Coues tells us " The cow-birds never

niate ; their most intimate relations are no sooner

effected than forgotten ; not even the decent restric-

tions of a seraglio are observed : it is a perfect com-

munity of free-lovers, who do as the original cynics

did. The necessary courtship becomes in consequence

a curiously mixed aft'air. During the period corres-

ponding to the mating season of orderly birds, the

patriarchs of the sorry crew mount the trees and

fences, and posture and turn about and ruffle their

feathers to look bigger than nature made them ....
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while the females perched near by, without seeming

enthusifistic, take it much as a matter of course,

listenint( at times it may he, but as likely pret.iing

their plumai^e with other thouf:^hts and an ulterior

purpose. The performance over, a very little v.hile

afterward the whole band f^oes trooping after food to

the nearest cattle-yard or pasture."

In hov; far, as suggested already, may the same

causes acccunt for the great disproportion in numbers

of the sexes of our common cuckoo ? Has hardness

and weight of the sliell here, as there, ? great deal to

do with it ? ' V'ere Mr. Hidwell's highest weight eggs

those of males, and the lowest weight eggs those of

females ?

V. Mr. Hudson, speaking of th'i Maiothnis hoiiar-

icnsis, says :

" It continues in better condition than other spe-

cies, not having been engaged in the exhausting

process of rearing its own young, and, moreo\er,

being irrcgarioiis and praetisiitir promiscuous sexual

intercourse, must lay a much greater number of eggs

than other species."' Hens tluit never beeoiiie broody

lay a great deal more than others. In 7>.'ild disfriets,

where the parasitie inst'uut icas formed, and where

birds building aeeessible nests are proportio)iatelyfewer,

the insti'ict seems different from 'wliat ii does in eul-

tiv'Jed districts. Parasitical eggs are not conunon in

the desert, and even the most exposed nests are prob-

ably never over-burdened with them. l!nt in cul-

tivated places, where their food abounds, the birds

congregate in the orchards and plantations in great

nunib'TS, and avail themselves of all the nests— ill-

' I' 277.
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concealed as they must always be in the clear, open-

loMaj:(ed t'-ees planted by man." •' A point this which
certainly deseives nn re special and exact working out

man it has yet got ; leading us, as it does, to a va,st

prol)lem ; to the pan -the unconscious part—whiv h

civilized man plays, wherever he settles or adxrtnce.s,

in gradually modifying the life and habils of rtll

creatures, and, so far as we know, more especially of

birds. He clears forests, and planis new Kinds of

trees : he lays out parks, and makes ornamental wH^H
before was wild : he decreases the \olume of stkvAUis

and ri\ers, by turning thiMu to account for irrigation

or for driving machinery, or other purposes, or to

supply the needs of towns, in succession to, or in

supplement to j^revious reduction, by timber cut down
over wide areas, and on slopes, on hill tops, thus lim-

iting substantially the rain-fall. The trees he plants

are less thick-leaved than those he has rooted out.

And as the face of the country changes— its whole

physical geography being gradually modified—so do

the \arious species of creatures change ; their habits

gradually modified, in obedience to the law of self-

preservation and increase of the species, if not to the

law of " Natural Selection " and " Survi\al of the

Fittest."

Mr. liartk'tt, in Wild Aniiiiah in Captivity, re-

marks :

' Thi' introduction and cultivation of a particular

kind ot grain or fruit into a country will tend to

attract some of the wild animals from the surround-

ing lorest to the cultivated ground, and to increase

their numbers by the food so readily obtained."

I ),, „„ „u
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And he proceeded to j^dve an illustration in the

case of the fru<(ivorous bats ( Pleropus polioeeplialnsj

of Australia, which, when r,'rape-f:tro\vinf,f had been

started, came to form so keen a taste for the f^rapes

that, for a time, wine-growing^ in Australia seemed
impossible. J^ut not only will wild animals be at-

tracted to the forest by the new grain or fruit the

whole insect life of the district will he changed
;

and, following on that change, the bird life and the

relation of whole families oi !)iids to other families

of birds be conspicuously modified.

Mr. Hudson's suggestion in that last passage we
have quoted woukl indeed carry us \ery far—carry

us so far that a volume might well be written on it.

If othev l)irds profit in certain ways by these vast

changes, however gradually carried forward, certain

it is, too, that in some ways they lose— for a large;

body of facts we have had before us connected with

the cuckoo and other parasitical birds lead to the

conviction that parasitism tends to have its fuller

play under tlie changes introduced by man, and

man's advances, in what he calls, and, from his point

of view, rightly calls, " impro\ing the country ' —
which means the improving off the face of the earth

necessarily of whole races of innocent creatures, or

of the transformation of those that remain into some-

thing wholly different from what they were - alike in

habit, function, and tendency— it is by such changes

and modifications indeed that they survive. IClse-

where we have entered more fully into this subject.

In how far may these same operating causes,

working to the same or similar results as are sug-

gested here, be found in our common cuckoo (1) m
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respect of immense superiority of males in numbers;

and (2) as regards changed conditions on the country

-n the way of cultivation influencing these to the

formation oi certain habits, etc. ? And whi t about

the reason here advanced for large numbers of eggs,

and how far does it apply to our cuckoo ?

VI. The fact that an egg put into a nest of any

species .",'one before the true bird has laid any will

almost infallibly cause that nest to be deserted proves

that the \ictimised birds are then sharp enough to

recognise an egg not their own, the nest being so

in\ ariably deserted. Abundant authority there is to

this effect.

Mr. Nuttall states that if a cowddackbinl's egg

is deposited in a nest alone, the nest is uniformly

forsaken.
•

This fact makes it the more likely that here, as in

the case of our connnon cuckoos, the intruding birds

try to reminc the true egg or eggs, thus cunningly

aiding the duping by preservation of the nundiers.

We read :

" Probably three-fourths of the lost nests of the

scissor-tail {Milriilu.s tynnuiiis), are abandoned in

conseiiuence of the confusion caused in them by ihe

cow-birds. . . 1 ha\e seen the female cow-bird strike

her beak into an egg and dy away with it ; and

watched the male bird, when she nuitted it, drop

down and begin pecking holes in tb > ggs."'

In how far are w. justified in saying that Cauonis

does the same ?

The cow-bird, like certain of our O/'/c/'/fS. watches

M'. 157.
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the nest in which ;in ej^g has been deposited—at any

rate, for some time.

" In all cases where 1 ha\'e found this ej^jf, I ha\e

observed both male and female cow-bird lingerinj^

near."*

Major IJendire says positively that :

" When the young cow-bird is able to shift for him-

self, he leaves his foster-parents and joins his own
kind."

\'I1. The common cat-bird, we are told, rejects

and ejects the Molotlinis's egg. f And so do several

other birds ; buil lUig it over in some cases, when
they cannot succf. d in ejecting it.

\'1I1. Among all the varieties of Molotlinis there

is only one which preserves any semblance of true

pairing. All the rest are like our cuckoos, and, as

Professor Jiaird decisively says:

" The screaming cow-bird [Malotlini.s ni/oti.villnris),

is the only parasitical species in which there is con-

jugal fidelity;" a point on which Major IJendire

speaks to exactly the same eflect. I

More and more, therefore, with these facts before

us, we are compelled to regard ISlr. Darwin's dictiun,

that migration is the cause of parasitism in the cu(;:koo

as a most salient instance of the vice of generalising

from too narrow a basis of particulars.

IX. Major IJeiidire holds that Molotlinis ban-

ari-.iisis once possessed the nest-making instinct,

and he tell.s that twice he has seen birds of this

species attempting to buiid nests, but leaving them

* Joliii liiirrnuj^hs, W'ciki' Robin.

f Birds of N. Avirricd, ii, ]' 155.

: F. 88.
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uniinis'ied—a recurrtiiicc too weak to be efficient to

tlie ancestral hal)it. How could such an instinct

have been lost ? " To say that the cow-bird occa-

sionallv dropped an v<^<^ in another bird's nest, and

that the youn^' hatched from these occasional egf^s

possessed some (hypothetical) advanta<fe over those

hatched in the usual way, and that the parasitic habit

so became hereditary, supplantin,!^ the original one,

is an assertion without anything to support it, and

seems to exclude the atrencv of external conditions.

. . Again, the want of correspondence in the habits

of the yoimg parasite and its foster-parents would, in

reality, be a disadvantage to the former. Jdie un-

fitness would be as great in the eggs, and other

circumstances: foi- all the ad\antages the parasite

actually possesses in the comparative hardness of the

eggshell, rapid evolution of the young, etc., already

mentioned, must have been acquired, little l>y little,

through the slowly accumulating process of natural

selection, but subse(iuently to the formation of the

original fxirasitical inclination and habit."

This precise argument lies, and is quite as efficient

as regards our own cuckoo. The young cuckoo shows

instincts wontlerfuUy correspondent and answering to

the instinct or intention or plan .4 its real parents,

but liltle to that of its fosterq .ncuts : the young

cuckoo will hiss and dart at anj'one coming near to

the nest, while the true young would have acted

([uite differently. This is one illustration ; and, oddly

enough, it would seem that the conduct of the young

cuckoo is much the same whale\ei the nest he may
be in—the true young in which nests would behave

very differently. It would seen; that the behaviour
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of the younj,' MolntJinis is \t;ry (lilferent, yet i]uit(' as

illustrati\e, from this point of defniite unHkfiiL'ss to

the habits of llit; h^.Ljitimate youn.ij of the nest in

which it finds itself. Major fJendire has these very

prej^nant remarks on this sul)jcct :

" Consider the (Hfferent belia\iour of three sjiecies

that seklom or never warn their offsi)rin<,^ of (kanj^er :

the youn^ of Syiialhtxis sp/xi, thouj^h in a deep

(k)nied nest, will throw itself to the ,i,aound. attempt-

inf,f thus to make its escape; the younf,' of Minnts

p(it(i!^n>iiiii(s sits close and motionless, with closed

eyes, mimickinf;' death ; the voun.if of our common
ZciKiidii, e\'en before it is lled<,a'd. will swell itself up

and strike an.i;rily at the intruder with beak and

win<,'s, and, by makint,' so bra\c' a show of its ineffi-

cient weajions. it |M'obabl)' olten saves itself from

destruction. l!ut anything' ajiproachinL^ the youn;^'

Mdldilinis is welcomed with llutterinf,^ winj^s and

clamorous cries, as if all creatures were expected to

minister to its necessities. . . . The younj,' Malothnis

ne\er understands the lan^ua^c nf its foster-jxircnts

as other youiij^r biids imdiTstand the lan;^aia;:;e of

their real parents."

I'll to a cerlain point it is t lear that the same is

ttue of the jouMj; ' uckoo ill many nests in which he

fmds himself,

We see thus, hum a i omparison of the \arious

American cow-birtls, a series, sn to speak, ol li\in,i;

links ill the proi ess ol development. I'lisl of all, we
have in Molotlinis hdiliiis the lower le\el. As Mr.

Hudson says, they sometimes live '^ omiscuously

tof^ether in tkn ks, and sometimes pair. They either

build a nest of their own or seize on ime belon^inj,'
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U) some other bird, occasionally ihrowinK out the

nestlings of the stran^^ers. They either lay their

oj^KS in the nest thus approi)riate(l, or, oddly enou-h,

build one for themselves on the top of it. Here the

nest-building habit is assertive and almost invarial)le.

Then in Molothnis hmiiiriciisis we have parasitic

habits much more hi^dily developed, with a very

much - weakened tendency to nest-building — trials

made and a bei^innin- accomplished ;
but nothing

further, and, finally, the indiscriminate dropping of

eggs into the nests of other birds, but in such num-

bers that slight chance is left of many or any being

hatched -since the whole habit of the victimized

birds would be overturned by numbers were incuba-

tion persisted in, whereas most of the nests are de-

serted ; while again, the M. tc^oris of North America

has acpiired instincts as perfect as those of the

cuckoo, for it never lays more than one egg in a

foster-nest, so that the young bird is securely reared.

The vast harm caused by these cow-birds can be

lull guessed at. Here are the words of a close ob-

server and good authority :

"It can readily be seen what an amount of harm

the cow-bird causes in the economy of Nature, grant-

in" that only a single one of its eggs is hatched in a

season. To accomplish this, a brood of insectivorous

-aid useful birds is almost invariably sacrificed for

every cow-bird : and certainly they are not diminish-

ing in numbers."
'

\nd Major IJendire tells that he follows practically

the same good habit as Mr. John Burroughs :
when

» I'.ondire, Life Ilistoyy of Birds.
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he finds a youiij^ cow-bird in ;i nest, he kills or drowns

it ; or, -A'hen he; finds ;in oj^'f^s he destroys it.

One point on which we would fain h;i\e more defi-

nite and reliable information about the cow-birds—

results of exact obser\ation and comparison— is, as

to tiie disparity of the sexes in numbers. There is a

^^reat difference between three to one, and ten or nine

to one. This is, to our mind, an essential element in

the study of parasitic birds. We believe, as svirely

as we now write, that the source and orij^in of para-

sitism is to be found here in polyand 'ous })romiscuity
;

and the cle<,aee to which that has advanced, owinj^ to

permanent disproportion of the sexes, is the measure

in which parasitism among birds has proceeded. The
two are related to each other, as cause and effect

;

though, indeed, conditions of culture, and changes

effected by man, may be a second or collateral cause,

operating to aid the other.
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XXXVI.

Anothkr point respecting Mr. Cuckoo Canorus and

his family which is wrapped in doubt. Do the young

birds when they are fledged learn the call-note of the

foster-parents or of their real parents, deserting abso-

lutely the former at this stage, after having got their

earlier up-bringing out of them ? This query is sug-

gested by the fact that, on a certain early morning

walk, I heard no fewer than four distinctly different

cuckoo-calls: (i) the ordinary cuckoo-call; (2) this

call in a hurried, startled, sharpened tone, as if of

fear or warning ; (3) a distinct and prolonged second

cuck, and cuck-cuck-koo-00 ; and (4) a low tentative

cuck-a-cuck-koo, the koo being faint and indefinite,

ana more of the broader " a " sound. In addition to

the calls being different, the notes sounded varied. I

had never personally observed this before, and speak-

ing to a yeoman friend who has spent all his life in

the country, and has been out at all hours, and as a

sports-nan has observed a good deal, he did not re-

ceive these statements of mine with surprise or as

suggesting anything novel, but gave it as his theory

that the young early broods of the cuckoo in June

are fledged and join older cuckoos, whether their true

parents or not he could not say : that the low hesitat-

ing cuck-a-cuck-koo, with the koo very indistinct, is

the note of the younger birds, and that the prolonged

second koo is the note of the old birds, as trainers,

now emphasizing that note to develop it fully in the

young. This is, at all events, ingenious ; it could be

verified only by evidence as to whether this prolonged
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second koo is definitely heard at periods so early as

to make it impossible that it could be due to the cir-

cumstances to which he attributes it. He quoted the

old saw, which linj^ers in some parts of the country

and is common in our district

:

" April, cuckoo come,

May, he sounds his drum,

June, he chauircs tunc,

July, he may fly,

Aufjust, he must."

This rhyme has variations in different parts of the

country. Mere is one :

" In March he leaves his search,

In April come he will,

In May he sings all day.

In June he changes his tune,

In July he's ready to fly
;

Come August, he must.

In September you'll him remember,

Hut October he'll never get over."

And surely Mr. Witchell is wrong when he says

that the "cuckoo" is uttered by both sexes (p. 59,

Bird Souses and Calls). I have always regarded this

as specifically the male song or call, while " the

whittling or water-burbling note," as Dr. Bowdler

Sharpe well calls it, is that of the female ; and this

note, on lieing heard, draws all the males witliin

hearing to the point from which it issued. Mr.

Witchell himself, in the next paragraph, speaks of

this as the female note or call.

My friend averred that, so far as his broad observa-
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tion went, these old saws generally had a basis in

fact.

With regard to this very important question of the

note, we must make a small citation from a great

authority :

Lord Lilford says of a young cuckoo taken from

the nest and kept in confinement, which survived for

nearly two years, that he would sit stolidly on the

perch (except at migration time, when he dashed

about and injured his plumage), continually chirping.

" We once oidy heard him attempt to say ' cuckoo,'

but the attempt was a grievous failure."*

Now, Lord Lilford, we fancy, wrote the above as a

record of a fact observed, without any thought of

the inference—the important inference—that may be

drawn from it. Is contact with the old birds essen-

tial to the development of the proper cuckoo-note ?

From what we have said above ahout what is evi-

dently their careful efforts to induce it in the young

ones, it is so. In Lord Lilford's young cuckoo, this

call or note, clearly enough, was not developed; and

a most interesting question, to l)e solved .'nly by

comparison of observations of those who may here-

after find nestlings, and, like Lord Lilford, r^uccf ^d

in keeping them in confine>nent, is, whether the

chirping is like to that of any other bird ; and like or

not particularly to the bird out of whose nest the

unfledged bird has been taken, and of this a very

careful note sliould be made and preserved.

This little instance, at all events, seems to raise a

difficulty— (presenting, so far as cautious inference

may be drawn from it), in view of a somewhat over-

* Birds of Northampton, i, 254.
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decisive statement, to the effect that " careful experi-

ments have proved beyond a doubt that each bird's

sonfj is really inherited, and that he will sinj^ like his

parents, even thouj^di he may never have heard their

song ;
" or, at all events, it furnishes presumably one

exception of a very striking kind, that demands very

close attention and special experiment.

Up to this point I was inclined to agree with the

following writer in summarising the results reached

by Mr. C. Dixon :

" There is no direct evidence to support the popular

belief that young birds, without tuition or experience,

warble off the song characteristic of iheir species
;

and every bird-fancier is aware how readily, under

suitable conditions, young birds will acquire a song

tf)taliy unlike what would be expected of it if the

inherited ability ruled. Mr. Dixon holds that the

songs of birds are accpiired by imitation, and that if

young birds never heard the song of thea species,

they would be totally unable to produce it."

But just then I was brought into correspondence

with Mr. C. Campbell about the remarkable cuckoo

kept by Mr. Cochrane, of Edinburgh, through read-

ing the following paragraph in a London daily in

May, 189S :

" At the last meeting of the ICdinburgh Field

Naturalists and Microscopical Society a live cuckoo

was exhibited by Mr. Charles Campbell, who stated

that it was taken from a meadow-pipit's nest in Wig-

townshire in 1896, and was hand-reared. It soon

became very tame, and was now a household pet.

It was probably the only one of its kind that had

survived two winters in this country. Although the
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cuckoo had not yet arri\e(l in the ICdinhurpfh district,

the one in riuestion commenced its well-known call

on April 9th. Mr. Campbell said he was not aware

of any previous instance where the cuckoo had been

known to call in captivity."

I at once wrote to Mr. Campbell and was favoured

by him with the following letter and notes :

Dalmeiiy Park,

by Edinburgh,

23rd May, i8(j8.

Dear Sir,

1 duly rccei\ed voiir letter of nth inst. regarding the

cuckoii, and am sorry 1 have ?i()t been able to reply to vou

sooner I have received quite a number of communications

regarding this bird, and when 1 exhibited it before our society

meeting, I was hardly prepared to see it so extensively noticed.

To save me writing, 1 enclose for your perusal some notes

about the cuckoo and other birds 1 had intended to send to a

local paper, but have not done so as vet.

I had not consulted Lord Lilford's book to which you refer,

but there is no doubt that this bird gives the true cuckoo-call
;

there is no chirping about it.

1 had a letter from the '•ditor of the Sketch asking for a photo

of this bird. I had one taken, and it should appear in that

journal shortly, but, as the bird was in verv poor p.umage, it

does not make a very pretty picture

If there is anything further you would like to know about the

bird, I will be very happy to gi\e you any information I can,

and you might kindly return my notes with any criticism re-

garding it, which I will value as coming from an experienced

writer.

1 am,

^'ours very truly,

ChAS. CaMI'BELL.

Alex. H. Japp, Ksq., F.K.S.E.,

London.
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The following are Mr. C.'impl)cir.s notes :

A CAI'TIVK Cl.'CKOO.

"One day last summer, while in Mr. Cochrane's

bird shop in Market Street, lulinl)urf,di, I was sur-

prised to see a cuckoo disportinj^ itself in a raj^e

(]uite at home. As it has always been a debated

cjuestion whether a bird with so strouf,' a niii,aatory

instinct as a cuckoo would lonij survive caplixity, I

was much interested in the specimen and naturally

desirous of kuowinj^ somethini,^ more of its history.

There is, of course, always a feelinjj af^ainst keeping

any wild bird in confinement, but, given proper treat-

ment, there is much that may be said in favour of

making pets of our own wild birds that does not

apply in e(]ual measure to birds imported from abroad.

" In August, 1S94, there was some correspondence

in. the Scotsinau as to the late occurrence of the

cuckoo in Scotland, and I then stated that 1 h.ad

every reason to believe that a belated specimen of

the cuckoo was seen in the woods of ^b)re(iun, in

Argyllshire, as late as December, the weather being

that year exceptionally mild. Another correspondent

wrote saying he did not beliex'c this, and c]uoteil from

Mr. Speedy's book, Crai<ri)iill(ir ittul its Environs, as

proving that our climate is incompatible with the

existence of the cuckoo in winter, and the bird Mr.

Speedy describes in that interesting book did not

survive beyond October ; but Mr. Cochrane's pet

had already survived two winters. In the cold

weather it is taken from the shop to Mr. Cochrane's

house, where I went to see it a few nights ago.

When I entered the house, the cuckoo was perched
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near the lireplaco at liberty. It readily picked a

luealworin f^iven to it, and exhibited no fear at the

presence of a stranger. After a look round at some

other pets, I en(juired more minutely into the history

of the cuckoo. It was taken from a titlark's nest in

W'iglonshire when very young, and hand - reared.

One of the great secrets of success in bird-rearing is,

of course, to know tiie proper food. A small piece

of raw meat it regards as a delicacy ; in the season

it has a little chopped lettuce, or some grated carrot

mixed up with some kind of meal in which there

may be also a sultana raisir^ or t\ ).

" Last year the cuckoo moulted in February, and it

is in the same conditi-m at present. After it was

through the moult last year, much to the surprise of

its custodian, the cuckoo commenced its well-known

call, and continued crying till July. This is a very

rare occurrence, and 1 am not aware of any previous

instance of the cuckoo giving voice in captivity.

" About the end of July it began to exhibit a rest-

lessness it had not previously shown. That it felt

warning of its migratory instinct impelling it to fiy

to a more congenial climate was \ ery evident. After

a time it quieted down again, and began to moult its

feathers a second time. The cuckoo this year com-

menceil to cry on the 7lh of April, exactly a week

earlier than last year. The note last year was

clearer and firmer than it is this."
'

At the risk of seeming to repeat a little on a point

or two, I am tempted here to give a portion of a

letter written to me by Air. Cochrane, in answer to

* Mr. Campbell's article appeared in The Scotsman and

Edinburgh Evening Despatch of April 2Sth, i8y8.
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one of eiuiuiiy from nic, about the dcalli of tliis rc-

niarl<al)Ic l)ir(l tlu' more especially as it utters so

simply and so well the leelinj^^s of a true Imd-student
ami l)ird-lover. The date of Mr. Coi luanes letter is

Dccend)er 12th, iScj^S.

"1 rt'f^ret to say that poor cuckoo is dead. He
died al)out two months a^^^o. lie seemed tf) become
gradually paralysed ori one side, and was fountl dead

THE RECORD TAMIC CUCKOO.

(Hy permnsion of Mr. lialinaiy, Edinburgh.)
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oiu' uiorniiif;. I may say that liis eye was lui^ht,

and his \()ia(i()iis a|)pctitc viiiiiiipaired up till llit; last.

I lic'licvc The Ski'tili iiad an article on him, and also

reproduced his |)hoto, thouj^h I did not see it—the

Sk\iili para^'iaph, 1 mean ; 1 have a copy of the

photo taken lor tlu- SkiUli. 1 ie<,'ret very nuich that

I did not ha\e his photo taken when he was in f^ood

condition and feather. At the lime his photo 'tvns

taken (sitting; on my hand) he was in wretched feather.

His plumaf^t! was [)erfect up to his first moult, and

unf' the mi,i,Matinjf season came round, when he

became, for a week or two, very restless, and kept

continualiv jumpin;^' on to the wires of his cage,

thereby breakinj,' all his llighl and trul feathers. I

may here say that 1 ne\i'r came across such brittle

feathers in any bird. There was no jiliabilily in them

— they snapi)e(l like ilry twij^^s.

" Hurin<,f this summer 1 had a bird which had been «'

shot brouf,dit to me lo ideiuify. it w.is a young

cuckoo, and its feathers were not nearly so brittle as

my own's were; possibly the feeding of my one in

capli\ity had something to do with it.

" He was taken trom the nest of a meadcnv-pipit,

in June, i.Sijf). and commen.^etl his well-known call in

May, iSqj. S(jme tlays he woidd call incessantly

from daylight till dark. He ceased calling in July,

1 think, and remained nuUe till the evening of April

9th, iiS(j(). I remember the occasion well ; it was

about
(J

p.m., and he was sitting on the fender,

enjoying the heat of tlie fire. (He hat! the run of

the house at this time.) Dining i8y, " ••< call was an

ideal one ;
just the same as it he had been at liberty

in tlie woods; while in 1898 his call was entirely
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(lilTtTent and disappointing,', and not at all pleasant to

hear, neiiner did he call so often.

" His food consisted of meal worms, principally,

of which he ate seventy-three, one after the other, on

one occasion. He took them all from the hand, too.

He also had made up for him daily, minced hard-

boiled egf,s minred lettuce, i^aated carrot, f,'rated

boiled liver, anu ants' e^'^,'s, all mixed tof,'ether. He
was also very fond of small pieces of raw meat. He
had also on one occasion a feed of very small live

fro<(s, wliich he seemed to appreciate very much. I

ha\e heard people say that cuckoos ate other birds'

eggs. Well, 1 put small birds' eggs into his cage

repeatedly, and he would never touch them. He was

a very intelligent bird, and made friends with every-

body. He would fight playfully with your linger;

putting out his wings and pecking vigorously, and

uttering all the while a sort of guttural sound from

the back of his throat. He would never take a bath.

Once or twice I gave him a shower-bath, but he just

sulked in a corner till he was dry again—ne\er offer-

ing to dress or preen his wet feathers, as any other

bird would.

" It has never been in a position to hear the note of

its wild companions, but has been reared among the

shrieks of parrots, the piping of bullfinches, and

the trilling of German canaries. On one occasion,

when the parrots were screaming in chorus, the

cuckoo comnienced calling vigorously, and, to the

astonishment of its owner, it soon had the field to

itself, for the parrots, by common consent, seemed to

stop and listen."

This experience, though it is opposed by that of
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Lord Lilford, seeius to confirm this sentence of

I'ather Gerard

:

" One arffunient to the contrary nature has ex-

hibiteil in the cuckoo, which, reared in the society of

stran>,a'rs and with tlieir notes in its cr ••, yet sticks

unfaUerinf^ly to the tune, which only by mstinct can

he recoj^mise for his own." ''•'

For later e^^j^'s deposited, as many egf^s ire in the

nests of birds in later June, even in later jii'y, it is

impossii)le that ih^; parent notes could ever have

been heard by those younj^^ birds, for they would not

be hatched till after the old birds had become silent,

if they had not departed.

In Mr. Cochrane's case, then, we have a complete

reversal of Lord Lilford's experience all alonj,' the

line, as we may say, and must hold our decision in

reserve till we have more evidence.

And we luay therefore meantime find some ground

for agreeing with Mr. Hudson :

" It is possible to bi'liex'e that, while many singing

birds do learn their songs and accjuire a greater pro-

ficiency in them from hearing the adults, in other

species the song comes instinctively and is, like other

instincts and habits, purely an ' inherited memory.' "t

We have record from another good authority of a

third cuckoo kept in confinement, which lived over

one year, and in this case, though there were decided

efforts to make the cry "cuckoo," it never really got

beyond the first syllable "cue," and sometimes even

failed to render that with any degree of distinctness.

The matter can only be settled by careful experi-

* Science and Romance, p. 23.

t Naturalist in La Plata, p. 257.
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ment and observation. At present we have but case

against case, and we can only safely generalise from

a larger body of particulars. There seems to be no

doubt about Mr. Cochrane's bird, and the case is all

the stronger inasmuch as he is so well assured that it

could never have heard the note of the free birds of

its own kind. We must wait for more light on the

subject and meanwliile reserve our opinions.

These two cases and one other show advance made
in treatment and success with confined cucko(js, since

Mr. Stevenson tells us, as though it were remarkable,

that Mr. DeW; a hairdresser in Norwich, kept one in

perfect health from June, 1863. till some time in

October, 1864—that is sixteen months—through one

winter.

Mr. W. II. Jack tells of a tame cuckoo which

haunted the bushes about his house, clearing them of

the larva," of Orj^yia antiqua, the common vapourer

moth. It took up its abode in the front garden, was

regularly fed, and grew quite fat. A pole was put up

for it, which it took to, and was often seen, wlu;n the

ground was wet, to dig up worms, like a thrush.

Zool., i8yo, p. 437.

A most important further point with a bearing on

this matter is matie clear in the following note from

Mr. C. A. W'itchell, published in Kii(rn'Udi;;c, who
has made a very close study of the de\elopment of

bird-song, and written most effectively on the suliject,

both in a well known volume and elsewhere.

" It seems to me that the missel thrushes near

Eltham sing longer strains than are heard from those

of Gloucestershire, and that the latter birds more

frequently utter a few high broken notes after the
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strain, in the manner of a blackbird. It would be

interesting to learn whether anyone h;is heara the

missel thrush sing a long strain, such as one hears

from the blackbird. This point appears to me im-

portant in connection with the fact that the yovmg

blackbird, when commencing his full-toned song,

utters short strains, like a missel thrush."

Mr. Witchell's closing words there raise the whole

question we have been asking about the young

cuckoos. Do the young birds instinctively sing the

ong exactly after the type of that sung by the parent

bird, or do they catch up what they may most hear,

and begin with that ; or do they in their song, as in

other things, sometimes show back-strokes— fallings

back on the habits of relations long difTerentiatetl, and

ranked now in a distinct, though related family ; or

is it possible that intimacies of a peculiar kind are

possible and more general than is ordinarily beliexed

between mend)ers of those related families? These

are matters on which there is still nuich to be learneii,

and which can only be learned by the observations of

close observers in different parts being systemati-

cally reported and compared. Here, for example, is

a letter written by the Re\-.
'

' .e Audry, and pub-

lished in The Spcchitor (if April 25th, 189S:

JOINT-STOCK COMl'AXIICS AMONC. BIROS.

" Is this conduct usual, and can any of your

readers throw light upon it ? In this garden a thrush

is sitting on a nest of blackbird's eggs, now just

hatched. The nest is a l)larkbird's, the eggs were a

blackbird's, but a thrush sits up<in them ; a cock
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blackbird sits in a branch just above and sings to the

sitting bird. What can this mean ? One might

have supposed that somebody had changed the eggs

were it not for the cock bkickbird sitting above.

There is no mistake about the facts ; the nest is close

to the path, and we watch the performance every

day. There is no nest that we can find in the neigh-

bouring bushes.

" Two ytais ago a child then staying in the house

reported exactly the same facts as having happened

in 'I bush on the other side of the path ; but no atten-

tion was paid to what he said, as he was a mere

child."

Now, if this is possible between the common thrush

and the blackbird, who, though relatives, are not

always very affectionate towards each other, might

this not happen now and then with the missel thrush

and the blackbird. I had an experience of my own
precisely in the direction of that of Mr. Audry, but

should not desire to base upon it. Has Mr. Witchell

extended his observations widely enough to be certain

that the short strains like those of the missel thrush

are invariable with the young blackbird ? That point

settled, generalization there would be easier. But so

much goes to modify these things—locality, as Mr.

Witchell tells. Eltham missel thrushes sing longer

strains than those of Gloucestershire, etc., etc.

Mr. Robert Read and other practical ornithologists

have freijuently found two hen birds laying in one

nest. Mr. Read, for example, once found eight

thrush's eggs in a nest in a wood near Durham,

which from their colour he judged to be the product

of two females, as there were two sets of four each.
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He has found four spotless eggs and one normal one

in the same nest. The occurrence of the eight eggs

together, apparently laid by two hen birds, is inter-

esting, as it is known that occasionally the birds

build two nests in conjunction.'' Everyone knov.s

that pheasants will often lay eggs in partridges' nests

and in effect sometimes share the brooding with

them.

It is a notorious fact that building in the same tree

or near to each other disarms egg - suckers ; thus

pigeons have been found building on the same trees

as magpies and jays, and in most of these cases it

was found that the pigeons' eggs escaped the natural

marauder so near t^ them. So, with birds, not dis-

tantly related, building close to each other might well

lead in time to the sharing of one nest.

All, liowever, bears more or less directly on the

central ciuestion of biids" song, whether instinctive,

hereditary or imitativi; and learned by listening to

other birds' notes : a whole lot of birds imitate the

songs of otlier birds, and by it very materially modify

their own—thus thrushes and yet more blackbirds and

starlings imitate the song of the nightingale, and

sometimes so perfectly up to a certain point that their

song might well be mistaken for tiie nightingale's.

Light is much neeiled on this point, and it can only

be secured by ornithologists in one part taking up

special lines of enquiry and observation, and corres-

ponding with those in other parts ; so that, from a

wide range of observations, general laws may be

reached.

One experiment 1 propose to myself on the first

* Dr. Bowdler Sharpe's British Birds, p. 266.
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chance o(Terinp^. This is to put a cuckoo's e^j^, taken

from the nest of meadow-pipit or hedji^e - sparrow

under a canary hen or other caged bird ak)ng with

modifying,' her food as far be in fa\ fivour

the cuckoo, then to watch how the cuckoo conducts

himself towards the youn<^, as also how he developes

notes and song. I should be pleased if others would

try similar experiments, and put themselves into com-

munication with me that we may compare notes.

A correspondent of the Antl-jfacobiii, who there

recorded some very nice natural history observations,

made these remarks about a variation in the cuckoo-

note heard by him :

" Twice only and that in the same part of Lanca-

shire have I heard the cuckoo pause on his first note

—cHck-00 Click', and so abruptly terminate. Probably

some insect came within clutch of his beak and

stopped his song, with the hope, as Horace says, of

phcs (lapis. Apropos of cuckoos, a lively little boy,

bred among Mayfair chimney pots, was taken to a

country haunt for the first time of conscious observa-

tion, and hearing the fond bird calling its own name,

with which sound he was previously familiar only

through a cuckoo clock on the stairs of his home,

turned a face of childish surprise to his nurse and ex-

claimed among the hedgerows, " I^ut where's the

clock ?
"

Mr. G. D. Leslie to Mario, under date 27th June,

i88g, writes

:

" The cuckoo, which has been singing for the last

eight weeks, has begun that absurd alteration in his

notes which is a peculiarity of the bird ; he no longer

says cuckoo, but cuck-cuckoo and cuckoo-cuck.
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There has been a <,'ood deal of debate about whether

tlie cuckoo ever calls when on the wing. I am con-

fident that it does so when mating, and in pursuit of

the hen, as many other birds do that sing not on the

wing at any other time ; canaries being among them.

I have seen and heard it thus many times : and then,

I can assure the reader, there is no mistake about its

note. .\nd since writing the abo\e I am glad to have

this confirmed by the observation of a good authority,

who, in the Zoologist for 1894, pp. 306-8, says :

" When mating the cuckoo most decidedly calls

w'hen tlying after the hen."

iMr. A. Holte Macpherson, in writing of the note

of the cuckoo, however, tells, that while other birds

in their courtship actually lose their senses, and their

heads, the cuckoo always seems intelligent, and to

hear all neighbouring sounds."'
'

Yarrell thinks that the notion of cuckoos sucking

eggs,—their own, or those of other birds,—arises

from their undoubtedly carrying tlieir eggs in their

mouth ; a fact which has been so fully observed and

verified that there can be no doubt whatever about it.

But from various facts and suggestions we have given

—it is clear tiiat the piercing and sucking of eggs is

now common to certain species of cuckoos, and phe-

nomena ol)ser\ed in the case of others would almost

justify one in saying that it is in no way so absolutely

proved that even Cncnliis caiionis never condescends

to prick and to suck eggs ; though, in our idea, it is

more than possible tliat modification of food in his

case, owing to changes in land culture, etc., etc., and

his reliance more and more on a sort of food, which,

* Zoologist, iSgO, p. J37.
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inside him, does not accord with the egg substances,

has led to his generally abandoning the practice

—

abandoning it, save in the exceptional circumstances

connected with deposition of his own eggs, etc. But

where he pricks eggs, it is more than possible that

he tastes them.

A

A

A

A

A

/
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